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BRENDA STONE
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M ILDRED HOFFMAN

JUDI T H GRIFFIN

MURIEL HAWKE S

() I aye .-s' C3uild
PRESENTS - - -- -

fastest and funniest farce

•
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s"

WITH - - -- l\1URIEL HAWKES
MILDRED HOFFMAN
BRENDA STONE
JUDITH GRIFFIN
O. V. CLARK, JR.
SCOTT CARR
J OSEPH P. LEONE
CLYDE MANKIN
FLORENCE GLATKI

Directed By

RUSSELL H. MILLER

At The ()Iaysh()p
827~

A()~IL

State Street

2<}, 3f)

A~[)

MA}' 2, 3

Friday, Monday, Tuesday at 8:15 P. M.
Saturday Matinee 2:30 P. M.
Box Office (Hartig & Binzel's, April 28-May 3)
Reserved Seats, Evening Performances $'1.30, Matinee 75c; Gen. Admission, Evening 65e, Matinee 50e

CLYDE MANKIN

O. V . CLAR K , JR.

F L ORENCE GLATKI

S COTT CA RR

•

eee

I

•

B OB SPI LLER

I

().eamatized by 1i()lUard Lindsa)' and

~ussel

Crvuse
II

Directed by Russell H Mtller with cast of . . .
MARTHA CRADY

BOB SPILLER
GEORGE ANNE LOWE
JOE KIMBROUGH
GOLDIE WILSON
'JACK McCARTY, Jr.
CAROLYN CARR
DAVID MEFFORD
ROBERT ROGERS
BETTY RAY

MARTHA CRADY
THOMAS W. WHITE
DELPHINE CUNNINGHAM
BILL DOLAN
MILDRED BURNS
GARY ROBERTS
GEORGIA HOWARD
OWEN McPEEK
KERMIT BINKLEY

' iC

VA~ MfTf~ AU[)IT()~IUM

Thul-sday, Api-il 1- - S:1Ei J>. M.
JACK McCARTY, Jr.

JOE KIMBROUGH

Reserved Seats On Sale Bursar's Office, WKSC, April 4-7 . '. . . $1.00
General Admission . . . . 50c

DEL PHINE CUNNINGHAM

BILL DOL AN

•

GEORGE ANNE LOWE

THOMAS W. WHITE

Octoberb, _

Play Is To Be Part Of I
Christian ' Emphasis.:,Week ,~

CHRISTIAN LIVING

.. .

'"

"

October 6, 1948

~

'SCHEDUL1!: F OR Thursday, clps~
ing day ,of the observanc~, inc1udp
class discussions from 8 to 11 :pO,
a.m. w orship service led by the Rev.
Mr. Dlttton from 11 :55 a .m . to 12:15
p.m., class ' discussions from 1 to 4
·,: 'm., student seminars from 4 to 5
(,.m., student and faculty , seminar s
:rom 6 :45 to 7:45 p.m., worship serv-

8:00 p. m.

Worship Service followed by

The Western Players
Presenting

.

"CHRISTIANITY ,and Morals" is
the' ' subject of a student seminar,
Mie "offcur to becoridu~ted from
5:45 to 7:45 by the ,Rev. Dr. J . Mau~
n ee Trimmer; p astor of , the F ifth
~venue Ba\Jtist church, Huntington,
W.Va.
" .'
"is World Brotherhood Possible?"
ts the question to be discussed in a
seminar led by the ·Rev. Rolland
Dutton, pastor of the De.1 mar B ap ~
tll;t :«hurcn, st. Lciuis, while a seml~
nar on "Ohristian Fl!ith in a Mod ~
er n , World" will be led by the Rev.:
James L. Stoner, nationl director of
the . University Christian Mission. ,
The Rev. Leslie R . Smith , pastor
of , the Cen tral Christian church,
Lexington , will lead the faculty
semina!' on "Religion on the C a~pus
of a State College."

MPHASIS WEEK

VAN METER AUDITORIUM

''DUst of the ' Road" will be pre~
e nted at 8:15 o'clock tonight by the
~estern P layers l,mderdirection of
t ussell M!Uer 8~ /I. part of Western's
~istian Living 'Empha~I'5 Week
" , '
jrogram.
In the cast are Tommy , White.
foyce' Allen, Henry p~ Smith . and'
~harles , E. Solley. stage staff ,' f or
Ihe 'special Stage 'Guild play. wh ich
aas ' received numerous awardS, is
Preda 'Deaton, ' Marion Ditto and
tr!clii' Ratcliff. , The production is
&pen to t h e. public. "
.
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"DUST OF THE ROAD"
by Kenneth Sawyer Goodman
CAST

Prudence S'teele
Her uncle, an old man.
Rev. Dr. J. M. Trimmer

ice from 8 to 8:15 p m . with Dr.
Trimmer as leader , followed · by an
address by t h e Rev. Mr. Smith from
8:15 to 9 o'clock.
Followilii ,!.he Bddr.s an enlutton
session w1l1 be held by the leadeis
and campus CODUDit tee.
/
~
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e
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The Tramp

Henry P. Smith

Peter Steele

Thomas White

he Place is the living room of a Middle Western farmhouse,
gr01
tuc~echnical Staff

nivi

1

Directed by Russell H. Miller
Members of Western Players

Christian Living Emphasis Week
ended on Western's campus last
week. This movement was spon~
"Dust o f the Road" is presented through special arrangem ents with
50r·ed by the University Chr i:;tian
Mission with the R everend James ~he Stage Guil d o f Chicago and Longmans, Green and Company of
L. Stoner, national director of the
~ew York City.
mlsssion as the leader. Other speak.,. Hi!
ers were Mrs. Vera S . Lowrie, writer hOI
and lec't urer from Bowling Green,
Ohio; Dr. Rolland Dutton, pastor of the
the Delmar Baptist church, St. Bul
(W. K. S. C. In d u strial Arts Print Shop)
Louis, Missouri; Dr. Leslie R. 'Smith,
p astOr of the Central Christian
church, Lexington, and Dr. J. Mau~
rice Trimmer, pastor of the :r" 'itth
-·ahaJ~"r~aTKs .
~eveTen'rr-c""",'fTTF"I"T"---:-~--~--~~--=
Avenue Baptist church, Hun ting~
conducted and Bill COwley con~
ton, West Virginia.
vened "christian F aith in a Mod~
The theme of CLEW wa s "He Is
em World." June B axter convened
Able" and "Bett er Practice and Un~
Dr. Trimmer's se~inar on "Chrisd erstandlng of Chris tian Living."
tianity and Morals ."
At the 'evaluation session on
Thursda y night, all a greed tha t
At 8 :00 ea ch nigh t , a worship
CLEW had been a success, and El
servioe was held in Van Meter augrea t number of studen ts h ad been
ditorium. On Monday night, folr eached, but also ' that there was'
lowin g t h is service. a panel on "The
room for improvement n ext year.
Meaning of Christian Living" was
, Among the changes suggested for
conducted by the CLEW leaders. At
next year's progr am were mote
" this time on Tuesday, Mr..s. Lowrie
classroom lectures b y the speakers,
A
conducted Community Night.
and a series of four morning chapel
k play, "Dust of tfie, Road" was prea ppearances by the same speaker
It sented by the Western Players on
EO that continuity wOl,lld n ot be lost.
Wednesda y night.
Dr. Smith
Each d a y's program began with
• brought the closing message of
b reakfast at 7:00 in the Potter hall
; C LEW on Thursday n ight.
c afeteria. This m ee ting was attend~ J
~
Each night casu al discu ssions were
ed by the _leaders and m embers of dOl'
, held in the dorms from 9 :30 until
t he campus commi ttee.
At this sPE
~ bed- time. On Thursday nigh t" the
.time the mis takes m ade ,the day be~ Th
fvauuation session was h eld in the
• f ore were discussed and the 'p ians a"n !
. , 10bby of ott,er h all. Th is meeting
f or t hat day were considered.
,hel
atten ded by 1 he leader s and memThe lea ders spent the m orning in me>
t or bers of t he Cam pus committee.
pers onal conferen ces wit h students on f
,ad
or t.eachin g in the classes.
J
as
to
Mr. and Mrs
On Monday morning, at 10:00, a wi,
mass meeting wa s held in Van Meter 'bal

1

I

Charles E. Solley

The Time is about one o'clock of a Christmas morning in the late
nineteenth century,

..'

CLEW rogram
Proves Success

J

Joyce Allen

M:

Continued on page "I, column 3
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The 'Yestern Players
Presenting

"DUST OF THE ROAD"
by Kenneth Sawyer Goodman
CAST

Prudence Steele

Joyce Allen

Her uncle, an old man.

Charles E. Solley

The Tramp

Henry P. Smith

Peter Steele

Thomas White

The Time is about one o'doek of a Christmas morning in the late
nineteenth century.
The Place is the living room of a Middle Western farmhouse.
Directed by RUlleIl H. Miller
Technical Staff

Members of W estern Players

" Dust of the Road" is presented through special arrangements with
The Stage Guild of Chicago and Longmans, Green and Company of
New York City•

...

(W. K. S. C . Industrial Arts P rint S hop)

/

Western prayers Hord
First Meeting Of Fall

$ta11d{ng Committees For 1
Players Guild Announced

The Western Players' met at the
Kentucky building Tuesday night
for their first session Of the fall season. Russell Miller, director, talked
on current prodUctions on the New
York stage.
There were 22 members and
guests present. Refreshments were
served fOllowing the

Tl

s tanding committees for the Bowling Green Players Guild h ave been
a.nnounced by Muriel Hawkes, president, as follows:
Program-IV.R. Sper.cer, Florence
Glatk!, Lucille Scott, Clyde Mankin,
Rucle Hlnzel, Lola P flughoeft, and
J oe C. Covington; social - Mona
Howard, Marge Hoyt, Irene Wilson,
and Marge Spencer; finance-Roy
Hoyt, chairman.
Publicity-Kathryn Bartl. t, J oe
Kimbrougll, Cora Jane Morningstar;
Houston Griffin and Audrey Jackson ; house-O. V. Clark J r., chairm an; box office-Mrs. P. L. Dent,
thalrman ; j unior workshop-Rucie
Einzel and Irene Wilson .
Membership In ,the guild lllcludes
29 patrons, 131 active members and
143 assod ate members, Margaret

Markets
PRODUCE
CINCINNATI, o ct. 14-(JP)- Eggs,
cases included. U. S. consumer graded, A large 64-73 1/ 2; A medium 5661 112 ; B large 64-66 1/ 2 Wholesale
grades, extra large, minimpm 60
per cent A quality 63-71; current receipta "-57.
PollltM'- ".~ - .,-

Clark repor ted for the membership
committee.
"Papa Is All," to be presented in
December, h as been announced as
the next major production of the
guild. Mrs. Hawkes will direct the
play.
'Program for the Oct ober meetini
T uesday n ight at the parish house
of Christ EplEtCOpal church was a
demonstration in experimental theater directed by Russell H. Miller of
t.he English Department at Western.
Members of t he Western Players
enacted Kenneth Sawyer Goodman's
"Dust of the Road," which was presented with ' center staging techniques as the audience watched
from all sides of the adi.l1g area.
The cast _ included Joyce Allen,
Henry P. Smith, Thomas White and
Charles Solley. Marion Ditto ~d
Freda. Deaton assisted Mr. Miller.
Mrs. Bartelt and Mr. Spencer
h andled house and, ,Property arrangements for the guild.
Reoorts 0 11 the guild's first maj or
presentation, "John Loves Mary,"
by the Barter Theater of Abingdon,
Va ., indicated the. prodUction was a
financial 8UCCeS!!
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was a guest.

~
Rethe P layers Guild

T o Meet T uesday

The Bowling 9reen Players Guild
festus- will hold its first monthly meeting
W. of the current !!Cason Tuesday evenssell ing at 7:30 in the P arish House of
the Christ Episcopal church. A oneact play, "Dust of the. Road," will
be presented by the Western Players under the direction of Russell
its H. Miller.
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R ich Pond Un it
To Meet Tuesd3y
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Season 1948-49
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The Westm"n Players

I

OFFICERS 1948-'49
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W~ST~RN K~NTUCKY ST AT~ COLL~G~

i
i

Thomas W. White ----- ---. --.------------------------ --- .----- Vice-President

r

Betty Ray .- --.. --. -- .-- - --.--- .---.-- .. --.---------- .------- ---__.__ _.__ Secretary

t
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I
t
I
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I

Bob Spiller ----------- ----------- -----.-- ----- .---- ------ __-----_-_____ ____ _Treasurer
Henry P. Smith -_ .---.----------_. ------------- __ ___ ________ _____.____ Historian

THIS SEASON
Presenting- significant Americana:
';'Missouri Leg-end"
.'The Con trast"
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" J oan of Lorraine'"
" Tm/, ight at 8 :IS"
" Idiot's Delirrht"
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Russell H. Miller, Director
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PAUL GARRETT, President
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RUSSELL II. MILLER
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Bowling Green, Ky.
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" Invitation to La-ug hEer'"
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"Dear Ruth,'!"
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1947-' 48
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('Life With Father"
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THE WESTERN PLAYERS

J Charles E. Solley ------ --------- ------------- --- ..-------------.-- ------- President
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Thursday Iveninl5,

~f)vember

Van Met er Aud itor ium , "7 :30 P. M.
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THE CH AR ACTERS- Continued

I

,

Hosea (Pop) Hickey ___ .___ ___ _______ .. __ .. ___________ .... _____ _Bob Spillel'

i
ii

Billy Gashade ------------------- ---- _______________ __ __ ___ Thomas W. White

~
t~

Aunt Belle ----- ----- ------ -- ---- ______________________ _____ Nettie J ean Miller

f
tf

I

I

Sam ---- ------.. -------- --- ------ --- ---- ---- --------- -- -- ------ -__________ _Morris Lowe

Ii

~

Ii

Geor ge -.... ---------.. --.. ----- .... __ __ .. __ _____ __ __ .. __ ... __ ___ Harold Matthews

ii
i

Frank Howard -___ .. ______ _____________ __ __ _____ __.___ ____ . ___ ._. _____ J im Wright

.~.

Jim Cummins ---- ------------------ .... --.. ----------___ __ _______ .. _Roy A. Lilly

t
i:f

Ch arl ie Johnson --------------- ------- -__ __ ___ __ ________ ____ Kermit Binkley

~
t~

t

1

Bob Johnson - --- .. ------ -- ---- --------------------- __ __ ____ .. __ .. ___ .George Utley

l.:'

Mr s. Howard -- -- ----------------.. --.. -.. ____ .. __ __ ...__ ________ .. F reda Deaton

r
I:

Thom...as Howard -- ------ .. -....... __ .... ___ . __ _.. __ .___ _____ Louis H. Shelton

11

Brother Willi ams ---- ... ----- .-- ---- «--- " . ____ __

~
"~

. < __ • ____

Charles E . Solley
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t
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t
The Widow Weeks .---,---- ---.-- .... _.. _.... _. ___ ._ .Geol'g'e Anne Lowe
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Ben _____ .. _.. __ .. ___ ___ .... __ .. ___ .. __ .. _.. ___ .. ___ .. _______ .. _______ __ .. ___ Greg Colson

ii

I

As • . ... ... ... . ................. ............, ...................... . Fr.nk Cole

Ii

II

Enoch, Old Timer .. __ . _____ __ .. __ ... _______ .... __ . __ .. ___ A. J . McCa r t y, Jr.

i"

Ii

Ha nk _........ _____ __ _...... _.. __ .. __ .. _____ ... ___ .. __ ...... ___ __ .. ___ Coleman Carter

Ii
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Joe .... -.. -- .. -.... ~ .. - ~ --- .... --..... ,----.--.------ ... ----- .__ __ __ __ .Arnold Robinson
P olice CommiSsioner Gregg __ __ ___ ... __ .. _______ ... __ Nick Diachenko
The "Reverend" ... _.__ _,.. " __ _, ..,...-., __ ,;. _ ;~ . _. ,, . ___ John 13. MU r ph ree
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A room in the home of Thomas Howard
Missouri. An evening in early March.
Intermission of twelve minutes
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St. J oe,

Scene 1.

The Widow Weeks' cabin in the Ozarks.

Five days later.
Scene 2.

The back office in a small bank.

Intermission of twelve minutes
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i
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i
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ACT III
Scene 1. The room in the Howard home. Night, one
.. week later.
Scene 2.

The same.

The next night.
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Scene 3. The same.
fast.
Scene 4.

The next morning, after break-

The same. The next day.
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Time: 1882
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Technical Staff for " Misso uri Legend"
. .. .... .... ... . ........ ..... ......

Script .. ... ... ..... ..
Scenic Design

...... CharleJ E . S J lle y

. ....... ...... .... Marion Ditto and Bill Dolan
_... .... Russell H . Miller and Ruth Hine3 Temple

Con structicn

..... Vern cn Lightfo J t

Decor;:~~; H ewins, Grace La~~: ·;3~b· ~;;;;i~~:· ~~~~~~· w. White,
Charles E. Solley

i

cr~7t1 Dolan . Harold'M~~'t~~~~:'coleman Carter, A."J:--:~.1~C~;ty. Jr.
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..... .... .... ...

... .. ....... B ab Sp]ler

Frank Cole, Morris Lowe
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Stage Manager .
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As sistant to dire ctor
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DR. GORDON WILSON. Head
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The Department of English
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The next day.
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ACT II
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a r e an activity of
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Western Players' Productions
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ACT I
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See-ned.
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Solle y , GMg' AnD'

Lo~~,;;;;;i;nDit~;,J~h;B:M~;Ph",

II
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ii
,

i

Special Effec t s .. ..... ...... .. ., ...... .. .. ........ .... .. ..... ........ ............ A. J . McC 3rty, Jr.

iI'

Make-up ...... ... ...... ..... ...... . --.

I'

.. " .. __ ..... ...... Grace Lahe and Greg Colson

Publicity ............ ..... ...
.. .. ... " ,.
. .......... ,........... ..... .. ...
Norma Van NOrt. Do ri s Winn, Grace Lane, Jim Wright.
George Anne Lowe
House Committee .. ... ...
Betty Ray, William R. Russell. Norma Van Nort, Doris Winn
<- . . . . . . . . . ' • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • - ' . . . . . . . . . . . .

Special Music and S core

........................ . . ..........

.... Greg Colson a nd John B. Murphree
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THE WESTERN PLA YERS \VISH TO EXPRESS THEIH.
APPREC IATIO N TOCBES JOHNSO N, for photogr a phs fo r adver tising display.
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, fo]" c) opemtion in
publicit y.

han ~lling

ij

~

RADIO STATIO NS WKCT AND \V'LBJ, for cooperation in
publi :3ity and sound effects.

!
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I

ROYAL BARN, fo r antique pieces used.

t
I

,

,,

?.l.IR.

PERKINS, of 'Lost River Cave and PHARIS
GROCERY, for pistols and firearms loaned from the
J esse James collection at Lost River.

"Missouri Legend" was first produced by Guthr ie McClintic, in association with Max Gordon, with a distinguished cast including-Jose Fetrer, Karl Malden, Dan
Duryea, Doroth y Gish, Dean Jagger; Mildred Natwick,
J ames Craig, and others. This production is presented
through special arrangements \-vith Dramatists Play
Service, Inc., 6 East 39th Street, New York City.
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Friday, November 12, 1948

'Missouri
Legend' Schedllled For
,
Fall Production By Western Players
incidents of the last days of his life,
when he was living in Saint Joseph,
Missouri, under the name of T. J.
Howard.
The popular ballad developing the
legend of the bandit's biography has

Carl Sandburg in the collection of
American folklore, "The American
Song-bug," calls Jesse James "the
one American bandit, who is classical, one who is to this couno/y what
Robin Hood is to England .••. Whose
exploits from frequent retelling
in story, ballad, and song, have become mythical and apocryphal."
M .3S0URI LEGEND by Elizabeth
B . Ginty, has been chosen as the fall
production of the Western Players.
MISSOURI LEGEND concerns itself
with the last days of Jesse James,
and is built around ~ sequence of

Northern Alum ni
Meet At Newport

J im Wrigh t

Ne~tie

Solley, Gregory Colson, Harold Matthews, and Bill Russell.
The production is lmder the directior. of Russell H. Miller, who was
responsible for the presentation of
DEAR RUTH, JOAN OF LORRAINE, and IDIOT'S DELIGHT, by
the Western Players of last season.
Charles Solley is serving in the
capacity of assistant director. Freda
Deaton and Marion Ditto have been,
cr-osen as the scri;Jt holders.
The technical stair will be drawn
from the members of the Play Production class and the Western PlayElrs. Special musical effects are to
be worked out by Gregory Colson:
The production is scheduled to be
presented in the Van Meter auditorium, on November 11.

y

been harmonized by Marian Lychenheim.
.
I
The refrain:
d
"J esse had a wife to mourn all her
life,
The children they were brave;
'Twas a dirty little coward shot
Mister Howard,
And they laid Jesse J ames in his
grave."

HEIGHTS

o Appear In 'Missouri Legend-

r

n
"J
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e
c
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COL ·L E G E

IMissouri Legend' Opens
Western Players· Season

ILEGEND
are: Lewis Shelton, Vicki
Ratcliff, Charles Finley, George Ann
Miller, Roy Lilly, Jim
ILowe,
Wright, Thomas White, Harry Smith,
Bob Spiller, Morris Lowe, Charles

runs th ough the action of the play
as the ballad is composed by Billy
Gashade (one of the principal characters), out of 'his hero-worship for
The annua meeting of the North- Jesse James.
ern Kentucky Alumni club of WestIncluded in the cast of MISSOURI
-"ll will bs held in the York Street
-gational church, Newport, on.
~ber 5, at 12:30 p .m.

THE.

THE C

HERALD

Reading lef~ to right, Freda Deaton, Thomas White, and Louis SheHon
appeare(l m the ~ISSOURI I:EGEND last night. Here they are shown
on stage protraymg a scene m the life of Jesse James.
Last evening the Western Players
opened the 1948-49 playing season
with Elizabeth B. Gintly's melodrama MISSOURI LEGEND, in
V.an Meter auditorium. The play was
directed by Russell H. Miller of
Western's English department.
The cast included the following
per<sons: Louis Shelton as T. J.
Howard; Freda Deaton as Mrs. Howard; Roy Lilly, Jim Cummings'
Hermit Binkley, Charles Jolmson:
George Ann Lowe, Widow Weeks:
Bob Spiller, Hosta Hickey; Morri~
Asa·
Lowe, Sam; Frank Cole
Charles Solley, George; Ja~k Mc~
Carty, Old Timer; Nick Diachenko
Sheriff; John Murphee, The Rev~
erand; Harold Matthews, Ben; and
George Utley and Coleman Car1er
played the men from the OzarkS.
MISSOURI LEGEND's story of
t he last days of Jesse James was
told in a series leading quickly to
the climax by one of his men. The
technic;al staff responsible for the
pro.duction !ncluded: Charles E Solley
assistant director; Marion Ditto and
Bill Dolan, script; Mr. Russell H.
Mill~r and Miss Ruth Hines Temple,
scemc design; Betty Hewins, Grace
Lane, Bob Spiller Tommy White

,

~

T

n

'

an?- Charles Solley, decoration; Bob '
Spiller, stage manager; Bill Dolan,
Harold Matthews, Coleman Carter,
A. J. McCarty, Jr., Frank Cole, a nd
Morris Lowe, crew~ Charles Solley,
George Aim Lowe, Marion Ditto, C
and John B. Murphee, properties; !
A. J. McCarty, Jr., special effects:
Grace Lane, and Greg Colson,
make -up; Betty Ray, William Reid .
Russell, and Cora Jan Morningstar,
house committee; Greg Colson and
Jolm B. Murphee, special music.
The next play in the significant
seriee will be Royall Tyler's THE
CONTRAST, Which was the first
successful play produced and written
by an, American with an American
subject and produced beginning in
America. It deals with life on the
period just after the American Revolution, and the study in manners 1
and morals of the people in 1787•
Persons interested in trying out
for the play will please see
Miller. General :mnoucement con- l
cerning tryouts will be made soon. en,

- 'I

Mr' I'

r'

.

'

•
The Park City Daity News,
The Park City Daily News, Bowl ing Green, Kentucky

"Missouri Legend" Tells
Of Jesse James' Finish
By Russell H. Miller
I
Folklore gives credit to an Ozark I
mountain singer named Billy Gash- I
ad' for the original composition of
the "Ballad of Jesse James." The
lines of the refrain "That dirty little coward, that 1
shot Mr. Howard,
"He laid Jesse James in his grave," \
reflects the hero worship of the
mountn,in boy who guided Jesse and
Frank to safe hideouts in the I
Ozarks on trips to and from the 1
sites of their banditry.
"Missouri Legend," fall production
of western Players, tells a story of I
Jesse's last raid. Living in st. Joe, :
Missouri, under the. protection of a
church-going alias of J. T. Howard.
but he was human. The devotion of
I 'y Gashade to his Idol is a tcuching part of melodrama. Bill Gashade is played by Thomas W. White
of springfield. A senior at Western,
majoring in English, he played t~e I
principal role of Harry Van m
.
"Idiot's Delight," the spring pro· \'ThOmaS W. White
ductlon of "Dear Ruth," "Invitation
------to Laughter," and "Joan of Lor- I
"

I "Missouri Legend" Chosen-\
As Fall Productio12 Here

I'

ra~e'''the'

~

X-Ray Unit

role of Mrs. Howard, 1
Jesse's wife, gentle yet dauntless, I
who flung her life away to be in
his arms Freda Deaton of Vine
Grove, ~akes her second appear·
ance with Western Players. The
casting proves her versatility as her
Anangements to r
first part was that of Beulah, the ing Green in tl).e
bubble dancer, in the spring pro- X-ray unit for t'·
duction of 'Idiot's Delight."
viding free chr
Scheduled for November 11, the one desiring
, production will be presented in Van day night Ir
Meter auditorium. Items of costume, \ Hubert
hats, boots, or firearms, typical of 1he plaT'
\ th~ period are being collected by the Boare
group to give authenticity to the ling·
lay.
su'

10 V""t
lSI C"tI Y

-

~

Jesse James in "Missouri Legend"
to be presented by Western Playe;s
at 7:30 o'clock tonight at Van
Meter' auditorium under direction
of Russell H. ~liller. Tickets may
be secured from the players ,.
at the Box office.

.in
/s-

Jim Wright
ne
1St I G :'~iss~uri ,:::gend" by Elizabeth B. I Charles Solley,' Gregory COIS011 Ha m y, as "",en chosen as the fall old Mattl1e' B'll
,r
)~~ production of the Western Players Binkley an:sNic~ D:r:a~~~:~kOKel'mit I
:x- t~ b~ presented at Van Meter au- I The production is under dl~'ection
it dltormnl Nov. 11.
l of Russell H. Miller, who was rele"Missouri Legend" concerns itself sponslble for the presentation of I
ost with ,the last days of Jesse James "D~ar Ruth," "Joan of Lorraine" and
and is built around a sequence of "IdIOt's Delight" by the Western
incidents in his life when he was Players o! last season. Charles Sol·
ed, living at St. Joseph, Mo., under the ley is aSSIstant, director, Freda Dea·
an name of T. J. Howard.
ton and J\;1arlon Ditto are script
I I d d .
holders.
~~; sh~l~o~ eViC~ ~~~Cli~~stG:~:geL~~~~ fr~e tecl~ical staff will be drawn
Y
)ly Lo~e, Nettie Miller, Roy Lilly, Jim tion c~~m-a~~ t~ twh~, Ptlll: Pl'oduc- I
'er Wngl1t, Thomas Whit
H
'
e es em Players.
Smith Bob S '11
e"
arry SpeCIal musical effects will be work- '
by ___' _
PI er, Morns Lowe, ed out by Gregory Colson.
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November 10, .

~~= Louis H. Shelto~ plays the role of

-se
I
ce
it

, 1948

le Park City Doily News, Bowling Green,

In "IUissouri Legend" fall r d t·
.'
lIt
cd at 7: 30 o'clock' ThUl'S~a~ ~Ci;l~~l
~aest~ln tlayer~ to. be presentAnne Lowe, left. playing Widder We k n I e er al!d~t~num, George n
with the group, Frede Deaton will b e s, m~ltes l)er Illihal appearance
deyoted wife of Jesse James under
seen III the role of Zee Howard, .
for the pla~, directed by Russell H ~:'I~s~umed name. ResICrved seats ~
office at 'Vesterll.
. j I er, are on sale at t c bursar's 1.
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MissouriLeg~nd'ToBePresentedNovember 11
Drama Portra,Ys
legendary life·
Of Jesse James -

glish Poetess
- eak Before
, Assembly
\--

With the presentation of MIS~
SOURI LEGEI'tD as the fall produc ~
tion , the Western P layers begin a
series of pIa, ::; represe nting the different ph r.ses of American drama.
Here r ep"osented is the legendary
biography of a , real character in
American Folklore, whose exploits
have f urnished the basis for ballards, stories, novels a nd songs,
In the war between the sta tes,
Missouri was divided in its loy ali ties
the forces of the north and
sou th. Fighting in Missouri con.:.
sisted largely of more or less disorganized raids by guerrilla bands. In the ba,:k-wasL of this war that
resulted in the defeat of the southern forces, many of these bands
carried on their activity in forms of
gangs of outlaws and continued to
recruit younger members from disillusioned veterans who f ound difficulty in adapting themselves to life
i ~ the lawless era. It was in this
way that Frank and Jesse J ames
came to be members of Quantrill's
r aiders.
With a personal grudge against
the f orces of law and order that
t~ey encountered in the taJo.ing of
their homestead through the right
of intimate domain by the westward expansion of the trans-Continental rail:'oad lines, the brothers
organized the:' own band that COlltinued to prey on the railroads
which represented to them t he unfair accumulation of wealth.
Long after Charles W. Quantrill
had passed the frontier &::ene, the
incidents in MISSSOURI LEGEND
are drawn from significan t events
in t he life of J esse J ames, presenting the m any sides of h is character
and personality, and leading to the
dramatic end of his life.
The characte'rs surrounding J esse in the story represents typical
figures in the pioneer scene, in

' on Wood , wife of
is visiting th e
'" husband, for
'1g, and will
\Vednesday,
ents are
·titu te of

Louis Shelton

Fre da ·Deaton

Thomas White

r------.~,~-------.-------~--- '---------------------------------------------
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I~ DRAMA P ORTRAYS

B, Jane Mortllo,sta.r

' I!ontiJlued from page 1
Production program of ' the Wesurn Players for
1948-49 wlll consist of three significant American : I .wch he played out the dram atic
plays. The selections represen t th e works of Ameri- i ' IiWry of his life.
The conplete cast of the play incan authors developing ' American subjects and char: i f
act~r5 . "Missouri Legend," "The Contrast" and "Life t cludes: Louis Shelton as T. J . HowWith Father" ha ve been chosen by Russell H. Mil- I [ ard; Freda Deaton as Mrs. Howard;
leI'. of the English faculty of Westel'l1. direc tor of the I Nettie Miller as Belle Starr; Thomas
players. "Missouri Legend." by Elizal>eth B. Gin ty, 1 White, BillY · Gashade, Jim Wright,
t ells t he story of the last;--days -6f Jesse James, whose Ii, Frank Howard; Roy Lilly, Jim CumHfe " as a legend of a lawless era in American history. I r'~ngs ; Hermi t Binkley, Charles
Lost River cave is pointed out as a hideout of the I g Johnson ; Harry Smith, Bob JohnGeors:e Ann Lowe, Widow
James brothers. Russell ville is remembered as' the I i: Bon;
Weeks; Bob Spiller, Hosta Hickey;
scene of one of t heir daring exploits. James was a
Morris Lowe, Sam; Frank Cole,
c.olorful public figure, but a rigid Puritan in private I r Asa..; Charles Solley. George; Jack
lIfe.
, (
McCarty, Old Timer ; Nick Diach*
I ~ enko, Sheriff; J ohn MurphCE'. The
In contrast to t.he melodrama of "l)lissollri U- r Reverend; I~arold Matthews, Ben;
gend," Royall Tyler's "The Contrast" is a comed;\, of I and George Utley :And Colenutl1 Carmanners of the R evolu tionary era. The first suc- I: te,· play th;) m en from th e Ozarks.
cess fully produced play by an American, in America. II
The production is directed by Mr.
about Americans, "T he Con trast" is significant as a 11 Russell H . Miller, whose assistant is
stu dy in morals' and manners of the period and for I Charles Solley and Marion Ditto
the creation of th American Yankee. a fictional I 1 will serve as script holders.
charact er, that has persisted through American lit- (
Mr. Miller is' keenly interested in
erature.
accumulating firearms and costumes
Also a first in that i t h as enjoyed the longest con- II either to become a part of a per -/
tinuous record of performances of any play. "Life I J Jtlanent property depar tment for the
With F ather " is built arollld the delightfully amusing t. P1.a. er s, Or through their loan for
domestic experiences of the family of its author, 1 the period t h ey are needed for the
Clarence Day. Its era in history is the earl y 1900's I r rehearsals and perform:r- .
ft-t the turn into t he "Golden Cen tury."
t
T he pro' - 'c tion is 1;(
In addition to giving a preview of the offerings of • presentation in Van 1
t he Western Players whose presentations and interpretations are always of high order. this will serve I I
as an invitation to sh are in.> these productions b~' con- 1
tribu ting properties for the staging. Mr. Miller is I I
keenly interested in accumulating firearms and cos- I
tumes either to become a part of a permanent 1)1'0perty departmen t for the P la yers. or th roug'h their
loan for the period they are needed for the rehear sals
and performances.

l
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Tbe derailment of 22 ca rs of an L&~ freight train
near Row letts Monday afternoon set a record for L.
G. F a Un Sr., Smiths Grove, railroad employee. Mr.
FaUn has bElen an employee of the company 38 years
and it was the first time in' an eight-hour shift he
had fail ed 0 see an. L&N tra in on the move. However, due to t h e derailmen t, Mr. FaUn '.vas busier than '
usual ~Ul'ing his Monday nigh t tour of du ty.
•

--

r

'I :
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torium at 7:30, Thursday even(ng,
November 11. General a dmission
tickets are fif ty cents and m ay be
secured from members of the West ern Players or play production clas's"
Reserved seats may be purcbased
from the Bursar 's office for the
price o! 01) ~ doUal'. All tickets go
on sale November 9.
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Continued on page 1%, column 1

FALL PRODUCTION OF THE

WE~&~ ~.fl O ..

Directed by Russell H. Miller

LOUIS H. SHELTON
KERMIT BINKLEY
BRADLEY TAYLOR
JIM W RIGHT
FRANK COLE
JOHN B. MURPHREE
GEORGE UTLEY

1

'

J

FREDA DEATON
GE ORGE A NNE LOWE
NETTIE JEAN MILLER
NICK DIACHE NKO
CHARLES E . SOLLEY
HAROLD MATTHEWS

C. .

v~

THOMAS W . WHITE
BOB SPILLER
R OY A. LILLY
MORRIS LOWE
A. J. McCARTY, JR.
COLEMAN CARTER
GREG COLSON

VAN METER AUDITORIUM

TttU~SI)A l', Nf)Vf,"l3f~

11, 1:1() (). M.

Reserved Seats (On Sale at Bursar 's Offi ce, WKSC, Nov. 8-11) ......... .. ........ -. __ ......... $1.00
Gener a l Admission .. ......... _. __ ._ ... ,....... _._._._ ... ... ... .. _.. ........ .. _.... .-.. -- ....... ......... -......... ... -.. ---- ... -....... .5Oc
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Jesse J ames ~ Life L~nds
I Itself Well To Me~lodrama

T H E

Friday. November 12. 1948

CO .

IMissoitri Legend' Opens E
Western Players Season ~
MJ
thl

tio

Kermit Binkley

Bradley Ta ylor

The liIe of Jesse James lends itself are under construction and are beto melodramatic treatment. The ing decorated by Betty Hewins and
most famous bandi t of all time he members of the Play Production
was the hero of hundreds of paj)er- class. The Westen" Players wo uld
bound street & Smith novels of a welcome the loan or gift of cusge.neration ago. Playwright E. B . tumes, firea rm s or p eriod proper- I
Gmty, who got her start with David ties for the production.
I
Bela~co, has captur ed t he folksy
K ermit Bir,k]°Y will be seen as
quallty of the epic story of that laW- I Charlie Ford and Bradley Taylor as
less era in "Missouri Legend." fall Bob Ford.
I
production of" t h e Western Players, I
- .
scheduled for Van Meter 'auditorium , I
on Thursday night, Nov. 11.
Severa!, years ago 20th CenturyFox, under D al'l'yl F . Zanuck's di- I - - - -- rection, produced its technicolor
So an y day now Mar y will probabl~' weaken.~~(
version of "J esse Jam es" in which I
his
.
by
Tyrone P ower, H enry Fonda, Nancy
th e
pr
Kelly, and R andolph Scott played
A
t h e principal roles. "The' m ost ex'ow.
WI
ev
citing scenes I ever filmed! " said
' of
A.N ~
By Jane Morlllnptal'
Tyrone power of the sequences
)seM
!JI
fi l.med in the Missouri Ozarks, the I
in
" How [ wish I could see that cave where J esse th ,
locale of Jesse J ames.
I
(J ames) hid ou ll" wrote Miss Elizabeth B. Ginty, in,\
The cast for t he local version of
enauthor of "Missouri Legend" LO Russell H. Miller under wr
"Missouri Legend" brings together
the
date of Nov. 6. Miss Gin ty referred to Lost River Bl
a number of the Western Players I 1'.
cave where J esse J am es, whose 19th century banditry Iial
who distinguish ed themselves in ~ ,idm ade history is reported to have sought shelter and an
productions of the group last sea- I' lity
~afety dU1'ing his roamings in tl)ese parts. Expres- ~01
son and a number of new membel's' j
Sll1g pleasure t l}a t Mr. Miller waG to dir ect the pro- dO0
md
From Bowling Green are Louis
ducLion for Western players (Thursday night, Van R
S helton, George Anne Lowe, Mo l' ope Meter audltol'lum ) , .MISS Gll1ty's letter con t ained, "I .~
Tis Lowe, and Frank Cole. Other I
ing
became m te rested III J esse when I was associated
K entuckians ' prominent in the cast
will
""ith David Belasco who had everything ' he could I da
are Thomas W . White, Springfield;
'orget a bou t Jesse in his library over t h e theater ." Two sm
Nett ie Jean Miller Owensboro; K er minutes after the need of a pict ure of Gen. Robert ~n
mit Binkley, Lewisburg; Freda DeaInd
E. Lee and h is Ciyil War generals as one of the ~ l
ton , Vine Grove; A. J. McCarty Jr.,
"must items for a scene of t he plav was broadcast SlO
Benham; Charles E. S olley, Louisover WKTC ; an offer of th e picture was received The m
ville; John B. Murphree, Owensbo~'O;
offer, made in record time, dune from P errin S: and SU'
Greg Oolson , Middlesboro ; H ardld
ve
Will J. Turpin. Au thentic fire arms of the period in - ex
Ma tthews, Hartford; Coleman Careludin g rifles and pistol s, have been loaned by W . c~~
tel', Madisonville, and George Utlev
Leslie Perkins. owner of Lost River Cave.
CI ,
H enderson.
-, 1 ect
I mtu
.
'
J 1 you arc one who, Hunks toda y's younger gener- j
~rom ou t side K entucky come Bob I(
Splller. Broomall, Pa.; Jim Wright I ,
ation is "just terr ible" this item gather ed from The
W at3rways Journal sho ws the young fry had their H
Nashville, Tenn .; Roy A. Lilly, Beck~
ley, W . Va., Bradley Tay.lor~ Detroit,
ma tch in preceding years and t hat a fter all the ageMich., and Nick Diachenko, Gary, f
worn comment "boys will be 1:>oY5" was popul'fr 60
W . Va.
ye ars ago aJ o. Mentioning a cJ.!pping from the ViCkS- I
The three sets for the' prod Uction I
burg P ost of 60 years ago, which reported a: visit of
I
:ay
Capt. E. C. Carroll and famil y to K eokuk. I owa, E . leI'
Carroll T aber, K eokuk writes in the Journal. "I l'e- tes
member this visit . . . the famil y stayed at the Hotel ply
1101'
l{eokuk and the owner of the. hotel told my' father I
ny
he hOj:ed they wOl;lld nevtr r eturn . \. ' . that the kids er
er y had hal.f wreelted t t:e hotel and l:ie. \\'as afraid th ey ~es
""ould complete t he Job if they ever came back."
. •n
at hi ~
And speal ing ': f ehilclr:n not lJ:mg on theil' bes t
behavior at all times, mention was m a de recently that I \V h
teen age chIldren. who, were old enough to know
better, had dam aged the slides, swings and other in
iss. amusement devices in the city's parks a nd play- sta
grounds,
55,(
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J:.ea ding lef~ to r ight, F reda D eaton, Tliom a s Wbite, a nd Louis Sh eltoll Ua ppear ed m the MI SSOUR I LEGEND last n ight. H er e they ar e shown til
on stage p rotr a,:ing a scen e in th e life of .Jesse .Jam es.
ti
Last evening the Western Players
opened t h e 1948-49 playil1g season
with Elizab eth B . Gintly's lllelo drama MISSOURI LEGEND, in
Van Meter a uditorium. The play was
directed by Russell H . MiJ}er of
Western's English depar tment.
The cast in cluded the following
per.sons : Louis Shelton a s T . J .
Howard; Fr eda Deaton as Mrs. Ho ward; Roy Lilly, Jim Cummings ;
H ermit Binkley, Charles Johnson'
George Ann Lowe, Widow Weeks;
Bob Spiller, Hosta Hickey; Morris
. Lowe, Sam ; Frank Cole
Asa '
Charles Solley, George ; Ja~k Mc:
Car t~, Old T im er; Nick Diachenko,
Sherlff; John MUl'pl1ee, The Reverand; Harold Matthews, Ben; and
George U tley and Coleman Carter
pla.yed the nfen from the OzaJ.'ks.
MISSOUR I LEGEND's story of
the last days of J esse J ames was
told in a series leading quickly to
the clima.'{ by one of h is men. The
technical staff respoI}Sible for the
production included : Charles E Solley
assistant director; Marion Dit to an d
Bill Dolan, script ; Mr. Russell H .
Miller and Miss Ruth Hines
scen ic design; Betty H ewi.ns, Gr ace
Lane" Bob Spiller, T om m y White,

and Charles Solley, decoration ; Bob
Spiller, stage m an ager ; Bill ' Dolan ,
H a rold M atthews, Colelna n Carter ,
A. J . McCarty, Jr., Frank Cole, a nd
Morris Lowe, crew; Charles Solley,
George Ann Lowe, Marion - D itto,
and John B. Murphee, propelties ;
A. J. McCarty, Jr., s pecial effects ;
Grace Lane, and Greg CoLson,
m ake -up ; Betty Ray, William R eid
Russell, and Cora J an Morningstar,
house committee; Greg Colson and
John B. Murphee, special music.
The n ext play in . the significant
series will be Royall Tyler's T H E
CONTRAST, which was . t he :hrst
successful play pr oduced and written
by all, American with a n American
subject and produced beginning in
America. I t deals with life on the
period just after the American Revolution, and the study in mann ers
and morals of the people in 1787.
P ersons interested in trying out
for the play will please see Mr.
Miller. General a nnoucemeIlt concerning t r youts will~ be m ade soon.
-
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A room in t he home of Thomas H oward
Misso uri. An evening in early March.
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Scene 1.

F ive days later.
Scene 2.
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The back office in a small bank.

The next day.
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I nt ermission of twelve minutes
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ACT II I
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Scene 1. The room in the Howard home. Night, One
'" week later.
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Scene 2.
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Scene 3. The same. T he next morn ing. after' breakfast .
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Scene 4.

The same.
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The Same. T he next day.
Time: 1882
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The W idow Weeks' cabin in the Ozarks.
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The DeFart:ment: of English
DR. GORDON W I LSON. H ead

Tec h nical Staff for "Missou ri Legend"

Scenic Desig n

... ............... Russell H . Miller a nd R u th H ines Tem ple

t
It
t,"

const r uction

.... ........ ... .

I

Assistan t to di r ect or ...... .....

.. ....... ...... .. .. ...... .Cha rle3 E. S olley

Scr ipt .. ........... .. ............. .. ..... .... .. .... .. .. ....... ... .Marion D itto a n d B ill Dolan

..... ..... ........ ........ Vern cn Lig htfoot

Decor ation
.. .. ...... ... ... ..
..... . ... ... .... .. .... ... ... ..... .. .............
Betty Hewins , Grace Lane, Bob Spiller, T h om as W. W h ite.
Charles E . Solley
S t age Manager.

.. .... ........ ... .... ...... .. . ..... ....... .... .... .Bob Sp iller
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Properties .. .... ......... ..... ... ...... ........ ...... ...... ... ............. .. ... .. .. ....... ...... ..... ...... .
Cha rles E. Solley. Geo r ge An ne Lowe. Marion Ditto. J eh n B. Murphree

Ii

Special Effects ... ........ ... ...... ....... ..................... ... ............ ... A. J . McC arty. J r.

Ii

I

Make-up ................... .. ........... .... " .... ... .... ..... .... Grace L art e a nd Greg COlsOn

t

:
.
,

P ublicit y .... ...... ........ ".. ..... ..... ......... .. .. .. ......... .. ..... ........ .... .... .... .
Nor ma Van NO r t. Doris Winn. Grace Lane. j im Wri ght.
Geor ge Artne Lowe
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House Committee .... ....... . ...... ., .......... ....................... .... .......... . .... .. .........
Betty Ray. William R. Russe ll. N orma. Van Nor t. DOris Win n
H

Speciai Music a nd Score

\: . •\ ~t ' . . . .·,' . . . .'tl~'tl~ t ' --"\ , . . . "

.... Gr eg Colson and J ohn B. Mu rphree
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THE WESTERN PLAYERS WISH TO EXPRESS THEIR.
APPRECIA TION TOCH ES JOHNSON, for phot ogr a phs fo l' advertising display.
PARK CITY DAILY NE ' iVS,
publicity.

f OI"

cJoperation in handling

RADIO STATIONS WKCT AND WLBJ, for cooperation in
publbty and sound effects.

1 'IR.

PERKINS, of Lost River Cave and PHARIS
GROCERY, for pistols and firearms loaned from the
Jesse James collection at Lost River.

"Missouri Legend" was first pj'oduced by Guthrie McClintic, in association with Max Gordon, with a distinguished cast including-Jose Ferrer, Karl Malden, Dan
Duryea. Dorothy Gish, Dean Jagger, Mildred N atwick
James Craig, and others. This production is presented
through speciaL arrangements with Dramatists Play
Service, Inc., 6 East 39th Street. New York City.

"HE WAS

AN OUTLAW... A KILLER ... HIS LIFE
WAS THE EPIC STORY OF A LAWLESS ERA!"

He was hunted, but he was human! And there
was one-gentle yet dauntless-who flung her
life away-into his arms!
The spectacular drama of the nation's most
famous outlaw and the turbulent events that
gave him to the world!

starring

TYRONE POWER
HENRY FONDA
NANCY KELLY

RANDOLPH SCOTT
and

Henry Hull • Slim Summerville
J. Edward Bromberg • Brian Donlevy
John Carradine • Donald Meek
John Russell • Jane Darwell
Directed by Henry" King
Associate Produc;er and Original
Screen Play by Nunnally Johnson

A 20th Century-Fox Picture
.
.,

"jesse, ·YQu're a hero now! But lhis
will gel inlo your hlood! You'lilurn
inlo a ~iller and a wolf!"

.. J know, hul J ha(e lhe railroads.
-and when I hale, I harJe
thing ahoul ill"

(0

Photographed in T ECHNICOLOR ·

do some-

I

Ma rch 7, 1948

State Legi$lature ·El
Russellville's Southern Deposit Bank
Scene Of Jesse James' First Robbery

i

By Jane ~Iornings tar
Da.ily News Staff Wl"itcr
No visitor to Russellville, who has
th.e slighest interest in history, has
failed to have pOinted out to him
the scene of the bank robbery which
started the James brothers on their
notorious career as desperadoes.
Eighty years ago, on March 21, the
James boys got their start at the
Southern Deposit Bank of Kentucky
on the Main street of Russellville,
one block south of the square.
The handsome building, erected
by George W. Norton abou t 1857 at
a cost of from $50,000 to $57,000, is
today a monument t o the prowess of
the banking firm he founded. Three
rooms on the south side of the first
floor were devoted to the banking
business. The remainder of the
large, two story building was occupied by the Norton family as its
residence.
¥

•

II

•

HIGH CEILINGS, heavy massive
woodwork, huge locks and silver
plated door knobs are evidences of
the fine details and costliness of
the building.
About 1865 Mr. Norton sold his
interest in the institution to Nimrod
Long, who had become associated
with him, and moved to Louisville.
Magnitude and importance of the
bank can be realiW{} from the' fact
that it was reported as the largest
banking business between Louisville
and New Orleans and issued its own
currency. During the ivil War, so
the story goes, a mlllion dollars in
currency. During the Civil War, so
prevent its confiscation and only'
two officers of the bank knew the
hiding place.
ONE ENTRANCE to the bank was
tocated on Main street and one led
from Sixth street into a hall between
an office room and a lounge room
for customers. It was through ' this
Sixth street entrance that Jesse
James entered the bank that March
day and demanded Its money from
Mr. Long as he came from the front
office Into the adjoining room to
wait on the "customer" whose entry
he had heard.
On the north wall of the room Is
an approximately three-inch hole
of t he bullet, which James fired at
Mr. Long when he demanded the
money which netted him $9,035.92.
Mr. Long fell to the floor when hit,
and James scooped up the money
and fled. The missile shattered the
plastering but was repelled by the
stone wall which surrounded the
vault.
Construction of the main vault

I
Scene of Jesse James' first holdup, this imposing building at Main and
Sixth str eets, Russellville, housed the N. Long and Company bank
when t he notorious bandit entered by the Side steps and robbed the
establishment of $9',035.92 after shooting and wounding Mr. Long.
(there are t wo) is a story in itself.
It contains three rooms, is steel
lined and has inside bolts on each
door. In the second room is a speaking tube which connects with an
upstairs bedroom and with the
lounge room. A plaque over the vault
lis~ Baker and Martin, Cincinnati,
as makers.
A loose tile in the floor of the
second vault, which opens off the
middle room of ' the banking offices,
has given Mrs. R . F. McCuddy, an
owner and resident of the property,
the clue that beneath its floor was
the hiding place of the large sum
during the Civil War.

. .

James shot his grandfather, given
him by his mother, 1'<lrs. J . B. ,
Briggs.
.
The building was left by Mr. Long :
to Bethel college for a library and
was ' purchased, from the school in
1904 by George S. Hardy, father of i
Mrs. McCuddy and Mrs. Joe Ehlet.:'~, i
Washington, D. C., its presenl.; own- lers.
a
The large front corner room, once \
used by the bank, now hou,scs the e
Russellville-Logan County U brary. l
Mrs. Theodosia Graham has , served
for six years as librarian. 'the 11- ;
brary now has 6,000 volumes 'kith
an annual circulation of 11,000. :

I
I

"

A STRANGE angle t o the robbery
is supplied in tbe story that Mr.
Norton and Mr.' Long took a liking
to one Robert James. a Logan county boy, and as his benefactors, sent
him to Georgetown, Ky., to study
t<> become a Baptist preacher. I t
was Robert James' sons, J esse and
Frank, who some years later made
their debut at crime at Mr. Long's
expense.
Mr. Long was a grandfather of
George B. Briggs, who has been
mayor of Russellvllle for 17 years.
One of Mr. Briggs' prized
sions was the pistol with which Jesse

posseS- I
/

•

vvestern P layers SCheduled To Present
iThe Contrast' On Thursday Evening

m
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Weste:cn Players will present THE
CONTRAST, the second in their
series of significant American dra- mas, in Van Meter auditorium on
~e Thursday evening, J anuary ~O.
~>
_ THE CONTRAST, a patriotic play
t- written to bring out Americanism
a, in America, was written by Royall
'a Tyler on his first visit to New York,
[e after he had seen New York prole duce SCHOOL FOR SCANDEL. He
Ie wrote THE CONTRAST with the
1- idea of contrasting fine qualities of
3t pioneer America, with the Tories
'k in America.
To accomplish the purpose of his
is satire, the plot THE CONTRAST
~r deals with the experiences of a vet\v eran of the American Revolution in
the New York social circles. Veterar:s problems in 1787 were much the
same as the veteran's problems after any war. He finds himself faced
with a difficult business of adapting
himself to a scciety from which he
has been separated for several years:
a society which is unaware of the
l personal sacrifices and hardships
, that he has undergone during
separation and that cares little.
Colonel Manley's wearing a regimen - tal coat while on a military mission

in New York offends his coquettish
sister, Ch arlotte, because of his disregard for fashionable dress.
THE CONTRAST in ideas and .in
manners and morals extends through
the entire group of characters. The
literary significance of the play lies
in the fact that it was the first
5Uccessful American play written
by an American, with an American
subject, and performed first by
American players.
The dramatic significance of THE
CONTRAST lies in the fact that
American life for first time was
given presentation in the theater
and Royall Tyler is credited with

Retiring Queen

creating the character of the typical
yankee, in his Jonathan.
The song "Yankee Doodle Dandy"
is part of the play and was probably
sung on the stage in the original
production. Historically, the play is
significant in its apt presentation of
life, manners, and dress of the people
of the United States in 1787•.
In the cast of THE CONTRAST, a
number of players are making their
first appearance in the Westeln
Players production. These include
Larry A. Deweese, Martha Crady,
Grace Lane, Hugh Noffsinger, Leveta Bradley, David Mefford, and
Susan Jones.
Other members of the cast:
George Anne Lowe, Louis Shelton,
Bob Spiller, Morris Lowe, and Kermit Binkley, were seen in MISSOURI LEGEND last November.
The play is scheduled for Thursday, January 20, in Van Meter Auditc.rium. The technical staff includes
Thomas W. White, assistant director; assisted by W. R. Russell, A. J.
McCarty, Jr., Nick Dichenko, Coleman Carter, Bill Dolan, and Jim
Wright.
The play is under the direction of
Mr. R\lSSell H. Miler, of the English
department faculty.
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George Ann Lowe
Second in the :;eries of significant
American plays presented by the
Western Players will be Royall
Tyler's THE CONTRAST, to be pre~
sented in Van Meter auditorium on
Thursday evening, January 20.
THE CONTRAST was the ' first
successful American play written
by an American, with an American
subject and performed first" by
American players. It is a satire on
manners. Most of what it has to say
i6 startlingly true up until the be~
ginning of the last war. The atti~
tudes it skewers have chiefly to do
with snobbery about effete and superficial European culture and the
rude probity of the hearty .American.
The CONTRAST takes its name
from the almost symmetrical contrast in the delirleation of its characters. The parallel of contrast ex~
tends through both master and serv~
ant groupirlgs.
Manners of the times and m6rals
of the day provide much of the sub~
ject matter in the play which does
make some attempt at American
characterizatiion. The scenes reflect
New
the atmosphere of fashl'onnble
"
· 1707 against which
the
York m
'Yankee ;a contrasted in an Qgree~
a ble and entertaining manner.
The plot concerns a worthless
dandy, rouged and perfumed, who
has changed his name from V a n
Dumplirlg to Dimple. He is having
an affair with Charlotte, a f I i r t;
is engaged to Maria, a wholesome
beauty; and wishes to. marry Le~
titia for her money. Van Dumpling
or Dimple is played by Bob Spiller.
Other members of the cast irlclude.
...,

P

or

Ire
Royall Tyler's "The Contrast,"
be presented Jan. 20 by the West~
:m Players under the direction of
!~ussell H. Miller, 15 not just good
theater and excellent comedy.
It is a significant play in the his~
tury of the American mind and cul~
ture, of Am:;rican literature and
drama. For it expresses emphatical ~
ly the growing nationalistic pride
cf the young Republic in 1787; it
shows quite clearly the American
author's attempt to create a New
World literature and culture; Imd
it reveals the Ul"lmistakable influence of Eighteenth Century English writers.
The ardent nationalism portrayed
b. the character of Colonel Man~
ley, the veteran hero, is typical of
this same attitude in the thinking
ot his America. Tyler's desire to
write an American play-a play with
An eric an characters, Arne ric a n
M th C d as Letitia,
speech, American situation and
a1' a ra y
American setting-is typical of the
Anne LOwe as Charlotte,
ambition of many of his contemMefford as Frank, Susan Jones
.
poraries. His success in the case of
Be tty, G race L ane as M ana,
. Lo
h LoIDS
.
'The Contrast" is marked by the
ns
we as Van R oug,
ton as Col oneI M anley,
fact that it has outlived and outlasted them all. The playwright's
De wese as Jonathan , Hugh
' ger ....
Q~ Jessamy Kerml·t
evident indebtedness to Ene:lish
sm
, o . u '...... ".Y11
as a servant, and Jenny is
literature and his imitativeness, conby Leveta Bradley.
scious 01' unconscious, are typical of
The play is under direction of
American literature of the postsell H. Miller. This is Mr.
colonial era. "The Contrast" 1s defsecond time to direct THE
initely of the best of Eighteenth
TRAST. The first prqduction was
Century American.
New York last summer, while
Before the advent of Eugene
attended Columbia univel'hlty.
O'Neil and the vigorous stimulation
of the little theater movemnt about
1915 the American drama and
theater had produ,ced nothing of
international significance. But, this
phase of OUr culture has had a
: low, steady growth that makes our
Twentieth century achievement not
a sudden phenomenon, but a culmination of normal development.
Royall Tyler's "The Contras"
holds a unique place in the early
stllges of this development. It was
tl,e first comedy written by an
Ame:ican author produced in Am~ri~~I

ca by a professional company.
The production in Van Meter follows the exact script used in this
first performance-April 16, 1787,
by the American Company in the
John Street theater, New York.
Retaining period costuming and
background v.'ith the original dialogue, the dierctor has made some
cOllcessions to 1949 in the USe of
modern technical theater devices
-and an ultra-modern method of
presentation.
Cast in the western Players revival of this American classic are
Grace Lane, George Anne Lowe,
Martha. Crady, Deveta Bradley, Susan Jones Larry Dewese, Hugh A.
Noffsinger, Bob Cpiller, Louis Shelton, Morris Lowe, Kermit Binkley
and David Mefford.
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IShelton Plays

Bowling Green, Kentucky

Leading Role
In Production

Rural Philosopher Makes His Initial
.A ppearance In: Tyl~r's "The Contrast"
By Dr. Gordon Wllson
One of our most distinctive folk
characters in Americ'an literature
is the rural philosopher.
He is usually full of "1105s-sense"
and is not the leMt tit afraid of
people Who are more sophisticated.
11 From his association with nature,
)f especially nature on a hill farm, he
has learned truths that are eternal.
He has also learned how to express
himself in a racy and appealing
way.
When the rest of us are taken
off our feet by the hocus-pocus of
- politics or other contemporary things,
he sizes up the situation and makes
some wise remark that puts all to
rights again. Long before he became
a literary character, he was a resi" dent of every neighborhood.
I
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• • • Jonathan, in
THE CHARACTER,
the Western Players' revival of "The
ConLrast" is played by Larry A.
Deweese. The creation of Yankee
Doodle is his ' first appearance with
the group. In the role of Charlotte
the coquette, whose flirtations are
responsible for a large portion of the
complications, George Anne Lowe interprets a part quite different from
the Widder Weeks of "Missouri
Legend."
Also in the cast of "The ContrMt"
are Martha Crady, Grace Lane. Leveta Bradley, Susan Jones, Hugh
Noffsinger, Louis Shelton, Bob SpilIeI', MOtTis Lowe, Kermit Binkley
and David Mefford.
This modern version of the first
American comedy Is under the direction of Russell H. Miller. Reserved seats for the performance 011
Thursday night at Van Meter Aud!.
torium may be secured through the
bursar's office at WKSC Tuesday
through Thursday. General admission tickets may be secured from
members of WesLern Players.
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IT SEEMS
that he had to
wait, even until Royall Tyler's "The,
ContrMt," in 1787, to appear In I
print, Jonothan, in his first Ameri- I
can comedy, is our first literary ! George Anne Lowe
cornfield philosopher, or "stage ------~---=.~-------------_:__-=-::_"-
Yankee," as he came to be called.
)U He is an American and very proud
r- of it; he dislikes hartily any flimflam that comes from abroad. In ,
ns other words, he is a real Yankee
{e Doodle, and ready to lick a dozen
Am.ericans who still cling to British
1e customs.
Tobacc" sold on the Bowling
it ' Jonothan WM repeated endlessly
1'- In comedies after 1787. Sometimes Green market last week totaled 1,he was a Yankee peddler, still with 237,252 pounds to bring $539,416.9
the same canny backwoods philoso- or an average of $43.26 a hun
~ phy. Sometimes he was a small-town weight. The average was $
lawyer. However, he was best as a the $44.67 est blisl ed f
Poundage for tJY
i- farn1 boy or man, with the country
480, with tbP mud still on his boots.
Probably the best single successor money w-'''),ad to Jonathan was Hosea Biglow, the ~y
lis reputed author of Lowell's elaborate
u. set of poems on the Mexican and
k- Civil Wars. Hosea, though, is more
ge of a recluse, a rural poet, not a
ne swaggering "waiter" 11k Jonathan
seeing the sights in New York City.
Columnists by the dozen have bornt rowed Jonathan's or Hosea's wisa dom, especially in periods when
I - great issues were challenging Ameriler ca. Our cornfield philosopher is still
It; very much alive.
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The ceI).tral figure in Royall Ty- 1.
ler's "The Contrast," Western Play- 2 ,
ers' production to be presented at 2:
Van Meter auditorium on Thursday 2 .
night, is Colonel Manley. A veteran 3 '
of the American Revolution, he 3 ,
finds in New York society in 1787 3
diSillusionment similar to that which 4
men returning from overseas in t h e 4 ;
recent war found in their home com- 4:
munities. The peacetime message of 4:
this first American comedy in terms 4 ~
of patriotil)m is as timely as today's
headlines.
Louis Shelton of Bowling Green thE
plays the Tole of Colonel Manley. A
veteran himself, he was seen in last
season's "Joan of Lorraine" and as
Jesse James in this fall's production
of "Missouri Legend."
...
Cmtain time for the Thursday
evening opening has been changed
to 8 p. m. Reserved tickets for Thursday evening's performance of "The
Contrast" went on sale this morning at the pursar's office at WKSC.
General admission tickets may be
secured at either Bartel & Williams
Drug Store or at C. D. S. No. 4 or
from members of Western Players.
The current revival of this early
American comedy is IDlder the di- p
rection of Russell H. Miller. The
cast includes Grace Lane, George
Anne Lowe, Martha Crady, Leveta
Bradley, Susan Jones, LJtrry A. Deweese, Hugh Noffsinger, Mr. Shelton,
Bob Spiller, Morris Lowe, Kermit
Binkley and David Mefford.
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In

i Play FoUows
}Original Script

~

\

y b Charles Lively.
1- yMiller's Antiques, Inc" is supplye- \ .ng eriod furniture for decorating
a Ith )nteriors. special costum~s by
e
d
costumers of Born
Eavtes, :ro! ~~Kegro," "Make Mine
Yes er ay,,, nd many other New
, \~~~::~~~~~e:' will arrive this week
~
car Bernner, whose toupes
~~~~ ~t years off the appearancleln°f
le
Hollywood actors Is supp Y g
i - some,
3, \ the W1gS.

,-

~\
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Western Players SLate Production

- t " econd produc- vi
"The contras, s
'their
tion of the Western Playe~s ill eri"
t series of dramat1c Am
curren
to lif the post-RevolU1 c~na, brings
f knerican developthe division In
e tionary era 0 ,
ment, emp~asiZ~;ers of the patriot thought an ma
j st won their
tic colonials whOEhatis~ domination
s freedom from t~ent that clung to
If and the Tory e ~
d ideas. In
t~ European r:h~~l~;'Yler builds
e h1S comic sa 1r
rnes of this
1. his narra~ive alon;a~~~s 1and ideals.
s. contrast ill perso
i
Presentation of ~~uf~~stf:n~~~
,- can comedy is sc
sd y eve,- ~eter AUdit~~iU~~ ;;:~~ala script
e mng, Jan. f ll~wed in the Western
has been 0
t ' arly AmeriPlayers' revival of , hlS ets In which h
1 ic The f1ve ac
"1
can c ass.
written have been D
the play was he
1 three nets 1'1\
telescoped into td . uSf~~m with two \'\
f the more mo ern
f t
,t 0
' i
for audience com or. e
y intermlSs ons d droP type of set of
;t The wing-a~787 has been replac~d h
the peri?,dhadow_box" technique ill
a. with a s ries of pictures are
1i WhiCh a l1S~e to play out the scenes
broug ht to
d of the play.
,
e
Director Russell H. Miller 5 ~en
f the four locales are bemg
~, signs or
Thomas W. White,
1: carried out, by
d Henry P.
. assistant d1rector, a?
hnid smith, sceniC artist, w~th the~ecRUS_
,y cal crew Including W1lliam .
r
'n Dolan, A. J. McCarty J .,
It sell, B1 h kO colema.n Carter
'e Nick ,Di~ ~~t 'others on the staff
•. and JlID itr~inkley and David Mefare Kerm
S
n Jones and Leford, script; usa
P
veta Bradley, properties; Henry c~
smith, lighting; Betty Ray, '~ris
1e Allen Norma Van Nort and
tY Winr: house committee,

r~ lU~~:~;:l b~~:iC!a~!~~tsa::~li;:d

,

" BowlinQ Green, Kentuc-

The second major production in
the series of significant American
plays to be presented by the Western Players of the English department of Western state college will
b? Royall Tyler's "The Contrast."
• The presentation is scheduled for
Van Ueter auditorium on Thursday
evening, Jan. 20.
"The Contrast" Is a dramatic
curio. It was the first American
comedy, written and produced in
the United States in 1787. Manners
of the times and morals of the day
provide the subject matter for the
comic satire. The scenes reflect the
\ atmosphere of fashionable New
York. Its story contrasts the sturdy
American pioneer with the foppish
; Tory who clings to European customs and ideas.

;I

r
J

Selea led from early American literature for revival. this play
a varie y of interests-fashions, Ii
ary, drFmatic and historical. This
period (~omedy has seen wide production in the past few years among
college, and experimental theater
groups. '
The Pl"oduction is under the direction elf Russell H. Miller of the
English <t aff at Western. Students
in the C ~st include George Anne
Lowe, Ma ::tha Crady, Susan Jones,
David Mefford, Morris Lowe. Kermit Binkl~,y, Hugh Noffsinger, Larry Dewese, Grace Lane, Robert E.
Spiller, LCoI:l!S H. Shelton and Leveta
Bradley.
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BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY
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Company of

'fHi CONTRAST

•• _.... uta

.line~ in," \ ~
~

•

w1tness

B OWLING GREEN COCA.COLA B OTTLING WORKS
INCORPORATED
OFFICE AND PLANT CORNER SIXTH & KENTUCKY STREETS

BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 98

c. C

CLARK. PRE SIDENT

O . V. CLARK, JR . Se:C'y·TREAS
THEO . WITHERS . M,f.N4GER

To the

C~st

and Producti on otaff of ThE

CUNT~oT ;

Although George Wa shington never heard of the
stuff, I thought you all might need t his bit of
refreshment to sooth those ra ged nerves of a
"first Might".
I wish you the best of luck and much success.
From wha t I hav e seen of t he s how during rehearsal, I know it will be a hit. I would
much rather be u~ there with you than out
front, but such is the p ena lty of a " has
been" .
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WESTERN PLAYERS' PRODUCTIONS
are a n activity of
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
DR. GORDON WILSON, H ead
Presenting, this sea son, dramatic Americana"Missouri Legend"
"The Contrast"
"Life With Father"
Technical Staff for "The Contract"
Assistant to director __ ____________________________________________________ ___ _Thomas W. White
Stage Crew ____ ___ __ ______ __ ______ _____ __ ______ __ ______ _____ ___ ________ ________________ ___ __ _____ _____ _____ ___ _
Bill Dolan, A. J. McCarty, Jr., Nick Diachenko, Coleman Carter,
William R. Russell, Jim W r ight
Script _______________ ________ _____ ____ __ ___ ____ ______________ Kermit Binkley and David Meffor d

DRAMATIS PERSONAEColonel _M anley _____ _______ ________ ______ _____ ________ _____ __ ___ ______ ___ __ ____ Mr. Louis H. Shelton
Dimple ____ __ ______ __ _____ __ __ ____ _____ ______ _______ __ __ ___ _____ _____ ___ _______ _____ ___ __ ____ __ Mr. Bob Spiller
Van Rough _________ ________ ____ __ ______ ____ ________ ______ ____ _________ _______ __ __ __ __ ___Mr. Morris Lowe
J essamy ____ ________ ____ ___________ _________ __ _____ _________ ____ __ ___ __ __ ___ ____ Mr. Hugh A. N offsinge~
Jonathan ____ _______
Mr. Larry A. Dewese
Frank ___ ___ ______________ ________ ___ __ _____ ____________ _____ ___________ ______ _____ _Mr. David E. Mefford
James ___ __ ______ ____ ______ ___ ___ _____ __________________ _______ _____ ______ ___ __ ___ _____ Mr. Kermit Binkley
Charlotte ____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___ ______ _____ ___________ _____ __ ____ _____ ___ ____ __Mrs. Ge orge Anne Lowe
Maria ___ _____ _____ _____ __ _________ __________________ __ __ ___ _____ ______________ ____ __ ___ ____ __Miss Grace Lane
Letitia ____ _______ ___________ ____ _______ __ ______ __ ___ ______ _____ ____ ________ ___ _________ _Miss Martha Crady
J enny ____________ ___ _____ ____ ____ ____ ___ ____ _______ ________ ___ __ _____ __ ________ ____ ___ Miss Leveta Bradley
Betty ___________ __ ___ _____ _________ __ __ _____ ________ _____ ____________ ______ _______ __________ Miss Susan Jon Es
0

______________

_

_

_

_

Scene:

_

_

_

_

_________ _

_____ _

___________ _

_

_________ _

New York City in 1787

P r ologue.

Scenic Design ____ __ ______ Russell H. Miller, Thomas W. White, Henry P. Smith
Constr uction ______ __ __ ___ _____ __ ______ _____ ___________ __ ______________________ __ __ ______Vernon Lightfoot
Properties ____ ____________ ____ __________ ___ _______ __ _____________ _____ Susan Jones, Leveta Bradley
Lighting __ __ _________ __ ____ ____________ ____ ___ _____ _____ ____ ______ _______ __ ___ ________ _____ ___ Henry P. Smith

ACT ONEScene 1.
Scene 2.
Scene 3.

Music and Special Effects __ __ __________________________________ _______ ___ _________ _Charles Lively
House COUlmittee ____ Joyce Allen, Betty Ray, Doris Winn, Norma Van Nod
Costumes by Eaves Costume Company, New York City.
Wigs by Oscar Ber nner, New York and Hollywood.
WESTERN PLAYERS WISH TO EXPRESS THEIR APPRECIATION
TOMILLER, INCORPORATED, for antique furniture.
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, for cooperation in handling publicity.
RADIO STATIONS WKCT AND WLBJ, for cooperation in publicity.
CHES JOHNSON, for photography and display.

An Apartment at Charlotte's.
A Room in Van Rough's House.
An Apartment at Charlotte's.
Intermission-Twelve min utes

ACT TWOScene 1.
Scene 2.
Scene 3.

_

The Mall.
Dimple's Room.
The Mall.
Intermission-Twelve minutes

ACT THREEScene 1. Charlotte's Apartment.
Scene 2. Van Rough's House.
Scene 3. The Mall.
Scene 4. Charlotte's Apartment.

THE

CONTRAST

The Western Players' production is based upon the original script of
the comedy, played first by Thomas Wignell's John Street Theatre Company of New York City, April 16, 1787.
Royall Tyler, the author, was born in Boston, Massachusetts, on July
18, 1757. As a student at Harvard, he attracted attention by his ability,
his wit, and his lively nature. As a graduate of Yale Law School, he en·
gaged in the study of law with Francis Dana in Cambridge. He served
with distinction in the colonial forces in the American Revolution. At one
time he was engaged to Abigail Adams, daughter of John Adams, then
minister to France. After the Revolution he settled in Boston and married
Mary Palmer.
In 1787 he made an expedition to New York in connection with the
suppression of Shay's rebellion. It was here he saw his first play, "The
School for Scandal," performed by the John Street Company. He met and
admired Thomas Wignell and in less than three weeks completed and sent
him the manuscript of "The Contrast" which was immediately produced
and proved popular.
Tyler took no credit for its composition or publication. Wignel1
published it in Philadelphia in 1790 as by "a citizen of the Unit2d States"
with a list of subscribers headed by George Washington, who is also reputed to have been present on the occasion of its opening night in New
York.
In the present revival, the shadow-box technique of presentation has
been substituted for the old wing-and-drop type of scenery used in the
period of the original.

BOWLING GREEN-WARREN COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE in providing
these printed programs.
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Sees HContrast"
A s Successful Production
By Muriel Hawkes

in gossip, fluttering fans in the af''The Contrast," presented at Van fected manner of the period. As we
Meter auditorium Thursday night listen, it becomes obvious that while (.
by the Western Players, adds an- the dress and deportment, as well E
other hit to the long list of success- as the' manner of speaking, may e
ful productions under the direction have undergone considerable change F
~ of Russell H. Miller.
during the two centuries since this
, Magnificently costumed alter the first American play was written,
fashion of 1787, with the powdered human nature does not change. g
wigs adding to the perfection, and Mrs. George Ann Lowe and Miss a
beautifully staged, with truly mag- Martha Grady, as the Manley t
nificent antiques, the play was col- cousins, were as pleasing to the ear v
orful and picturesque. A new (to the as they were tonic for the eye.
c
audience) technique of presentation,
Louis H Shelton, as Colonel Manthat of the shadow-box, wherein ley, was convincing as an officer J
each rise of the curtain shows a whose first consideration was for
framed picture which comes to life his enlisted men, and whose integrity 1:
after th.e impact of beauty has been of purpose could not be swayed by b
absorbed, added to -the originality flattery or the fluttering of fans.
of the entertainment.
I Bob Spiller, as Dimple, donned the I
The pl~yers are to be congratu- I foppish cloak and manners of Ches- p
lated indlVidually as well as collec- tel' field and made the character fit I
tively.
like a glove.
At the rise of the first curtain
At the risk of becoming unpopular ci
(after an impressive prologue by the with the rest of the cast, I may as l'
two be-powdered heralds, D a v i d well state frankly that my favorites 1\
Mefford and Kermit Binkley, whose were Larry Dewese and Hugh Hoff- ~;
poetic declamations established the singer as servants to Colonel Manley It
atmosphere), we see two gorgeously and Dimple. This may well be be- Ii
dr.essed young ladies, beautifully cause I have a low-comedy mind, b
coifed, who then proceed to indulge and am, as was Larry's role of Jonathan, a Yankee, but their laudable s'
and laughable antics had me all but t:
E x tra Special!
failing out of my chair, while the il
more conservative element nearby b
PLATE LUNCH
cast well-bred glances of polite anW'th
noyance in my direction. Mind you,
....
I don't mean to imply that these
, two gents were the best in the cast,
STAR
LUNCH
106 Main st.
' as for my money it was all-star-I
"~~~~~~~~~~: just mean that they, along with Mr
Morris Lowe, injected a lusty ele- I
ment ' of humor into an otherwise
fragile but lovely theme. Mol' r i s
played a crochety father. who, with
his eye always on the "main chance," 1
was superb in his portrayal of Van i
Rough.
I
Miss Grace Lane, as Maria,whose
beauty and charm equals that of
the Manley cousins, reveals a soul
of a dreamer. Thus providing still
another "Contrast."
Although I trulY ' was not familiar
with the plot, I could not help but
wish, as she tenderly expressed her
ideals and aspirations, th~ she
could have been engaged to Colonel
Manley, whose spirit was so in accord with her dresses, although the
author, and her father, had her
engaged to the witty but unscl'llI pulous Dimple. (Relax, it all comes
l
out okay at the end.)
Miss Leveta Bradley and Mis s 1
Susan Jo'nes, as Jenney and Betty, \ ~
serving girls to the Manleys and '
Van Roughs. completed the setting
with perfection. The roles, though c
of short duration, were admirably
portrayed, and it is to be hoped that ' I
we may see both of these gals ~t j
greater length.

C~ffee
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Teachers College Drama Workshop
Dr. Paul Kozelka, Director
Summer 1948
Play Directing Class Production
of
Selection from
"The first American play--"
Royall Tyler's
"The Contrast "
(Act III, Scene 1)
The Cast
Dimple

Austin Kilcullen,
Mt. Vernon, New York.

Jessamy

Chester Webb ,
Cornell College,
Mt. Vernon , Iowa .

Jenny

Ruth Keelermeyer,
Shelby High School,
Shelby, Ohio.

Jonathon

Wilson Borkhuis}
Sewanhaka High School,
Floral Park, L. I.
Time:

1787.

Place :

Dimple's Apartment,
New York City.

Direction - Russell H, Miller,
TvJestern Kentucky State,
Bowling Green, Ky.
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"TheContrast"
~; Set For Tonight
'th

l ~~~

mOl
The Western Players w!ll present ShE
"The Contrast," the first American al 5
comedy, at Van Meter auditorium terl
ns- at 8 o'clock tonight.
Written by Royall T yler, a young
13oston lawyer, veteran of the American Revolution, in 1787 on his first
trip to New York City, the satire in- mOl
cludes much of the veteran's pro- gra
test against developments in man- In.
ners and morals in the new world
that he had unselfishly sought to
make safe for liberty. The contrast
between the two elements in the
1\
social structure of the new nation, Me
it- the patriotic pioneer and the Tory I (SI
as who clings to the continental ideas, Dh
and manners, provides the theme for tel"
as the expression of a young national- hor
F- ist's ideas.
at Tyler's script was first produced
th, with success in New York by Thomas
rk- Wignell's John Street theater, one
- of the first repertory companies in in
ne America. George Washingt on was
de one of the subscribers to its publi'l!l- cation and success.
dy
The original script is being used
'an
Yl~ in the Western Players' revival with
de, antique furniture of the period supec- plied by Miller, Inc., of Bowling ,
Green. Eaves Costumes of New , 1
York, largest costume company in Ha
ent America, designed the fashions of ha
the day, 1787; and Oscar Bernner m<
Irs. of New York and Hollywood has nil
oit, created the hair stylings.
bo
arGeneral admission tickets may be f~l
secured at :bartel and Willian:s drug i ~a
to store or C. D. S. No. 4. Both Re- 1 ni
ing served seats and general admissions ci~
C. may be secured at the box office - '
.
this evening.
=.
"The Contrast" is the second play
I .e lin
this year's series of dramatic .1ell' Americana under the direction of ~
an- Russell H. Miller. Technical staff
)me includes Thomas White, William R. G
Russell, Bill Dolan, Nick Diachenko,
and Jim Wright, Coleman Carter, A. J.
ling' McCarty Jr., and Henry P. Smith
~rs. Special Music is· by Charles Lively.
Included in the cast are George
~es- Anne Lowe. Grace Lane, Martha
Y., Crady, Leveta Bradley. Susan Jones,
her Hugh A. Noffsinger, Larry A. Deum, wese, Louis Shelton, Bob Spiller,
Monis Lowe, Kermit Binkley and
urn, David Mefford.
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WESTERN PLAYERS' PRODUCTIONS

DRAMATIS PERSONAE-

are an activity of
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
DR. GORDON WILSON, Head

Colonel Manley _______________________ _______________ _________ __ _______________ Mr. Louis H. Shelton
Dimple ________________________________________ ___ ______ ___ ____ _____ __ __________ ___________ ___ _Mr. Bob Spiller
Van Rough _________ ____ ______ _____________ __ ____ _____ ______________ _______ __ __________ __ Mr. Morris Lowe
J essamy ____________________________________ ___________________ _____________ ____ Mr. Hugh A. Noffsinger
Jonathan ________ ___________ __ ______ ___ __ __________ ___________________________ ______ Mr. Larry A. Dewese
Frank _____ _______ ___________ _____ ____ _______ __________ ____________________ ________ _Mr. David E. Mefford
James ____ ________ ____ _________ _______ ___ __________________________ _____________________ Mr. Kermit Binkley
Charlotte ___________ __ ___ ___ ________________ ____ ___________ ________ ___________ _Mrs. Ge::>rge Anne Lowe
Maria __ __ ______ ___ __________________ _________ _____ ________ ___ ___ _:___________________ ____ ___ Miss Grace Lane
Letitia ____ ____ ___________________ ,_________ ____ ___________________ ___ _____ ______ __ ___ __Miss Martha Crady
J enny ________________________________ ______ _____ ____ ____ ___ _________________ ____ ______ Miss Leveta Bradley
Betty ____________________________ __ __________ _______ ___ ___ ____ _______ _________ _____ __ ______ _Miss Susan Jones

Presenting, this season, dramatic Americana"Missouri Legend"
"The Contrast"
"Life With Father"
Technical Staff for "The Contract"
Assistant to director _______________ __ ___ __ __ _____________ __ ___________ ___ ______ Thomas W. White
Stage Crew ________ ___________________ _________________ ______ __ ___ __ _________ ________ ____ ______ ________ ____ __ __
Bill Dolan, A. J. McCarty, Jr., Nick Diachenko, Coleman Carter,
William R. Russell, Jim Wr ight
Script ____________________ ________ ___________ _________ ________ Kermit Binkley and David Mefford

Scene : New York City in 1787
P rologue.

Scenic Design _______ _____ Russell H. Miller, Thomas W. White, Henry P. Smith
ACT ONEScene 1.
Scene 2.
Scene 3.

Construction _______ _____ _____ ___ ____ __ __ _________ ______ ___ ______ ________ __ ________ ___ __ _Vernon Lightfoot
Properties __ __ ____ __ ____ _____ ____ __ ___________________________________ Susan Jones, Leveta Bradley
Lighting ____________ ____ ____ ____________ ____________ ____________ _____ _______ __ ________________ Henry P . Smith
Music and Special Effects ____ __________ ______ ____________________________ ___ ___ ____ Charles Lively

Intermission-Twelve minutes

House Committee ____ Joyce Allen, Betty Ray, Doris Winn, Norma Van N ort

ACT TWOScene 1.
Scene 2.
Scene 3.

Costumes by Eaves Costume Company, New York City.
Wigs by Oscar Bernner, New York and Hollywood.
WESTERN PLAYERS WISH TO EXPRESS THEIR APPRECIATION
TO-

The Mall.
Dimple's Room.
The Mall.
Intermission-Twelve minutes

MILLER, INCORPORATED, for antique furniture.
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, for c()operation in handling publicity.
RADIO STATIONS WKCT AND WLBJ, for cooperation in pUblicity.
CHES JOHNSON, for photography and display.

An Apartment at Charlotte's.
A Room in Van Rough's House.
An Apartment at Charlotte's.

,

ACT THREEScene 1. Charlotte's Apartment.
Scene 2. Van Rough's House.
Scene 3. The Mall.
Scene 4. Charlotte's Apartment.

--.

THE CONTRAST
The Western Players' production is based upon the original script of
the comedy, played first by Thomas Wignell's John Street Theatre Company of New York City, April 16, 1787.
Royall Tyler, the author, was born in Boston, Massachusetts, on July
18, 1757. As a student at Harvard, he attracted attention by his ability,
his wit, and his lively nature. As a graduate of Yale Law School, he en·
gaged in the study of law with Francis Dana in Cambridge. He served
with distinction in the 'colonial forces in the American Revolution. At one
time he was engaged to Abigail Adams, daughter of John Adams, then
minister to France. After the Revolution he settled in Boston and married
Mary Palmer.
In 1787 he made an expedition to New York in connection with the
suppression of Shay's rebellion. It was here he saw his first play, "The
School for Scandal," performed by the John Street Company. He met and
admired Thomas Wignell and in less than three weeks completed and sent
him the manuscript of "The Contrast" which was immediately produced
and proved popular.

,

Tyler took no credit for its composition or publication. Wignel1
published it in Philadelphia in 1790 as by "a citizen of the United States"
with a list of subscribers headed by George Washington, who is also reputed to have been present on the occasion of its opening night in New
York.
In the present revival, the shadow-box technique of presentation has
been substituted for the old wing-and-drop type of scenery used in th e
period of the original.

BOWLING GREEN-WARREN COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE in providing
these printed programs.

Teachers College Drama Workshop
Dr. Paul Kozelka, Director
Summer 1948
Play Directing Class Production
of
Selection from
HThe first American play--"
Royall Tyler's
"The Contrast "

...

(Act III, Scene 1)
The Cast
Dimple

Austin Kilcullen,
Mt . Vernon, New · ~ork.

Jessamy

Chester Webb ;
Cornell College,
Mt. Vernon , Iowa .

Jenny

Ruth Keelermeyer,
Shelby High School,
Shelby , Ohio .

Jonathon

Wilson Borkhuis ,
Sewanhaka High School,
Floral Park, L. I.
Time:

1787.

Place :

Dimple's A~artmen~,
New York City .

Di rection - Russell H. Milier,
Western Kentucky State,
Bowling Green, Ky.

/
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Western Kentucky State College
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'Life With Father' Will Be Presented April 7
Philharmonic To
Give Concerts
Here Tomorrow

Play IsThird
In Signifigant
American Group

Fer the 's ecend censecutlve year,
the Louisville P h ilharmenic 'Orchestra under thl direction 'Of . Robert
Whitney will be hear d in two concerts in Van Meter auditorium tomerrow. A youth concert, scheduled
for 2 :30 'O'clock, will be presented a s
both an educatienal and entertain ing feat ure. The evening concert
scheduled to begin a t 8: 15 e'cleck,
will feature a full symphony concel:t
with Dennis Lilly, baritene, a s featured vOQal seloist.
RobeI'll Whitney, the
energetic
1\iartha. Crady
yeung . conductor 'Of the · Louisville Bob Spiller
Philhoo"menic, has developed the !
LouisVille 'Orchestra into 'One 'Of the - - - - - --=::;--::-:::-- -::-""":::""";--leading instrumental or ganizations
in the country, part icularly in the
South. The orche.stra this past season has ilmovated a series of commissioned works a s a part 'Of their
seasons activities, and world pr emieres have been given new works
by six contemporary composers including Virgil Thomson, Joaquin
Italy will not fall into the clutches
Rodrigo, Darium Milhaud, Claude of Communism, because the inherAlmand, Gian Malipiero, and B.oy ent Italian love of pOlitical freedom
Harris. The 'Orchestra has received and her recent progress under right -I
national cemmendation for this pro- wing leadership has made Italy one
ject h aving been lauded by such pub- of the world's democracies, Dr. Paela
lications as TIME, CHRISTIAN 'I)'eves, member 'Of the Italian ChamSCIENCE MONITOR, New YOI' k ber of Deputies, told a chapel audiTIMES, and others.
ence Wednesday, March 16.
lng on the subject, "Italian
Parties and their Recent
ments," Dr. Treves cited the
at iq April's elections th ~
Friday. March 25. 1949
~ts now hold an absolute ma- - - -- - - -- - - -- ---" bo1;1t .the Chamber of De~d the Senate, whereas the
[r: eds cling only to a feeble George Anne Lowe
sponsored by the
f~ 'Of Int ernational Educa- Seniors Anno unce Tea
c1ared "I do not think ther'
slightest danger of Italy's Dance For April 12
i
n:Ll.mj~.
itJJel:JnJ_ec • •......

LIFE WITH FATHER, by Howard
Lindsay and Russel Creuse, will be
presented by the Westein Players
in Van Meter auditorium, April 7,
at 8 :15.
LIFE WITH FATHER, is the third
in a series presented by the Western
Players. It is adopted from the biography 'Of Clarence Day which was a
best seller and book-of-the month
selection. The Broadway productiens
were so popular, that Lindsay and
Crouse have written a sequel, LIFE
WITH MOTHER, which was tried
out in Detroit and moved to New
York, where it is still playing.
The plot deals with Father , (Bob
Spiller), who in 1880 rules his household. The plot also revolves around
Vinnie's (Martha Crady) desire to
see her husband baptized. The play
is a domestic comedy portraying
home life as it was lived in the
1880's.
Father and Vinnie have four r ed
h eaded sons, Claren ce, J r. (Thomas
W. White}, J ohn (J oe Kimbrough),
Whitney (Bill Dolan ), and Harlan
(Gary Roberts) . These boys do anything on stage from playing t idlywinks, to making medicine for their
mother.
Father constantly frightens the
maids a way, which r esul ts in the
changing of maids in the a cts. Play-

Italian Deputy
Explains Regime

I

Youth Plays Role
In Next Prod uction ~~cturer,

.

Thomas White

Haru Matsui
Gives Address

A r ay of hope has come to a long
darkened Japan through the demecratic' influence of the United States,
Haru MatSUi, J apanese intellectual,
sa id at assembly Tuesday morning,
March 22. .
Japan 'Of fOrll1er days was like a
sick person who needed an operation,
the Westernized daughter of an Imperial university professor said.
...
Three years of Amel;ican occupation
has seen -the land of the Nippon eon tinued on page 8 column 1
r ecuperated a s a land, of freedom.
The em peror is new but a figureh ead,
and the people a re tunling to Christianity.
"I am gr ateful," 'she stated, "for
what the United St a '~
ft
brigh tening the out!.
PLAY P RESENTED
ense. My people ha VI
light of liberty and
Continued from page 1
During t b e war tJ
an active part agains
ing the reles of maids are Annie
(Georgia
(Goldie Wilson), Delia
Heward), Nora (Carolyn Carr) , and
Maggie (Betty Ray ), and Margaret
(Mildred Burns) is the cook, who
has been with the family for many
years.
Others included in the cast are:
Dr. Lloyd (A. J. McCarty Jr.), Dr.
Humphreys (David Mefford ), Dr.
Semel's (Robert Rogers), and Dr.
Paying the r ole of Harlan in
Stevens (Owen McPeek).
WITH FATHER is Gary's ,second
LIFE WITH FATHER is under
appear~nce on the stage, his first
the direction of Mr. Russell H. Miller
bel~g ,~ t h e Bowling Green Playfaculty membf!r of the English deers Gmld production of GRAND- .
partment.
MOTHER NICK , which was given
The technical staff is drawn from
in t h e "Playshop" a nd dir ected by
member s of play production class
Mr. and Mrs. P a ul Clark
and \Vestern Players.
B esides being a junior ' m ember of
Working on the scenic design is
t he Players' Guild, Gary is a Cub
Mary F. Taylor, chairman; and
scout. He h as been t aking violin
Julia C. Smith. Sta ge manager is Bob
less~ns ~or t wo years and is now
Rogers, with the assist ance of David
playmg III the Cellege high sch ool
• Mefford. Goldie Wilson is chairman
orchestra.
of th e set decoration COllunittee with
~!try's h obbie is pets, including a
Mary Taylor, Carelyn CaIT, and Jusqmrrel n a med "Friski", a black
lia C. Smith. Costuming is by Georcoc~er spallle.I, "Bobo", and horses,
gia Howard, and Goldie Wilson. On
WhICh are his f avorite. Gary won
the -make-up committee is Carolyn
t~ee ribbons for good horsemanCarr, and Delphine Cunningham.
:uup while riding his horse "Dixie"
The publicity is in charge of MarIII the Western Kentucky horse
tha Crady, Georgia Howard. Julia
show.
C . Smith, Mary F. Taylor, Delphine
Cunningham, and Martha Crady.
The play "Moonshine," by Arthur
Tickets for LIFE WITH FATHER
Hopkms, was played in Munfordville
are on sale, and may be purchased
by two members of he Wester.q
from any member of the cast, a t th e
P layers, Mar ch 18.
price of 50c or $l.00 for reserved
seats.

Herold Accorded
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.Ga.:ry R ober ts

A play does not often require the .
part 'Of a ten year old boy, but such
is the case of the youngest sen of
the Day family, Harlan, in the next
West ern Players' production, LIFE
.WITH FATHER.
After scouting over the community
in search of a young actor, Mr.-Russell H . Miller, director of LIFE WITH
FATHER, decided upon ten year
'Old Gary Roberts, son 'Of Mr. and
Mrs. Hobson Roberts, 305 Sumnter
Avenue. Gary is in the f ifth srade a t
the Rural t raining school, wh ere Miss
1"1
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lAMA-MUSIC-SCREEN

GARDENS-STAMPS-BRI

ART-RADIO-DANCE

by The New York Times Company.

PHOTOGRAPHY

SUNDAY, JUNE 8, 1947.

•

Howard Lindsay and Dorothy Stickney will be back in the roles they created in "Life With Father" when it breaks the Broadway long-run record Saturday evening at the Bijou. It will be the 3,183d performance.

I

PIto.yltam
Tlil WlSTfl?N ()LA~ll?S
S(J.u~i4

Spring Production 1949
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"LIFE WITH FATHER"
Made into a play by
HOWARD LINDSEY and RUSSEL CROUSE
Directed by RUSSELL H. MILLER

VAN METER AUDITORIUM

W~ST~RN K~NTUCKY

STAT~

COLL~G~

Bowling Green, Ky.
Paul Garrett, President

VVESTERN KENTUCKY STATE TEACHERS COL~EGE
OFFICE OF PRESIDENT

BOWLING GREEN . KENTUCKY

You can't afford to miss . . .
The All"American Comedy Hit

"LIFE WITH FATHER"
Eight years the toast of Broadway - .
Now the Spring Production of the Western Players.

with
Bob Spiller, Martha Crady, Thomas White, George Anne Lowe, Bill Dolan,
Joe Kimbrough, Delphine Cunningham, Goldie Wilson, A. J. McCarty, Jr.,
Mildred Burns, David Mefford, Robert Rogers. Carolyn Carr, Owen McPeek,
Georgia Howard, and Betty Rav
Directed by Russell H. Miller

Thursday

April 7
8:15 p.m.
Van Meter Auditorium

Reserved Seats

.

.

• .

.

.

.

.

.

$1.00

( On sale at Bursar's Office, WKSC, April 4·7 )

General Admission

.

• .

.

• .

.

.

50c

THE

Friday. March 11. 1M'

LOUISVILLE,

CO L LEG E

-Spiller And Crady Carry Lead Roles
In Production Of 'Life With Father'

SUNDAY MORNING, . APRIL 10, 1949.

=
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Shawnee Graduate'
:" Appel1rs In Play
At JTIestern S ta te

LIFE WITH FATHER, by Howard [l::i:': i;l~m:
problem of a new suit for Clar ence
Lindsay and Russel O!'ouse, will be
arises and she sees a chance to
presented by the Western Players in
I kill two birds with one dog. Clarence
Van Meter a uditolium, April 7.
can get a suit at McCreery's for
This year is th e first that LIFE
fifteen dollars. So Vinnie expla"ins
WITH FATHER has been available
carefully to F ather that she 'll take
for college and little theater groups,
the dog back, get a suit for Clarence,
It is proving to be the most successand the whole transaction won't
ful play for ' these groups. In order
cost a cent, since the dog was
to be' able to produce the play at thIS
charged anyway, Father says, "Oh,
time, application was made a year
Gad!"
ago, and permission was released in 'I
The reason Clarence n eeds a new
S eptember of last year.
suit is because h e is in love with
LF E WITH FATHER is the t.hird
pretty Mary Skinner (George Anne
in a series presented by the WestLowe), an attractive friend of couern Players, the first being, of folk - ,
sin Cora (Delphine Cunningham).
lore, MISSOURI LEGEND; then a
She regards h im with awe and adhistorical'study with THE CON- I
miration because h e is going to
TRAST; and now, a biography which
Yale. And Clarence finds h imself to is an adaption by Lindsay and Crouse
tally unable to kiss her as long as
of Clarence Day's best seller and
h e is wearing an old suit of Father's,
book- of-the month selection, LIFE
The personality of the former owner
WITH FATHER.
imbuses it too thoroughly.
The Broadway productions were
So much happens every day in
so popular, that Lindsay and
Father's house; the medici.le that
Crouse have written a seqel, LIFE
the two youngest boys sell the neigh WITH MOTHER, which was tried
bors with dire r esults. The argu out in Detroit and later m oved to
Walter Winchell said, "Public en- ments about Fath er 's baptism. VinNew York where it is still playing, tertainment number one."
nie's getting sick-"Deliberately, to
America's apparently limitless afLIFE WITH FATHER h as been show me how helpless I am without
fection for the late Clarence Day, playing for so many years that one her," :J:'ather declares "Oh, Gad! "
Sr" and h is family was touched off woman said, "I want to see LIFE
The 'Day family also has trouble ill
again when V. \lliam Powell and WITH F1\.THER before l~y daugh- keeping maids, which results in their
I rene Dunne p)ayed F ather and Mo- ~er was born. The last trme I saw getting a new m aid in scenes, after
ther in Technicolor on the 'screen.
It, she was old enough to .come Father has frightened them away.
Brooks Atkinson, well known dra - along."
Playing the roles of mai<4> are Annie
matic critic for the New York
Father (Bob Spiller) is an irascible (Goldie Wilson), Delia (Georgia
TIMES, speaks of the stage pro- but charming gentleman who, in Howard), Nora (Car<Jiyn Carr), and
duction as "a perfect comedy".
1880, rules his household with an .. lag~ie C .,~ , v) .... and Margaret
iron hand encased in an immacu- I (Mildred Burns) IS the cook, who
late chamois glove. He and his wife, has been with the family for many
'
Western J u-nior Appears Vinnie (Martha Crady), h ave four years.
redheaded sons, Clarence (Thomas
Other$ in the cast include: Dr.
On Weekly Program
wh~te),
Jo~n
(Joe KImbrough), Lloyd (A. J. McCarty Jr.), Dr, HumWhItney (BIll Dolan), and Harlan, phreys (David Mefford), Dr. Somers
Leslie Thomas, a junior at West- and a house on Madison Avenue.
(Robert Rogers), and Dr. Stevens
ern is the stal' of a fifteen minute
They lIve very well, but Father (Owen McPeek).
is fond of saying that they could
IlER .
d' th
semi-classical and popular program live much better if Vilmie were n ot . LIFE WITH FAT
IS un er, ~
over WKCT every Tuesday at 4: 45 1so bad at accounting. Vinnie has a dIr ectIOn of Mr. Russell H ,I' ~II~el,
very feminine mind, and while h er faculty member of the Eng IS
ep . m.
.
'
"
I ' I to h . 't partment.
Mr . Thomas who has sung WIth anthmetlc seem s oglca
er, 1 -,;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,:;::;;;;,:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.J
Navy bands and was featured last drive~ Father crazy. For example, .....
summer at the Monte Carlo in Los I Vmme buys a chme dog at McAnO'eles is accompanied by Jorene Creery's and charges it, Father .looks
s~.e, another Western student. An- at it and says, "Oh, G ad!'.' Hj'! says
nouncement of the weekly program that to practIcally everythmg.
which began. F ebruary. 22 was made
Vinnie, like most every feminine
1n a r elease by sta tion manager J oe women, can be stubborn. She wqn·t
Calloway.
take the dog back. But then the

I

I

M ar tha Crady
Pl~!)'ed the role of Vinnie

I

MARTHA CRADY, a graduate
of Shawnee High School a nd now

I

" a- jupior at Western Kentuck y
State College, had the role of
Vinnie in "Life With Father,"
which was presented last Thursday night as the spri ng production of the W'estern Pla yers at
Van Meter Auditori um, Bowling
Green . The production was under the direction of Ru ssell l;i.
iller M the ~estern Englishdepartment faculty.

I
I

I

•

Fridat . April 8. 1949

Third Drama Of
Series Enacted
LIFE WITII FATHER .by Howard

LindS.~y and R ussel Crouse, w:ts -pre-

, l5ented last evening in Van Meter auditorium by the Western Players.
Mr. Russell H . Miller directed the
play and the members of the cast
included 'Father (Bob Spiller), Vinnie (Martha Crady), Clarence, Jr.
, . (Thomas W. White), John (Joe Kimbrough), Whitney (Bill Dolan),
H arlan (Gary Roberts), Cousin Cora
(Delphine
Cunningham ),
Mary
Skinner (George Anne Lowe) . I n I
the parts of th e maids wer e Annie jl
(Goldie Wilson), Delia (Georgia
Howard), Nora (Carolyn Carr), Maggie <Betty Ray), and Margaret (Mil- ,
dred Burns). A. J . McCarty was Dr. I
Llyod; David Mefford was Dr . Hum*phreys; Bob Rogel'S was Dr. Somers;
and Owen McP eek played th e part of
D r. Stevens.
The technical staff was drawn
from th e m embers of the play product,ion claSf5 and members of the tl
V/estern Players.
T
Bob Rogers was the stage manager
with the assistance of David Mefford . Sf
0n the ·make-up commitee were A
Carolyu Carr and Delphine Cun~
ingham.
This drama was the last iu a serfes of Americana plays given , this
year by the Western Players. O th{!rs
in the series' irlclude the fall production of MISSOURI LEGEND" an
THE CONTRAST•

I

,I

•

Page Five

ilLite With Father" To
Be :Spring. Production
.

I

most delightful evenings In the theathis season has brought

ter that
Iforth.

O~GINALLY adapted from Clarence Day's biographical remembrances sketched in his best seller
of the late 30's, also called "Life •
With Father," the play was only released for college and little theater
production after "Mother" was
readied for her anlval on Broadway.
So, the Western Players' request for
produotion rights for this area (filed
last spring) was granted in September in time for its inclusion on this
year's program of dramatic Americana.
Although it has been almost ten
years since Bretaigne Win dust's original 'production of "Father" first
moved "into the Empire Theater, the
Day's again have a new lease on
life where they made ,theatrical history, thespian reputations, and several fortunes. The millions who saw
Dorothy Stickney and Howard LindlUartha Crady
say, or LllIian Gish and Percy
Waram, or Dorothy Gish and Louis
. After eight years on Broadway Calhern, as Mother and Father Day
that established an all-time record have taken them to their hearts, as
for continuous performances of any prototypes of the enternal femlnine
legitimate theater production, "Life and masculine, the maternal and paWith Father" retired In 1947 for a ternal, in their own family rememwell-earned rest.
brances, until the Day's have come
Almost immediately a continuous to typify a passing era in American
stream of requests for a revival of home life and "Life With Father"
"Father" or for more of the Day has been established as the undisfamlly came dally to the offices of puted All-American comedy.
Oscar Serlin, the producer,
and IN THE WESTERN Players' proHoward Lindsay and Russell Crouse, duction of "Life With Father," Mothe playwrights.
ther, Lavinia Day, who is the center
Theatrical tradition established of the domestic complications that
through hundreds of years reported are strung together to give the comonly and many ill-fated sequels. Yet, edy character, is played by Martha
the fall theatrical season of 1948 Crady, Western junior fom LouIssaw the Day's return, a,llain to the ville. Last semester Miss Crady made
Empire theater where they had re- her debut in the Western Players'
sided I'D IOT}g and!O prosperously , production of "The Contrast."
during their "Life With .£Id.ther;"' " 'Life With Father," under the dlthis tiP''' firmly ensconced :In an- rection of Russell H. Miller of the
other hit of Lindsay-Crouse making, Western English faculty, is scheduled
"Life With Mother." To date, "Life for presentation in Van Meter audiIWith Mother" remains one of the torium April 7.

/

irhe Park City Daily News

G'omedy Wins Applause
For ilLite With Fa.ther"
"Life With Father," the Howard
Lindsay and Russel Crouse dramatization of Clarence Day Jr.'s biographical sketches, under the direct~on of Russell H. Miller Is being
readied for spring production by the
I Western Players at Van Meter Audio torium on April 7.
The play has been wlanimously
acclaimed by drama critics. "A perfect comedy. Sooner or later everyone will have to see 'Life With Father'," was Brooks Atkinson's evaluation for the New York Times; and
Walter Winchell dubbed it, "Public
entertainment No. I," in the Daily
Minor. "No less than a masterpiece,"
opined Chicago Tribune's Cecil
Smith; and in Boston, "An incom, parable evening's entertainment for
anyone from nine to 90. The happiest, gayest, most solidly human, humorous, hopeful play in at least ten
years", wrote Elliott Norton for the
Post.
Recreating the Victorian styles of
the Day home at 420 Madison avenue in New York City in the late
1880's is proving an interesting project of the play production group.
In addition to cast assignments,
members of the staff already actively
engaged in bringing "Father" to life
include: assistant to director, David
Mefford; stage manager, Robert RoIgel'S; scenic design, Mary Frances
Taylor and Julia C. Smith; scripts,
Kermit Binkley and David Mefford;
set decoration, Goldie Wilson, Julia
C. Smith, Carolyn Can; and Mary
F. Taylor; costuming, Georgia Howard and Goldie Wilson; makeup,
Carolyn Carr and Delphine Cunningham; publicity, Martha Crady and
Georgia Howard.
Father Day was a sociable man;
but he had very definite opinions
about hospitality, and they were not
southern. What complicated the
matter was that his house guests
were usually Mother's relatives. His

Delphine Cunningham

I

strong feelings about this always
seemed to come out with a bang.
One of the things that Father especially detested about these guests I
was the suddenness with which they
arrived. So far as he knew, they invariably came without warning. The
reason Mother never told him in
advance was that he'd then have
had two explosions--one wh~n he
was forbidding their coming', and
one when they canle. Cousin Cora
was a particular offender. Father
was fond of Cora, but he hated her
smprise invasions of his home always bringir.g- · some sweet young
thing wanting to be shown New
York. Cousin Cora of the local production is played by Delphine Cunningham who is making her first
appearance with Western Players.
For eight years in the New York
original of "Life With Father," Cora
was played by Ruth Hammond; and,
as Cora, she is now, with newlyacquired h usband in tow, still molesting Father's sanctuary at ·the
Empire Theatre in the sequel, "Life
With Mother."

I
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Gary Roberts
Plctys Harlan
In Production

Gary Roberts
In "Life With Father," the spring
production of the Western Players
echeduled for Van Meter auditorium
April 7, the plot and story revolve
around a stries of amusing incidents
in the lives of the members of
Clarence .Day's family. In their
adaptation of Clarence Day Jr.'s,

McCarty Cast
As Clergyman

[
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,

Jack . McCarty
In "Life With Father," the popular
domestic comedy that has broken all
I longevity records in the field of theatrical entertainment, family life of
the late 1880's is the theme of the
amusing incidents that compose the
plot. Under the direction of Russell
H. Miller, Western English department instructor, this spring production of Western Players is being
prepared for presentation in Van
Meter auditorium on April 7.
Sunday was the most important
day of the week in the life of the
Clarence Days. Both Father and
Mother Day (Bob Spiller and Martha
Crady) insisted strongly on attendance at church, but they did not
agree on their rea'Sons. Father
thought it was simply the right
thing to do, but Mother put it differently - she said one owed it to
God. Church to her was a place
where one worshipped and learned to
be goqd. To both of them the right
thing to do for religion was to go
to some good church on Sundays.
When Father went to church and
sat in his pew, he felt he was dOing
enough. Any further ' spiritual work
ought to be done by the clergy.
In "Life With Father." the clergyman was a plump, bustling man,
very good-hearted and pleasant;
though in spite of his good-heartedness and kindness Father Day never
felt at ease with him.
Dr. Lloyd, played by Jack McCarty
Jr., in the current production, was
more at home speaking to a large
audience. He had warm and sympathetic feeling toward people en
masse. McCarty contributed the
sound effects for last spring's
"Idiot 's Delight" and has been on
technical staff and played bits in
this season's "Missouri Le end" and
"The Con~rast."
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have kept the family group contin- "
Ually spotlighted in the comedy. I 1
Mother and Father Day are portrayed by Martha Crady and Bob
Spiller. Their four sons-Harlan, 8,
Whitney, 12, John, 15, and Clarence Jr., 17-are played by Gary
Roberts of Bowling Green, Bill Dolan of Wallins, Joe Kimbrough of
Bowling Green and Thomas W.
White of Springfield.
~
After scouting over the commun- t
Ity in search of a promising juvenile r
to play the role of Harlan, Russell t
H. Miller, director of "Life With t
Father," selected Gary Roberts
from the tryouts. Gary had bean
seen In the March workshop production of the junior members of
the Bowling Green Players' Guild,
a. short play "Grandmother Nick"
produced by Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Clark.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hobson Roberts, 305 sumpteT avenue. In addition to his work in the
fifth grade in the Rura;l Training
sch~ol, Gary finds time for cub
scouting, violin lessons' that have
earned him a place in the College
High orchestra and work with the
junior members of the Players'
Guild. In the WesteTn Kentucky
Horse Show last year, he won three
ribbons for good horsemanship while
riding his horse "Dixie."
Other members of the cast of
"Life With Father" include Goldie
Wilson, A. J. McCarty Jr., Georgia
, ..;Howard, Mildred Burns, Carolyn
Can', Robert Rogers, David Mefford,
J.:.-cl hine C nnil,lgham, Betty Ray,
Owen McPeek and George Anne
:(.,owe.
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The Park City Daily News, Bowling Green, Kentuc

I "Life With Father" Rings
Down Curtain For Players

The Park City Doily News, Bowling Green, Kentucky
I

I R'omance

Important Part
I In "Life With Father"
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"In the spring, a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love"
t- was just as true in 1888 as in 1949.
')e Romance is an important element of
1'- any drama and is seldom lacking
it. in any popular comedy. " Life With
Father" has its full share.
Clarence Day's delightful stories
dramatized in "Life With Father"
by Howard Lindsay and Russel
Crouse provide the basic character
material of the spring production
of Western Players.
No effort is being spared by
Western Players to bring the incidents to life effectively. Costumes
I.
have been ordered from Brooks of
New York, who costumed the original Broadway production, and Van
;;;; iHorn and Sons of Philadelphia, who
did a number of the . touring units.
Period furniture for the Day home
is being loaned the Players by Miller's Antiques, Inc. Other period pro~
perties. and decorations are from the
Pennyroyal Gift Shop of Warren
County Hardware Company.
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ON AN APRIL morning, Clarence
Day Sr., sees in the first stirrings of
the tender emotion in his 17-yearold son the fact that Clarence Jr., is

I

Thomas W. White
becoming a man. Mary Skinner,
fresh from Ohio and in New York
for the first time, reminds him of
his own courting days.
In the Western Players' production, Clarence Jr., is played by
Thomas W. White, senior from
Springfield. Mary Skinner, the girl
who first wins his heart, is George
Anne Lowe, in private life Mrs
Morris Lowe of Bowling Green.
Others included in the cast for
"Life With Father," under the direction of Russell H. Miller, are Bill
Dolan, Joe Kimbrough, Delphine
Cunningham, Goldie Wilson, A. J.
McCarty Jr., Mildred Burns, David
Mefford, Robert Rogers, Carolyn
CaIT, Gary Roberts, Owen McPeek,
Georgia Howard, Betty Ray, Bob
Spiller and Martha Crady.
This poular comedy is scheduled
for Van Meter auditorium on April 7.
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On Thursday in Van Meter audl- I played by Bob Spiller of Broomal,
torium at 8:15 o'clock the Western Penn. He has appeared in other
Players under the direction of Rus- Western Players' productions, notsell H. Miller will present as their ably "Dear Ruth," "Idiot's Delight"
spring production for 1949 "Life and "The Contrast." Martha Crady
With Father." This popular come\IIY of :r.ouisville, cast as Vinnie, will be
completes the season's program of remembered from "The Contrast."
dramatic Americana that has also Mother Day, spirited and never a
included "Missouri Legend" and martyr, is her second m&jor role.
"The Contrast."
• • •
It remained for Father and MothCOSTUMES OF the period from
er Day in 1947, in the persons of Brooks of New York and Van Horn
Howard Lindsay and Dorothy of Philadelphia, who did the origiStickney, to bring a high level of nal Broadway production and the
dignity and deceny back to the road companie5, Victorian furniture
American theater by breaking the by Miller Antiques, Inc., and period
longevity record for popul\lrity set decorations from the Penny Royal
by Jeeter Lester and "Toba,cco Gift Shop of the Warren County
Road" in the early Thirties. The Hardware Company, combine to
millions of people who read and saw 'create the atmosphere of the 1880's.
Clarence Day's "Life Witb. Father"
Other n1embers of the cast incould not be W ' ng in their un ani- clude Thomas W. White, George
this all-American Anne Lowe, Joe Kimbrough, Delmous praise
p:line Cunningham, A. J. McCarty
comedy.
• • •
Jr., Bet ty Ray, Bill Dolan, Carolyn
IN FEW comedies are such Carr, Gary Roberts, Georgia Howheavy demands made on the players ard, Robert Rogers, Goldie Wilson,
interpreting the principal charac- David Mefford, Mildred Burns and
tel'izations as in this dramatization Owen McPeak. Assistants to diof the Day stories by Howard Lind- rector are Kermit Binkley and David
5:lY and Russel Crouse. The inci- Mefford.
The stage manager Is
dents of the plot revealing the Robert Rogers.
characters • of both Father and
Reserved seats for $1 go on sale
Mother keetJ them busy from open- at the bursar's office at Western
Mond ~." morning. The box office
ing scene to the final curtain line.
. The title role of Father Day is there will be open April 4-7. General admission tickets may be secured in lobby of Cherry hall or '
from Western Players for 50 cents
~
.each, Monday through Thursday.
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Cast As 12-Year-Old
In "I..Iife With Father"
~ost college players have the expenence of playing either their own
ag~ or characters demanding the
agmg ~f years. "In '''Life With
Father, the spring production ' of
the Western Players, scheduled for
Van Meter Hall on Thursday, April
'!, at 8 :15 p.m., Bill Dolan of Wallms, KentUcky, is cast as the twelve!ear-07: son, Whitney. His name
IS for the famous Whitney family
who were close friends of the Clarenr.e Day's. A member of the staff
a d crew for both "Missouri Legend"
and "The Contrast," Dolan, a prelaw student, is playing his first
major role.
Tickets are on sale in Cherry Hall
] 0 ·JY and at the Bursar's office at
Western and may be secured from
members of the Western Players.
General Admission prices are 50
CfltS, reserved seat/> $1.00.
Other members of the cast of

To Assist Veterans
Filing Claims
"I.

-rhe Park City Daily News,

Lancaster, Owensboro
'V
for the Kentuck~
-'ice Men's Board, is
, merican Legion
'"\ assist veter'~ in filing

Kimbrough Plays Role
In Western Production

--

__

d

"Li!~ With Father," under the dire :lOn of Russell H. Miller, are Bob
Sr il.ler, Martha Crady Thomas W
WhIte, Joe Kimbrough: George Ann .
L~we, Goldie Wilson, Gary Robert.:
MIldred Burns, Delphine CUnning~
I ' " A. J . McCarty, Jr., Georgia
Howard, Carolyn Carr, David Mefford, Robert Rogers, Owen McPeek
and Betty Ray.
'

v .. .......

Prominently seen in the cast of
"Life With Father," to be presented
in Van Meter auditorium by the
Western Players this evening at 8:15
is Joe Kimbrough of Bowling G~'een
who plays second son, John Day, in
Clarence Day Sr.'s male quartet. Although he is a freshman at Westem
this year, Kimbrough has established himself with local ' audiences
through his several creditable performances while attending College
High.The climax of "Life With Father"
develops out of the earnest efforts
of the two oldest sons to test their
intiative and earn a little money on
their own. In the beginning the idea
received Father's sanction without
his suspecting the possible dire consequences. Even though the incident
almost resulted in the death of Mother, she gladly forgave John because she was able to turn events
to solve her immediate domestic
problem.
"Life With Father," spring pro- Joe 'Kimbrough
duction of the ' Players is under the a;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;direction. of .Russell H. Miller with a
cast -including Bob Spiller, Martha
Crady, Thomas White, George Anne
Lowe, Bill Dolan, Goldie Wilson, Delphine Cunningham, A. J. McCarty
Jr., Mildred Burns, David Mefford,
Robert Rogers, Carolyn Carr, Owen
McPeek, Georgia Howard, and Betty
Ray.
Reserved 'seats are still available
8.t the box office in Van Meter ll.uditorium for $1.00, and general admission tickets are priced at 50 cents.
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City Daily News, Bowling Green,
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FOR THE LOVE OF CARMEN. Glenn Ford (left) and Victory Jory engage in a violent dagger fight. Rita Hayworth plays Carmen in
Columbia's "The Loves of Carmen" at the Capitol Theatre.

I -------------------------------------

Score 'Bullseye'
In "Life With Father"

IPlayers

By Muriel Hawkes
Ime to look for nothing less than
The Western Players scored an- i perfection. They didn't let me down.
other bullseye Thursday ev!)ning I Cousin Cora, (Delphine CUnningwhen they presented "Life Wit h ham to you) carried off a difficult
Fath#r" to an enthusiasti- audi- role with poise and aplom and I
el1ce. Russell H. Miller, producing loved George Anne Lowe's ' presenI ~irector, whose skillfu~ technique tation of Mary Skinner. She, as
IS ~ll kno~l to Bowlmg Green well as Bob Spiller, Martha Crady,
audIences, 15 to be congratulated Tommy White, Joe Kimbrough and
o~ his technical staff, whose com- the othe)"s who have appear~d in
bmed efforts resulted in supplying past productions, showed versatility
a harmonious and gracious back- and flexibility.
Margaret, the cook was deftly
ground for the players, who, with
thiS- atmosph-ere established, ,sur- played by Margaret Burns. Had I
passed themselves.
not known that it was an act, I
As father, Bob Spiller dominated would like to lure her away from
the scenes, as no doubt was intended the Days. That talk of kippers for
by Author Clarence Day. Having had breakfast fairly made me drool.
the privilege of seeing Bob in pre• • •
vious . performances, (Dea~' Ruth,
THE DAYS NEVER kept a parlorIdiots Delight, Joan of Arc, The Con- maid long, which might be trying in
trast, and others,) I fe~l free to say real life, but gave the audience an
that in my mind, "Father" is his best additional treat, inasmuch as we saw
characterization. While the mQti- fQur successive charmers instead of
vating personality, he managed nQt the custQmary one. They were- Goldie
to hog the show. That, fQr yQur in- Wilson as Annie, Georgia Howard as
fQrmation is mQre difficult than you Delia . • . (by the way, I hQnestly
would think. He ranted and roared in thQught she WQuid last IQnger, knQwa most convincing manner, yet gave ing GeQrgia, but I reckQned without
his supporting cast every Oppvl't un- the author), CarQlyn Carr as NQra,
ity to build a perfect whole.
and Betty Ray as Maggie. I gQt a
• • •
bang 'Out 'Of the curtain call when
l\IARTHA
CRADY,
"Father's they all appeared in costume, I had
wife," and "Vinnie," in her 'Own ri.,.ht visions of their jumping in and out
gave BQb a run fQr his money in hel~ 'Of 'One maids' unifQrm backstage, but
depictiQn 'Of a sharp contrast in per- as I mentiQned befQre, the technical
sonality. Her gowns, 1880 period, staff left nQ stone u~turned.
were breathtakingly lovely, and her
A. J. McCarty Jr., dId an excellent
(temporary) flaming red hair most jQb as the EpiscQpal Rector, sustainbecoming.
ing his character throughQut the
The SQns, ranging in age frQm shQw, regardless 'Of the authQr's and
seven to seventeen, frQm fQur feet the other actors' efforts to shake
to six, and shading tIte family hair him. He had a rugged time 'Of it,
coloring from pure carrot through but was equal to every situation.
David Mefford, Robert Rogers, and
brick • • • and finally to sandy roan,
were portrayed by Gary Roberts as Owen McPeek, as the three medicos
Harlan the youngest, (you'll see more summoned to attend Vinnie in what
of this youngster I guarantee). Bill was nearly her last illness, added the
Dolan as Whitney, cQmpelled to learn final cQnvincing touch.
his catechism when the rest of the
It was an elegant shQw, well cast,
gang was playing ball, won com- and perfectly directed.
plete sympathy from the audience.
Time and space do not permit me to
give cQmplete praise merited by Thoew
.
mas W. White and Joe Kimbrough,
Th T
k Of E t
playing Clarence and JQhn in the
e rue
x ..
order named. They are favQrites of
mine 'Off stage as well as behind the
footlights, which, instead of making
me prejudiced in their favor. causes
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itb Father
Van Meter Auditorium
Thursday April 7, 1949, 8:15 ~~;,
General Admission
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ART-RADIO-DANCE

RESORTS-TRAVEL...:...AUTOMOBILES
GARDENS-A VIATION-BRIDGE

TELEVISION

STAMPS-PHOTOGRAPHY

DRAMA-MUSIC-SCREEN

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1948.

Oopyright, 1948, by The New York Times Company.

G uests of Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Massie
during the Christmas holidays were
Mrs. Hugh Collins and daughter
Mimi, Cleveland, Ohio; Lenwood
Sherill, Iowa state, Ames, Iowa ; Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Pence, Lexington'
Miss .Mary Virginia Hendricks, Uni:
"ersity of Ohio, Athens, Ohio; Rolla.
Dyer, Ohio state, Columbus, Ohio'
Miss Elsie Dotson, University of
Kentucky; and Miss Dorothy Compton, Scarrett college, Nashville, '
Tennesse.
Mr. Russell H. Miller of the English department attended the an"UI1Vl~I'lI,lCm of the Speech 'assowhich was held
during the
~

. k,,:t,r 'it IV?'~Pt, sev-

Father (Howard Lindsay) strikes a familiar battle stance with Mother (Dorothy Stickney) and, three of the children. Robert Antoine, David Frank and Robert Wade. In "Life With Mother," at the Empire Wednesday
~
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WITH

LILLIAN GISH and PERCY WARAlv.!
Made into a play by

HOWARD LINDSAY ana RUSSEL CROUSE
Directed by BRETAIGNE WINDUST· Settmg and Costumes by STEWART CHANEY

BLACKSTONE THEATRE

BALINESE ROOM
CLa1o-':J. ~WL-a'ctMt
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IlUtft JAY COE ... and his
Orchestra
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Sophisticat ed Entertainment
During Dinn er and Supper
NO

:

•
COVER. NO MINIMUM

f

DANCING NIGHTLY
America's Only Copper
Dance Floor

l
SliEARED
Feather-Lit,-,
DEA v.:n $ 350-

FUR S
2

S IN C E
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MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND SA11JRDAY

After the J heater

OSCAR SERLIN
presents

ENJOY

CLA RENCE D AY'S

."

The Nation's Finest
T heater Restaurant
THE

CHEZ

PAR E E

The Chez Paree features its unexcelled Cuisine and choice beverages
as well as its famous stage presentations with internationally known stars.
Mike Fritzel and Joe Jacobson

---

LIFE WITH FATHER
with

LILLIAN GISH

and

PERCY WARAM
Made into a play by

NOW PLAYING

HOWARD LINDSAY AND RUSSEL CROUSE

JOE. E. LEWIS
K ing of the Nig ht Clubs

TAMARA
Star of " R oberta"

Staged by Bretaigne Windust
Setting and Costumes by Stewart Chaney

Chandra Kaly Dancers
in their Bizarre Dances

Bob Bromley Marionettes
The Robinson Twins
T he Chez Paree Adorables
EMIL COLEMAN
Society's Favorite Orchestra
NO COVER OR ADMISSION CHARGE
Minimum charqe 52.50 per peraon week nlqhtaS3.50 per peraon Saturdaya and Sundaya-may b.
uaed for food or beyeraqel. There is no minlmum
charqe in the three intimate cocktail lounqea.
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CAST
(In order of appearance)
ANNIE ....................................................................................................... MARGARET RANDALL
VINNIE ................................................... _...................................................................LILLIAN GISH
CLARENCE .......................................................................................................... 0 . z. WHITEHEAD
JOHN _...._............................................................................................................ PETER JAMERSON
WHITNEY ......................................................................................~ ... - ................... JIMMY ROLAND
HARLAN ................................................................................................................ DAVID JEFFRIES
FATHER __ .............................................................................................................. PERCY WARAM
MARGARET .............................................................................................................. CLARA JOEL
COUSIN CORA ....................................................................................................VIRGILIA CHEW
MARY SKINNER ............................................................................................ GEORGETTE McKEE
THE REV. DR. LLOYD ........................................................................................ GEORGE LE SOIR
DELIA ......................_.............................................................................................. AUBREY HYNES
. - - -..-..- .... " . ., DOROTHY RAYMOND
NORA .................................................................
DR. HUMPHREYS .......................•............. ...................................................... EDWIN CUSHMAN
DR. SOMERS .................................................................................................. CARROLL ASHBURN
MAGGIE ............................................................................................................ GERTRUDE BEACH
5

CREDITS

SYNO PSIS OF SCENES
The entire action takes place in the morning room of the Day House on MadisoD Avenue.
The time is late in the 1880·s.
ACT I
Scene I:

Breakfast time.

An early summer morning.

Scene 2:

Tea time.

Scene I:

Sunday. after church.

Scene 2:

Breakfast time.

The same day.
ACT II
A week later.

Two days later.

(During the second scene the curtain is lowered to denote a lapse of three hours.)
ACT III
Scene I :

Mid·afternoon.

Scene 2:

Breakfast time.

A month later.
The next morning.

The entire production is owned and controlled by Oscar Serlin Productions

Production built by William Kellam Construe·
t10n Co. ; painted by R. Bergman Studios. Elec·
Irical equipment by Century Lighting. Inc. Cos·
lumes executed br Brooks Costume Co. Mr.
Waram's shoes by . Miller & Sons; all others by
La Ray Boot Shop Inc. Coiffures by Alfred Barris.
Cigars by Webster·Eisenlohr, Inc .
Upholstery
. nd draperies by I. Weiss & Sons, Inc. Music .rranged by Edmund Thiele. Miss Gish 's and Mr.
Waram 's dressing rooms furnished by The Stevens
Hotel. Electric range and refrigerator for food
preparation installed by Commonwealth Edison
Co. Baldwin pianos used in th is theatre.
FOR OSCAR SERLIN
General Mana ger ......................................Wa lter Fri ed
Gene ral Press Repre sentative ............ Gerald Goode
Production Advisor ............................ Katharine B. Day
Litera ry Representative ___ ....... Annie Laurie W ill iams
Executi ve Secreta ry.............................. Billy Lindenauer
Chicago Manager .......................................... Harry Kl ine
Chicago Press Rep resentative ___ ....... __ Harry Forwood
House Manager .................................. John J. McManus
Treasu re r......................
....... George T. Roc hford
Secreta ry..................................................Charlotte Bay lie
Sta ge Manager ...................................... Carrol l Ashburn
Assistant Stage Manager ........................ Aubrey Hynes
Musical Oi rector. __ ..................... ____ ........ Lewis Blackma n
Master C a rp e nte r ............................ Joseph E. Harbuck
Master Electrician ........................................ Ray Barnett
Mast er of Properties ...................... James W . Sutc liffe
Wardrob e Mistress........... .. ............ Ann Carey Ry a n
Stage Fi rem a n......
.. ................... M. McKi nl ey
Employes of the Bla c kstone Theatre do not a ccept
gratuities .
DRINKING WATER, " PURO " system of filters and
coolers installed and maintained by Puro Fi lter
Corporation of Illi nois, 1338 S. Mic higan Avenue,
Calumet 2200.

SONGS OF · YESTERYEAR
LIVE AGAIN IN
"LIFE WITH FATHER"
First Entr'acte
1. The Happy Farmer
2. Rustic Dance
3. I'm the Man Who Broke the
Bank at Monte Carlo
4. A Pretty Girl
5. White Wings
6. The Skirt Dance

Second Entr'acte
7. Daddy Wouldn't Buy Me a
Bow-Wow
B. Pe ek·a·Boo
9. Listen to the Mocking Bird
10. Where Did You Get That
Ha t?
II. Comrades
12. Say "Au Revoir"
13. Shoo Fly. Don't Bother Me
14. R=zle Dazzle
15. Mr. Captain, Stop the Ship

AUDITORIUM THEATRE
Sunday, Jan. 12, 3:30 P.M.

MISCHA

OLD HEIDELBERG

ELMAN

Robert J. and Max Eitel present:

Vj,o.Lim~t

HANS MUENZER
Famous Violinist . . . and His

Old
and also

Heidelberg Ensemble
•• the Inimitable OLD HEIDELBERG OCTET

. :... in the RATHSKELLER

LOUIE and THE WEASEL
OTHER EITEL
RESTAURANTS

•

RANDOLPH
6

New Field Building ••• Clark and Adams
North Western Station, Canal and Madison

JUST

WEST

OF

STATE

Mail Orders Now: 55c. 83c.
$1.10. $1.65. $2.20. $2.75

...

Sunday, Jan. 19, 3:30 P.M.
SERGEI

RACHMANINOFF
Seats Now Selling: $2.20.
$3.30

Sunday, Jan. 26, 3:30 P.M.
MARIAN

ANDERSON
eo.nbtaito.
Mail Orders Now: 83c. $1.10.
$1.65. $2.20, $2.75, $3.30
<II

Sunday, Feb. 9, 3:30 P.M .
GEN. PLATOFF

DON COSSACK
CHOIR

Mail Orders Now: 55c, 83c.
$1.10. $1.65. $2.20, $2.75
7

WHO'S WHO
IN THE CAST

slDart

living
plus
Live at

THE

SENECA

and combine value 10
rentals with a convenient' delightful and comfortable a par t men t
home, maintaining all
desirable serVices for
smart living. One to five
rooms.

Your inspection intJited

~t,J;nL¥a
Dotel
200 East Chestnut Street
CHAS. T. GRATZ, Mgr.

Phone SUPerior 2380
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LILLIAN GI SH ( Mother) scarcely
needs introduction to the readers of this
program. "Way Down E ast" a nd "Orphans of the Storm" placed L illian Gish
in the top rank of those early brave days
of what has since become one of the
greatest industries in America, motion
pictures. Quite recently L illian Gish has
been active in the theatre wherein she
made her debut at the age of six. Chicagoans saw Lill ian Gish in Maxwell Anderson's "The Star Wagon" only a season back. And earlier she was with John
Gielgud as Ophelia in the record-breaking run of "Hamlet" at the Empire T heatre in New York City. No role could be
more suited to the fr agile and delicate
beauty and charm of Miss L illian Gish
than that of Clarence Day's mothe r in
"Life With Father." From the fir st moment that the script was approved for
production, Oscar Serlin, producer of
"Life With Father," desired Mis s Gish
for the part. One of the real pleasu res in
presenting "Life With Father" to Chicago was that of being able to present
the play with Lillian Gish a s Mother.
During the Chicago engagement
of " Life With Father" Miss Gish will
be pleased to com ply with all requests for autographed portraits, for
w hich a charge of fift y cents each w ill
be made. Funds so collected will be
contributed to Orphans of The Storm,
the nationally famous dog refuge
maintained by Irene Castle.
PERCY WARAM (Father) fi nds here
a role fo r which it would almost seem
his dist inguished career in the American
theatre has been largely a prepa ration.
There was "Major Bar bara" fo r the
Theatre Gui ld, as well as "T he Camel
Through the Needle's Eye," "R.U.R."
and "Pygmalion." Mr . Wa ram played
Raleigh in "Elizabeth the Queen," Comte
du Barry in "The D uBarry," Howard
Bartlett in "For Services Rendered,"
Lord Mo rton in "Mary of Scotland," and
Mr. Bennett, the Victorian father, in
"Pride and Prejudice." The resemblance
between P ercy Waram and .Father Day
is a remarkable coincidence. P ercy W aram has probably been the most freq uently mentioned actor fo r the r ole of F ather
since the manuscript was announ ced for
production more tha n a year ago.
O. Z. W HIT EHEAD (Clarence) made
his stage debut with K atharine Hepburn
in "The Lake," and has since been seen
in "New Faces," "The Jayhawker," Leslie H oward's "Hamlet" and "The Sea
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Gull." His first picture appearance was as
AI J oad in "The Grapes of Wrath."
GEORGETTE McKEE (Mary Skinner) made her Broadway debut in
"Growing Pains," subsequently appearing in "Fly Away Home" and "Boy
Meets Girl." She played one of the principal roles in the March of Time's historical film feature, "The Ramparts We
Watch."
"
VIRGILIA CHEW (Cousin Cora)
attended the Baldwin School at Bryn
Mawr and there took up dramatics. She
was in Christopher Morley's Hoboken
revival of "The Black Crook," and understudied Pauline Lord in "Ethan
Frome," playing the lead for two weeks.
As Miss Watts, the office wife, she
appeared in "The Women" for more
than a year.
GEORGE L E SOIR (The Rev. Dr.
Lloyd) includes in a distinguished career in the theatre appearances in the
Augustin Daly company, and with John
Drew, James K. Hackett, Florence Reed

and Mrs. Fiske. He was at one time
d.ramatic critic for the Thea tre Magazme.
PETER JAMERSON (John) has not
had the same experience in the theatre
as Geo rge Le Soir, being considerably
younger. In fact, he is making his debut
in "Life With Father."
JIMMY ROLAND (Whitney) appeared with Fredric March and Florence
E ldridge in "The American Way," and
with Ruth Chatterton in "Tonight We
dance." He has acted in numerous radio
network shows, and is an accomp lished
singer. dancer and t rumpeter.
DAVID JEFFRIES (Harlan) is the
son of Dr. and Mrs. D. W. Jeffries, of
Chicago. He began studying the dramatic arts a year ago, and prior to "Life
With Father" had appeared only once
before a real theatre audience. That
was as a policeman in a children's version of "Pirates of Penzance" at the
Civic Theatre here. His lot is now a
happy one.
CLARA JOEL (Margaret) is one of
(Colltiwlled on />agp 13)
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dtl MONTE CARLO
LEONIDf. MASSINE, Artistic Director

Lavish New Ballels-Symphony Orcheslr.
COMPANY OF 150
PRICES: Evenings. SSe. 83e. SU O. Sl.65. S2.20. S2.75
and S3.30.
Ma tinees: SSe. 83e. SLID. S1.65. S2.20 and S2.75
(All Tax Included)
MAIL ORDERS NOW

• Co m e to French Lick Springs now for health-building mineral
baths and massages .. . p lu s famous PlutO Water to tO n e up your
system! A health-h o lid ay pucs yo u in "t ip-tOp" shape for wlnte~
month s a h ea d . M a k e yo ur reservations now at special low rate.

FRENCH LICK SPRINGS .Jto.tet
T. D . T A GGART, P resident .

FRENCH LICK, INDIANA

Chicago O ffice : 221 N . M ichigan A ve. , P hone A NDover 2223

The famous old Blackstone T heatre,
landmark of the halcyon days of Chicago
theatregoing, was opened with a perfo rmance December 31, 1910, of a comedy by George Ade entitled "U. S. Minister Bedloe." In commenting upon that
celebrated opening Percy Hammond,
then critic of the Chicago ,Tri bune, described not only the play but the theatre.
He cernrnented upon the unusual comfort of the cha irs, th eir luxurio us width
and arrangement calculated "to prov-ide
an ease of body and mind not oft en en counter ed in the theatre."
Mr. Hammond als o remarked upon the
lobby, th e French wa lnut a nd gold trim.
The truth of the matter is that on that
memorable eveni ng th e late P ercy Hammond seemed to like th e theatre a g reat
deal more than he did the play. O n subseq uent evenings, huweve r, Chicago theatregoers were treated to a variety of
very fine theatrical fare at the grand old
Blackstone Theatre.
A t the B lackstone they saw Li llian
Russell in "The First Night" ; Fra nces
Starr in "The Case of Becky"; Richard
Bennett in "Passersby"-(1912). In 1913
"Damaged Goods" and E lsie Ferguson
in "The First Lady." David Warfield in
"The Return of Peter Grimm" and Nazimova in 1913 in "Bella Donna," and
Laura Hope Crews in "The First Di vorce." In 1914 Otis Skinner in "Kismet" ; George A rlis s in "Dis raeli" : Ethel
Barrymore in "Tante"; Billie Burke in
"J erry"; Walter Hampden in "The Call
of Youth."
Sir Johnstone Forbes-Robertson, celebrated English actor, appeared at the
Blackstone T hea tre in repertory the
same year as "Hamlet" and in "The
Light That Failed."
Mrs. Patrick Campbell in "Pygmalion" opened the season of 1915, followed
by B la nche Bates, William Gillette in
"Diplomacy" ; Cyril Maude in the immortal characteriza t ion of "Grum py":
Patricia Collinge and Philip Meriva le in
" Pollyanna" ; Wi ll iam Gillette in "Sherlock Holmes" and "Secret Service."
Consistently 1916, '17, '18 and '19 wer e ,
ext r emely act ive yea rs for the B lackstone Theatre. Maude Adams was seen
in "The Little Minister"; Margaret Anglin in "Caroline" ; E. H . Sothern in "If
I Were Kin g" and John Drew in "Major
Pendennis" ; Fay Bainter in "The Willow Tree"; Maude Adams in "A Kiss
For Cinderella": Henrv Miller and Ruth
Chatterton in "The Marriage of Convenience."
( Continued on page 14)
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(C ontillued from page 9)
the most distinguished character actresses in the American theatre, and will
be remembered for her fine portrayals
in "Common Clay," "Kick-In," "Business Before Pleasure," "The Sporting
Thing To Do" and "Mismates," to mention but a few. Chicagoans know her
very well. In Cleveland recently she
was Lavinia in "Mourni ng Becomes
Electra."
.
MARGARET RANDALL (Annie) is
a graduate of Chicago's Hyde Park
High School and of the University
of Chicago. It was at the Goodman
Theatre here that she was discovered by
a Paramount talent scout and so went
to Hollywood for a number of film assignments. She has since appeared on
Broadway, in stock and on the networks.
CARROLL ASHBURN (Dr. Somers)
has played leads with many stock cQmpanies and on Broadway. Recent New
York roles have included those in "See
My Lawyer," "Boys From Syracuse"
and "Brother Rat." He was last seen
in Chicago with Bert Lytell in "The
First Legion."

DOROTHY RAYMOND (Nora) is as
well known in Chicago as on Broadway,
having appeared here on tour in such
New York hits as "The Jazz Singer,"
"Street Scene," and "On Bo'r rowed
Time." She a lso was leading woman at
the Goodman Memorial Theatre for two
years in "The Mask and the Face," "The
Wild Duck," "Camille in. Roaring Camp,"
"Escape," "The Vikings" and many other
noteworthy productions. She is a native
of Pittsburgh and a graduate of the Drama Department of Carnegie Tech.
AUBREY HYNES (Delia) is from
Evanston, Illinois, and was associated
with the Goodman Theatre for three
years and was a classmate of Margaret
Randall. The whole business of the
Chicago company of "Life With Father"
begins to look like an Illinois conspiracy.
GERTRUDE BEACH (M a g g i e )
comes all the way to Chicago from Manilla in the Philippine Islands. She was
actively associated with the celebrated
Neighborhood Playhouse in New York.
She is a graduate of Skidmore College
and is one of those young ladies cameramen like to photograph.
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HOME liVING
AT ITS BEST
TRIUMPHS IN
d istinctive splendor at the
Wellington Arms ••. a quiet ,
aristocratic address overlooking the Lake and Lincoln Park
. •• where comfort is ind ividualize d and ma intained by a
personn el servicin g the fine
art of" li vi n~ , . . . whe~e !he
word home accents d,scrlminating a ppointments and con·
sid erati on , wit ha l economy, in
a new pers pective .

RATES
One to Five- Room Kitch e nette
Su ites (furnished if desired) begin at $40.00 monthly ; dai ly accommoda tions f rom $2.50.

Sheridan Road at Wellington
Bitte rsweet 4600
WA LTER WILLE
Managing D irtetor

THOMAS GANNON
Resident Manager

WELLINGTON
ARMS

This was followed by George Arliss,
Olive Tell, Viva Burkett and Philip
Merivale in that four-cornered classic
"The Mollusk." Henry Miller returned
in "The Famous Mrs. Fair" and Helen
Hayes, April 10 to ] une 11, 1921, appeared in "Bab."
On September II, 1921, Frank Bacon
brought to the Blackstone Theatre the
Winchell Smith comedy "Lightnin' " and
for a year and a half Chicagoans were
delighted with his inimitable characterization of Lightnin' Bill Jones.
In the next ten years the Blackstone
Theatre saw a succession of outstanding
productions in which the rei gning stars
of the American theatre played engagements varying from a month to six
months in duration. This included H elell
Hayes and O. P. Heggie in "We Moderns," Glenn Hunter and Florence Nash
in " Merton of the Movies," Henry Miller, B lanche Bates and Ruth Chatterton
in "The Changelings," Margaret Anglin
in "A Woman of No Importance," Ethel
Barrymore in "The Second Mrs. Tanque ray," Irene Bordoni in "Little Miss
Bluebird," Elsie Ferguson in "Close
Quarters," Glenn Hunter in "Young
Woodley," Ina Claire in "The Last of
Mrs. Cheyney," Richard Bennett in "The
Barker," Glenn Hunter in "Behold This
Dreamer," Fay Bainter and Lynn Harding in "She Stoops to Conquer," Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne in "Arms and
the Man," Walter Huston in "Elmer the
Great."
During this era (1928) all important
Theatre Gui ld shows were given at the
Blackstone and included, "Major Barbara," "Strange Interlude," "The App le
Ca rt," "Garrick Gayeties."
One of the last professional productions at the Blackstone Theatre was
Henry Hull in "Springtime for Henry,"
December 2, 1933. This was followed .
on January 8 with Guy Bates Post in
"The Play's The Thing" and on March
6, 1933, the Blackstone closed with "The
Bride Retires" with Edna Hibbard.
Chicago's most patrician theatre reopened last February 19th with "Life
,With Father," featuring Lillian Gish and
Percy Waram, and presented by Oscar
Serlin. "Life With F ather" is based upon
the ori ginal writing s of Clarence Day, ]r.,
concerning his own f.a ther and mother of
the 1880's, and made into a play by Howard Lindsay and Russ el Crouse, directed
by Bretaigne Win dust. with costumes and
settings by Stewart Chaney.

Publl ahed lor t he Blackstone Theatre by And . .. on Publlcatlollll
~ Kable Brothers PrintelT
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HE AL TH AN D
V I GOR WIT H CURAT I VE
TH ERMA L BATHS
«E ST AND ENJOY YOUR
FAVORITE SPO RT

HOT SPRINGS
Uncle Sam 's own Spa ,
overni gh t from olmost
ever ywher e . A No ..
t i:>:1::l 1 r eserv:r:'bn for
mo r e t han 100 years.

To bring renewed energy and vitality, a new
outlook on life, no other holida y can equal
a Slay here at America's mos t popular health
and pleasure resort. Within the hotel, under
U. S. Government supervision, you can enjoy
the world· famous baths, recommend ed by
ph ys icians ever ywhere.... And through out
th e lovely surrounding Ouachita Mounrains,
opportunities abound for every kind of sport,
wi th special privileges offered 10 Eastman
gue:;ts. The hotel's spacious verandas, sun·
parl ors and private park provide the perfect
setti ng for modern graciou, livinl>, at any
price range from $ 2.50 per day up. Let us
send yo u picto rial li terature, with full descrip ti on of bath, and recreation attraCl !Om.

Address
WALTER E. DAVI S
Mana ge r

La Salle St.. Central 0661.
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. Made into a play by
.
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HOWARD LINDSEY and RUSSEL CROUSE
Directed by RUSSELL H. MILLER
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WESTEnN PLAYERS' PRODUCTIONS

CAST

are an activity of

Lighting ..................... __.. "' . ...................... __ .. _.. ____ ___ _._ .._________ Henry P. Smith

(In order of appearance)
Annie ._._._._._._ ...... _...... _._. __ ._. __ ...... _._ .. __... _. __ ..... __ .._. ___ .. _.. _..... ___ ... _..... Goldie Wilson
Vinnie ..... _... _... _._ ..... _. _.... __ ._ ........... _.. _..... _... ___ .. _... __ __ ._._._. __.... _......... Martha Cra!!y
Clarence ...... _... _. _.._.. ___ . __ _. __.. __ .. ___ . __ .... _. _... _.... ___ .. __ ___ ...... _... ______ Thomas W. White
J ohn _. ___ . __ ... ___ ._._._._._ .. __ .. _.. _... _._ ................. ___ ____ .. ____ ..... __ .. _._._. _._. ___ ._J oe Kimbrough
Whitney .................. _...... _......_.......... _........... __ . __ . ___ .. _.... _... ________ ...... _...... Bill Dolan
Harlan ... _......... _... _._._. _._. ___ . ___ .... _..... _. __ _..... _._._ .... _.__ __ ._._ ... __ ._ ..... _...... Gary Roberts
Father ............ ___ ... __ .. __ ._._ .... _. ___ ._ ... _____ ..... _._ .... ___ . ___________ ______ .. __........... _Bob Spiller
Margaret ...... _._ ..... ____ ._____ .... _. __... _____ ... _.............. _____ ._. ___ _. ______ _........ Mildred Burns
Cousin Cora ...... __ .. _._. __ .... _. __ .. __ .. __ _. ___ . ___ . ___ . ______ .___ .. _._ .. __ ._Delphine Cunningham
Mary Skinner ... _. ___ ._ .... __ ._ ......... _._.. _._ ... _. ___ ._ .... __ ._ .. _._._. _____ .... George Anne Lowe
The Rev. Dr. Lloyd ___ . __ ... __ .. ___ . __ ._ .. __.__ .. __......... ___ .... _._. __ ... __ . ____ A. J . McCarty, J1'.
Delia ............. _._._._ ....... _._._. ____ ..... _.. _... _.... _.. _.. __ ... ___ . __ . __.. _.. _... _... ___ Georgia Howard
1\1" ora ... __ ......... __ .. __..... ___ .. _.. _._............._.. ___ .... __ ._ ... _._. ___ ._ .... _____ _._...... __ Carolyn Carr
Dr. Humphreys _..... _.... __ ._._. ____ .. _._._. __ ._ .. _. ___ . ___ . ___ . __ .... _____ ._ .. ____ ._ ... _.David Mefford
Dr. Somers ................. _._ ... _..... __ ... __ ........ _______ . __________ ______ .. _____ ._ ...... Robert Rogers
Dr. Stevens ... _................. ___ ._. __...... _. __ ...... _...... ______ ._ ... _.... _...... __ . ___ ._.Owen McP€ek
Maggie .. __ ................... _____ .. _... _.. _.. _..... _... _....... _... ___ . ___ . ____ . ____ ___ ._ .. ____ ._ ..... Betty Ray

Script and curtain ________ ___ _______ .. __ . __________ __ .. _Kermit Binkley, David Mefford

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Costumes ... _. ______ .. __ ___________ ._ _ __. _________ __. __ . __ ___ Georgia Howard, Goldie Wilson
Make-up ._. _. ____ ._._ .. _________ ._ . .____ . _____ ..... _.. Carolyn Carr, Delphine Cunningham

The entire action takes place in the morning room of the Day home at
·120 Madison Avenue, New York City, which served as a breakfast room
and a living room for the family. Th e time is Spring, late in the 1880's.

Publicity and Sales __._________ ___ ._._. ___ ._ .. ___ ._ .. _.._. ___ ____ .... _._.-..... -.---... ____ .. __ ..... ___ ._
Martha Crady, Georgia Howard, Delphine Cunningham, Mary F . Taylor,
Julia C. Smith, Carolyn Carr

ACT ONEScene 1:
Scene 2 :

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
DR. GORDON WILSON, Head
Technical Staff for "Life With Father"
Producing Director ................................................................. Russell H. Mille]"
Assistant to director ........ ....................................................... David Mefford
Stage Manager .......... _._ ..................................... _........ _............ _... Robert Rogers
Stage Cre",r ........................... _.......................... -........................................... .
Georg'ia Howard, Martha Craoy, Carolyn Carr, Mary F. Taylor,
Goldie Wilson, Delphine Cunningham, Julia C. Smith

...

House Committee __ . ___ . ________ . _.. __ .__ . _____ .. ____ .. ____ __ ______ __ .___ .. _L _..... _..... . __ • _____ ••
Louis H. Shelton, ick Diachenko, Grace Lane, Jim Wright,
Leslie Thomas, William R. R ussell, Coleman Carter,
Hugh Noffsinger, Larry Dewese
Costumes for Miss Crady, Mrs. Lowe, and Miss Cunningham by Brooks of
Jew York, customers of the original Broadway production.
Costumes for Messrs. Spiller, White, Kimbrough, Dolan, Roberts and
McCarty by Van Horn and Son of Philadelphia.
W igs by Oscar Bernner, New York and Hollywood.

•,_ n_ ,,_ ,,_ fl_ CI_ tl_ O_ ,,_ ,,_ ,,_ j'_ II_ tJ_ I'_ .. IJ _

f1 . . . . (I _
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Breakfast time. An early summer morning.
Tea time. The same day.
Intermission

ACT TWOScene 1: Sunday, right after church. A week later.
Scene 2 : Breakfast time. Two days later.
(During the Second Scene the curtain is closed to denote a lapse of
three hours.)
Intermission
ACT THREEScene 1: Mid-afternoon. A month later.
Scene 2: Breakfast time. Th e next morning .

«

THE WESTERN PLAYERS
Officers 194R-'49
Thomas W. White ____________________________ _______________________________________________ ~____ President
Nick Diachenko ______________________________________ ______________________________________ Vice-President
Betty Ray _______________________________________________________________________ _______________________ Secr etary
Bob Spiller __________________________________________ __________________________________________________ Treasurer
H enry P . Smith _________________________________ __________________________________________________ Historia
Russell H. Miller ____________________________ __________ ________________________________ F aculty _ __. ctOl
Presenting, this season, dramatic Am ericana"Missour i Legend"
"The Contract
"Life With Father"
1947-'48
"Dear Ruth"
"Invitation to Laughter "
"Joan of Lorraine"
"Tonight at 8 :15'
"Idiot's Delight"
F OR COOPERATION IN THE PRODUCTION OF "LIFE WITH
FATHER" THE WESTERN PLAYERS WISH TO EXPRESS
THEIR APPRECIATION TOMILLER, INC_, f or antique furniture and pictures.
THE PENNY ROYAL GIFT SHOP OF WARREN COUNTY HARDWARE CO., f or decorations and properties.
CHES JOHNSON, for photography and display.
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, for cooperation in handling pUblicity.
RADIO STATIONS WKCT AND ,WLBJ, for cooperation in publicit y_
,

BOWLING GREEN-WARREN COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
has pr ovided t hese souvenir programs for the 1948-'49 season .
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Bowling Green, KentucKy

Wandering Players Guild Finally Comes
To Rest In 'Own State Street Quarters
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Bowling Green's wandering Play - I
ers Guild, which for almost 15 years I
has met In church basements and
other places that could ' be secl.\red, I'
has come to rest in quarters of' its
own.
.
Now being readied for the Guild's
forthcoming production this week,
"Papa Is All," the new quarters at
827 ~2 state sh'eet are Lo be known
as The Playshop and are . complete
in every de tail of the theater.
Leased' recently by the Guild, the
property, formerl y occupied by a
produce establishment, has been renovated to provide a seating capacity
of 150 and a spacious stage in addition to working quar ters and ressing rooms.

I

• • •

SOME $1,500, representing savings I

of the Guild S1l1ce Its organization, l
and many hours of volunteer labor,
mostly by members of the Gulld,
have gone ll1to The Playshop to Preparing the Bowling Green Players G uild's n ew quarters at 827 ¥..
make it a permanent home for the
State street for presentation this week of "Papa Is All" are Mrs.
organization.
.
Katherine Bartel, left; Paul Clark, vice-president, center, and Mrs.
Professional labor needed in wirMuriel Hawkes, president and production director. The Playsh op, as
Ing the building In accordance with
the quarters are to be known, was made possible with almost 15
theater specifications and erecting
years' savings of the organization.
a fire escape at the rear was obtained at a considerable discount.
Local merchants, too, chipped in
with discOlllts on furnishings that
were necessary to fill out. the quartel's.
The Playshop, divided into two
large rooms, consists of one 20 x
60 foot section to be used as the
Sale of 1,296,094 pounds of llght The season Is expected
theater and another section of equal
size containing .qressing rooms, stor- tobacco on the Bowllng Green mar- apprOXimately three to
age space and a place for construe- ket last week brought the total for longer or through t
the season to 7,726,574 pounds. · The February.
tion of scenery.
.
$548,384.67 paid for last week's ofFriday's average
MR S. MURIEL HAWKES, pres!- ferings pushed the total lear value dredweight, one Of
dent of the Guild, said the organi- for the season to $3,513,275.90.
season. The prj!
zation will rent the quarters for
A verage for the week was $42.31, 500 pOll1ds ,j
meetings of small groups, such as which was $3.16 under the $45.47 of $811,906.68
4-H and F . F. A. meetings, and pri- which the crop ha!S averaged thus far 'Thursday's
vate parties in order to raise funds this season.
credited t
for continued operat ion of the G.uild.
The week's average was 95 cents house or
"Papa Is All," directed by Mrs. under that set in the previous week's high
Hawkes, will be a repeat perform- sales when $43.26 a hundredweight
/
ance, having been presented at Van was paid for 1,237,252 pounds. Las ~
Meter auditorium on Dec. 15. It will week's sales took a jump of 58,842
be given Thursday and Friday nights pounds In volume over the previous
at 8 o'clock and Saturday afternoon. week.
Members. of the cast are Lucille
The week's auctions also rep
Scott, Joe Kimbrough, Joe Coving- sen ted an increase of 324,854 pov
ton, Martha Helen Jenkins, Clyde over t he corresponding week
Mankin and ' Ed Green. The entire 1947-48 season, when 971,240
action, in three parts, t akes place ll1 were sold for an average
the kitchen of a farmhouse north While the volume was u
of Lancaster, Pa.
rent weekly average wa
In order to swell the Guild's mem- the $46.14 paid duri
bership of 329, the organization is spondlng week last
offering memberships for the re• •
mainder of the season for $2. This
THE MARK
will entitletl1e holder to 'admission move out of
to "Papa Is All," another major
Dear G,!!ild Member ~ -=--_
s to
production in March and a ll wcrk- that:)Y
ule. Aft
shop plays.
be m

Almost 8,000,000 Lbs.
Of Leaf Auctioned Her

I

fOJ
gi
de,

tr1

to
9"

...

1lJL.....A--_ ...L.-,....:~-----'~-----'"'.......

T-uesday, 25 Janu~, at 7 P . M., The Bowling Green Players

Guild wm hold its monthly meeting at THE PLAYHOUSE, new
home of the Guild, 827% State Street . After t he business meeting,
"Papa Is All" will be replayed . Many of yo u missed this show due
to awf ul weather and a basketball game scheduled t he same night.
We have lots t o tell you, and we have lots to ask you ! The Guild
needs your help.

Please come.

muriel hawkes

,
Tne ParK City Daily News, Bowling Green, Kentucky

January 23, 1949
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Congratulations To ' The
BOWLING GREEN
PLAYERS GUILD
Upon The Opening Qf Their

Page Nine

J

ANNOUNCING T,H E FORMAL

Good Wishes To The

,..

BOWLING GREEN
PLAYERS GUILD

"PLA YSHO,P"

fro.m

For the best in entertainment go to the
Playshop-For the , best in transportation
call a • . •

•

WESTERN COLLEGE

OF THE '

YELLOW CAB

PLAYERS

PHONE 1000

BOWLING GREEN PLAYERS GUILD

-

CONGRA TULATIONS -

BEST WISHES

AND

,---'- BEST WISHES __

< , ,

TO THE

Bowling Green Players Guild

P-LA'YSHOP
827~

ON THE OPENING OF THEIR NEW PLAYSHOP
- MAY ALL YOUR PLAYS BE HUGE SUCCESSESWe are happy to have had the privilege of doing
the plumbing at the new Playshop!

Congratulations

THUR., JAN. 27

FRI., JAN. 28

8:00 P. M.

8:00 P . M.

Phone 96

•

BOWLING GREEN PLAYERS ,GUILD
ON THEIR OPENING

PLA Y/SHOP
From

SAT., JAN. 29

DEALERS IN GENUINE

Green River Cpal
QUALITY STOKER

2:30 P. M.

310 :Jrd Street

Phone 145-J
Bowling Green. Ky.
"We Do Local Hauling"

Repeat Performance Of Patterson Greene's

"P APA IS ALL"

• •

I

State Street

HEATING

TO' THE

ON THE FORMAL OPENING OF THE

S,T OUT a'ROS. COAL ' CO.

W. D. F I 5 ER C,O ..
PLUMBING 1116 Broadway

TO THE BOWl:-ING GREEN PLAYERS GUILD

Best, Wishes
TO THE

MurieL Hawke s, Directm' ••• A ;sisted By. ELorence Glatki

PLAYSHOP

• True, the wprcl E-..,
does Dot tome hst to miAd
where the health of your
household is concerned. But
even in times of illness, no
one wishes to pay an unwar.
ranted price. Our chugesare
uniformly fair-ecoDomicaL

FEATURING

.

BARTEL & WILLIAMS DRUG' CO.
• •

State Trooper Brendle ...... . ...... ... .... ..... Joe ,Covington .•
Emma Aukamp ............• ..••.. ... .... ,Martha H~len Jenkins
. 1•• • •• • ,' ••• • ,., ••• ••• •• : . . . . . . . . . .. .... Clyde

MAUPIN ELECTRIC CO.,

Mankin

827 CHESTNUT
ST.
(

Plan Now To See This Play And Inspect
Our' New Theatre And Workshop

Bowling Green Players Guild /

the new, completely remodeled PLAYSHOP on one of the above

PLAYSHOP,

dates.

FROM
I

The
Bowling Green Players Guild
On The Formal Opening .O f Their,
,

BROADWAY

SERV ·UR-SELF

~roadway

- FROM-

member of the Players' Guild, Get yours early-seafing
capacity only 150.

,
EVENING
Adults 75c - Students SOc

HALF HOUR LAUNDRY

824

•

. .. at Thomas-Covington FlOl.:ist, ' downstairs, or from any

WASHETERIA
.

P.LAYSHOP,

TI CKETS NOW ON SALE ' . • ..

•

MATINEE .
Adults SOc - Students 3Sc

D.' A. FAXON

Phone 2047

440 E. Main

WE EXTEND OUR

Look
At
,
These Specials

CONGRA TULATIONS

. At Van's

TO OUR NEIGHBOR . . . THE

Bow~ing

Green Players Guild

ON THEIR FORMAL OPENING
It is our hope that they will enjoy many successes
in their

c.

n~w

playshop.

Corner Main and State

.

~LUB

Phon. 277

WHEN YOU VISIT THE

PLAYSHOP
OR .
. GO SEE

"PAPA IS ' ALL"
We Invite You To ...

'Congratulations

ALWAYS A

PLAYERS GUILD

TREAT

ON THE OPENING OF YOUR NEW

STEAKS

$1.00

PL·AYSHOP

T-BONES

It's a pleasure for us to welcome you, neighbor, and to wish for you one success after
another.

$1.50

D. S. NO.6
Leichhardt Bros.. Mgrs.

VAN'S CAFE

PLATE LUNCHES

S5e

L-._ _
' _ _ _ _ _•

829 State St.

Phone 256

Vpon The For11}al Opening
Of Their

THOMAS - COVINGTON

BOWLING GREEN

:J-fori3f . ·PHONE 1958

HAMBURGERS

•

SPAGHETTI

* * *

COCA· COLA BOTTLING WORKS
Incdr pbrated

"PLAYSHOP
We are sure all of Bowling Green

w~ll

join

with us in welcoming the best in entertain•

CHILI

ment to this city. Congratulations to th.e

• ' HOME MADE PIES
I

members of the Bowling Green Players
Guild on the opening of the

"Playshop.'~

~-------,

PLAYERS
GUILD ' "
•

PLAY SHOP

-

•

Congratulations To The Bowling Green
/

We .Welcome
THE FORMAL OPENING OF THE

AT VAN'S

.

Drop in and inspect Bowling Green's newest flower shop, located downstairs from
the Playshop.
, " The Friendly F.,lorist"

827 STATE ST.

PHONE 1800-J

Congratulations to -

Mark the calendar-make a date-bring the family or friends to
ON THE OPENING OF THE

.

,

P apa ....... ' . .. ..' ..... . ...... ... ..... . •.... . . , ..•. . . . Ed Green

•

Anno~nce. . .

We did the electrical wiring and decorative.
lighting of this new .home of Bowling Green
.Players Guild.

Jake Aukamp .•.•... . ......•........•... . ... T " .Joe Kimbrough

Mrs. Yoder

These Registered Pharmacists Re; dy To Serve You.
• E. C. Williams
• C, V. P orter
• , A. L. Bartel

Congratulations to

We t Proudly

Mama Aukamp . .... ... .... .. . ..... . ......•..... . . ,Lucille Scott

Remember
ifHE NEW 'LOCATION OF

MODERN WELDINGCOMPANY

- '9 06 ' PAYNE ST.
ACROSS FROM KITCHENS LUMBER CO.

Phone 1959

I
January 23,

Bowling Green, Kent~cky

3 Pasteurization
Plants Are Given
Grade IIA" Ratings'

I

Bowling Green's three milk Past eurization plants have been given
Grade "Au ratings by the WaITen
Co u n t y Health Department, Dr.
G. M. Wells, director, announced
Saturday.
Plants supplying Grade "AU Pasteurized milk t o Bowling Green and
Warren county are Borders Pure
Milk ' Company, Brown Ice Cream
and Milk Company and Elm Grove
Dairy.
Sevent~'- seven Grade "AU producers furnish the three plants raw
milk to be processed. Both raw producers and Pasteurization plants
are unde" supervision of the Health
departll1ent with A. B. White as
sa nitaria:'1.
In compliance with the (7. S. Public Health Service and the local
milk ordinances and code, reporting
of all grades of milk is required at
least every six months.
At present, the Borders company
is processing five ' hundred gallons
of ungraded milk daily to be sold
outside the county.

1949

Franklin One-Sucker/
Sells For $31.09
FRANKLIN, Ky., Jan. 22- (Spl.)
- 6ne-sucker leaf sold for an average of $31.09 a hundredweight here
yesterday as poundage sold for the
season passed the six-million mark.
Yesterday's 529,985 pounds, which
brought $164,75:3.38, raised the season's t otal pounds to 6,011,185. Prior
to opening of the season, warehousemen estimated 6,500,000 pounds
would be sold.
Purchased bv buyers during the
sale was 425,525 pounds for $125,396.12, an average of $31.90. The
pool took 105,460 pounds, paying
$29,357,26, a $27.84 mean.
A meeting of local tobacco men
is scheduled this week to determine
the closing day of sales on the
F::anklin market,. Several have stated they want the market to close
not later than Feb. 4, some' two
weeks earlier than first was anticipated.

New Jersey has the fewest manmade border lines of any state in the
Union.

SERVICES -

Buy Your Pen
From A
Pen Specialist

CALL 1939 FOR PROMPT
COURTEOUS HOME DELIVERY
OF

WESTERN KENTUCKY ' COAL
AND GREEN RIVER COAL
I

RENTALS

This Is the NEW UNDERWOOD RHYTHM
TOUCH MODEL.
MODERN DESIGN,
GREY FINISH, REMOVABLE ' PLATEN
and many improvements.

. KELLEY OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO.
1004 State St.

· on All Pens_

-

TYPEWRITERS
SALES -

;P~/r $ervlce

Phone 543

STEAM CONTRACTS ACCEPTED

STOVALL ICE & COAL
Phone 1939

942 Adams St.

cln·istmas'
We have just received a shipment of KROEHLER CHAIRS which was scheduled for November, delivery but
just · arrived: These chairs 'are first quality and cover ed in the best and newest fabrics. No mill ends, drops,
seconds, rejects,' or' off ' goods-New fresh top quality merchandise! These chairs will be featured while they
last at Low PriCes.

Thi~

is your opportunity to buy a truly fine chair at the price of an ordinary chair. The

Quantity is' lirhi,t ed so ' db'ri't w ait: A small down payment and a little each week gets you one of the finest
chairs ma:de. .

(

•

I

•

I

P resents

t

I

by

Ivvr Nvvellv
Directed by

~USSILL

tie

MILLI~

*
*

{

At

I

The ()Iayshvp
827% State Street
APRIL 29, MAY 2,3, APRIL 30,1949

..

EVENINGS, FRIDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, 8:15
MATINEE, SATURDAY 2 :30

..

me [J3owling r;;Jreen g layers QU11d
Bowling Green, Ky.
The Bowling Green Players Gulld will meet Thursday evening, April
21, at 7 :30 P. M., at the Playshop for the last meeting of the 1948~1949
season.
Anno uncements will be made concerning the next major production,
"Fresh Fields", to be presented later this month, under the direction of
Russell Miller.
.,A nominating committee will be appointed to nominate officers for
next season. You are urged to attend this important meeting.

\

{

•

THE CAST

TECHNICAL STAFF

As You Meet Them

Producing Director ________________ _______ __________ ______ Ru.ssell H. Miller

Miss Swaine, a Secretary ____ _____ ________________ ___ __ __ Clyde Mankin

Assistants to Director ___ _Florence Glatki and Clyde Mankin

\

Lady Lillian Bedworthy ___________ _________________________ Brenda Stone

Scenic Design alid Construction ____ _____________ __________ __ .__ ___ _____
Ed Greene, Roy Hoyt, Joe Kimbrough
Lighting _______ _____ __ .__ ._____ __ ______ ._____ ._. ____ ____________ __ _________ _Jack Schulz

Lady Mary Crabbe _____ ______________________________ __ ___ ____Muriel Hawkes

Make-u.p ______________ ____ __ __________ _______ ._____ .____________________ Clyde Mankin

Ludlow, a Butler _______________ _____________________ ________ Joseph P. Leone

Tim Crabbe __ __ _____ _______ __ ______ _______ _______________ ________ 0. V. Clark, Jr.

Properties ____ ________ ______ ______________ ______ ______ ________ __ Mrs. Will Thomas

Tom Larcomb _____ ___ ___________ .____ .____.__ .______ _____________ ____ .___ Scott Carr

House Committee ____ ____ ____ _______ ____ ____ _____ ___ __ ____ ______ ____ ___ __ _____ __
O. V. Clark, Jr., Joe Covington, Dick Spencer, Paul
Clark, Ross Gugel, Joe Kimbrough, Joe McFarla nd,
Creedmore Fleenor, Roy Hoyt, Jr., Bill Hoyt, Houston
Gr iffin, Dr. W. O. Carson, Don Schwartz.

Lady Strawholme ____ __ _.__________________ __ ____ ____ ________ Florence Glatki

For cooperation in the production of "Fresh Fields" t he
Players' Guild wishes to express its appreciation to-

TIME

CHES JOHNSON for photos from the Studio of JohnsonMalone, Color wor k by Miss Ruth Sanders, Studio
Artist.

Mr s. Pidgeon ___ ______ _____ _____ ___________ ______ __ __________Mildred Hoffman
Una Pidgeon ______________ _______ ___ _____ .__________._____:_______ Judith Griffin

Spr ing, 1949
SCENE
Morning room in the home of Lady Mar y Cr abbe in an
aristocratic section of London.
Act I.

THE PENNY ROYAL GIFT SHOP OF WARRE N
COUNTY HARDWARE CO., for decorations and
properties.
PARK CITY DAILY NEWS, for cooperation in handling
publicity.
RADIO STATIONS WKCT a!1d WLBJ, for cooperation in
publicity.

April.

NORMAN'S, for costumes loaned Miss Hoffman.
Act II.

Act III.

Scene 1:

Early in May.

Scene 2:

Three weeks la:ter.

Late in June.

HARTIG AND BINZEL'S, for Chii1a ·and J ewelry loaned
and Box Office location.
ETHEL DOWNING OF LOIS-GLYN, for hair styling.
THOMAS-COVINGTON FLORISTS, flo\7(ors for set.
INEZ FLOWER SHOP, flowers for opening night.

Ten minute intermission between acts.

HANCOCK'S FURNITURE, for furnishings.

SEASON 1948-1949
OFFICERS

President ................................ ..................................................Muriel Hawkes
Vice-President ........................... .....................................................Paul Clark
Secretary ..................................................................................J oe Kimbrough
Treasurer ................ ....................................................... .....Katherine Bartelt
PATRONS FOR THE SEASON

American National Bank

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Barnard
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Bettersworth

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Browning

Borders Pure Milk Co.
Citizens National Bank

Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bartelt
C::trpenter-Dent-Sublett No.4

Dodson Clothing, Inc.

Mrs. O. V. Clark and O. V . Clark, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Spalding, The Royal Barn
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E . Davenport
Mr. and Mrs. Wade R. Eakin

Galloway Motor Co.
Dr. and Mrs. R. O. C. Green
Miss Camilla Gerard

Dr. and Mrs. G. Y. Graves

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Howard '

Mrs. Malcolm Hawkes

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Miller

Ches Johnson Studio

Dr. and Mrs. Fred Mutchler

Russell H . Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Ely Norman

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Owen
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Walker

Pushin's
Mr. and Mrs. Joe M cFarland
---·

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Russell
o~---

The Play Shop will be available for rental during the months of
May, June, July, and August.
-'---0---

These programs are provided through the Courtesy of
the Bowling Green-Warren County Chamber of Commerce.

The Pork City Doily News,

Players Guild To Present
Season s Last .Production
The Bowling Green Player s' Guild
will present as its third and last
ll1ajor production for the current
season IVor Novello's "Fresh Fields."
Written especially for Margaret Anglin, distinguished leading lady of
British and American theater, "Fresh
Fields" is a merry little farce of the
type with which Novello and Noel
Coward have been delighting audiences for the past decade.
The production under the direction of Russell H. Miller is scheduled
for presentation in the Playshop on
State street on April 29 and 30 and
May 2 and 3. It will be the first major production to open in the new
location and as such will be an interesting experiment in the compactness of its staging and production.
Assisting as scenic director is Ed
Greene, seen last December in the
cast of "Pa~a I s All." Mr. Green has
had considerable experience In this
phase of the work and promises an
:j interesting locale for the story. Clyde o. V. Clark Jr.
Ii Mankin lind Florence Glatki are that idea to reality. The Playshop
": production assistants to the direcrepresents for the guild fresh fields
tor.
for continuing and expanding their
"Fresh Fields," as presented at the plans for bringing worthwhile theaEmpire Theater In New York. was ter to Bowling Green. Hence, an addacclaimed as one of the funniest ed Significance in the title of the
comedies inlported from London in comedy as it is the first major opena long time. Ivor Novello has written
a comedy about a raw Australian ing in "Fresh Fields."
family and a group of genteel Londoners.
..2~
The clumsy manners of the provincial visitors -a nd the hauteur of the
aristocrats are skilfully drawn; yet
both sets of characters are lovable
and human withal.
Prominent in the cast of "Fresh
Fields" is O. V. Cllll'k Jr., who appears as the aristocratic son. Mr.
Clark has served as chairman of the
House Committee for the season. His
role in "Fresh Fields" will be l:\lS
first appearance in a major production for the Guild.
For a number of yeal's all monies
above production costs have been
, placed in a homestead fund by the
Players' Guild. This season this fund
was invested In bringing, in part,

,,
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THE BOWLING GREEN PLAYERS GUILD
Bowling1~G-r~en, Kentucky,- ~~
~

There , will be a meeting of the Bowling Green Players Guild
Monday evening, February 7: at 7 :00 P. M., at the Play Shop, 827%
State Street. Try-outs for the next major production, "Fresh Fields"
by Ivor Novello, to be directed by Russell Miller, will begin at 8 :30
P. M. Please be present.

ATTENTION JUNIOR MEMBERS! Try-outs for a juvenile
play, to be directed by Mrs. Irene Wilson, will be held from 7 :00 to
8:30 P. M.

•

\
iThe Park City , Daily News,
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cc:{)."\\O 'oJ ,,~,-:>. \,\. : by Ed Green, newcomer to the Guild.
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Mildred Hoffman

no available evening, has been arranged for 2 p, m. Saturday, April 30.
Special prices for the matinee are
75 cents for reserve . seats and 50
cents for general admission.
• • *
"FRESH F I ELDS," written by
Ivor Novello, is a delightful drawing
room farce . The setting is London,
the home of upper-class aristocrats.
who, due to financial reverses, decide to cash in on their only unen tailed possession, their titles. Into
this genteel decadent a tmosphere
burst the suddenly wealthy Pidgeons,
whose ambitions as social climbers
know no limits. The contrast between artificial sophistication and
down to earth r,ealism is good for
many a chuckle.
' Meeting
In the end, it will be revealed that,
,
j like the old quotation of "The Col e' -onel's Lady and J udy O'Grady," both
'V"'
of the 32 club lady an d commoner are sisters under
v
s of Bn1g
0w~i the skin, with fresh fields open t{)
both alike.
Russell H. Miller is the director.
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I"Fresh Fields" Opens April 29

:I
.The Pa rk Ci ty Da ily News,

"Fresh Fields" Openil1g
I Set For Tomorrow Night
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Scott Carr

J \ldith Griffin

.,'

........ .

Making hay in "Fresh Fields," the ready being received.
I vor Novello farce to be presented Also cast in this comedy that
by t he Bowling Green Play~rs Guild closes the CUl'r~nt guild season a.re
under the direction of Russell H. Muriel Hawkes, Brenda stone, 'MIl- I
Miller at the Playshop on April 29, dred Hoffman, O. V. Clark J r., ciyde
are Judith Griffin an d Scott Carr. Mankin, Joseph P. Leone and FlorBoth play members of the Austra- ence Glatki.
lian family, wholesome provincials, Fresh Fields" ~arks Mr. Carr's
who invade aristocratic London 50 ... first appearance WIth the group, but
ciety. Novello, in this refreshin g Miss Griffin will be ,r emembered
comedy, shows that America has no from her performan ce III last seamonop8ly on th e meltin g pot idea son's "The Women."
but that it has been going on in
other parts of the world, in this case
the British empire, for many years.
Production plans for the experimen tal "run" of "Fresh Fields", at
the Playshop, 827% s tate street, will
be presented to t he April meeting of
the Guild this evenin g at 7 :30 o'clock.
Requests for reservations for the ',
opening night, the Guild's first opening in th eir own quarters, are al-

I

:1
_

Clyde Mankin

Floren ce Glatkl

"Fresh Fields," thirC1 and last
major production of the Bowling
Green Guild's 1948-'49 season, opens
tomorrow evening at the Playshop
at 827 'h state street.
• The box office located at Hartig
and Binzel:s opened today. This is
the last production included on
this year's season ticket. All members are requested t o cont act Mrs'.
P. L. Dent at the box office to make
their reservations for the perform':
ance they 'Yish to attend.
Evening showings will be at 8:15
o'clock on Friday, Monday and
Tuesday. There will be a matinee
Saturday afternoon at 2:30. Gehera 1 admission tickets for th e matinee on Saturday may be secured
at the box office. General admlssion , tickets for the evening performances may be secured from
, members of the Guild and the cast
of "Fr esh Fields,"
The comedy, "Fresh Fields," is a
farce filled with hilarious h okum.
1
'x"'\; Simplicity
The clever character blending and
of structure lend it to
f ' adaption to the miniature stage of
the Playshop. Director Russell H.
Miller, with Scenic Director Ed
Greene and assistants Floren ce.
Glatki, properties, and Clyde Mankin, sound and s.cript , has spared no
effort to catch the a tmosphere of
the locale in the experimental setting.
" I In addition to assisting ,with the
,
technical planning both Mrs. Gll\tki and Mrs. Mankih are filling cast
signments. Mrs. Glatki, an employee of the REA, plays the dig-

nified Lady Strome, Mrs. Manldn,
who is employed at Howard Jewelers, plays t he efficient and understanding secretary. Other members
of the cast include Muriel Hawkes,
Mildred Hoffman, Brenda Stone,
Scott Carr, Judith Griffin, O. V.
Clark, J r., and Joseph P. Leone.
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Mr llwkes, Miss Sto e
Head "Fresh Fields" Cast

Thursday evening's opening of, Malone studio, done in color by Miss
"Fresh Fields" at the Playshop at Ruth Sanders, studio artist.
827% State street will represent the
Ed Green and his assistants have
culmlnati?n of many years of wish- cr~ated the illusion of vast space
ful thinkmg on the part of long-. and sumptuous elegance on the set,
term members of the Bowling which represents an elaborate drawGreen Players Guild for it will see ing room in a London mansion.
the materialization of an idea that
Reservations for opening night,
has been the goal of much plan- as well as the Saturday matinee
ning.
and performanc~ next Monday and
• • •
Tuesday evening may be secured
HEADING THE cast in this new from Mrs. P. L. Dent at the box
comedy, under the direction d Rus- office opening in Hartig and Binsel H. Miller, is Mrs. Muriel Hawkes, zel's Jewlery store from Thursday
who will be remembered for many through Tuesday, May 3. General
excellent characterizations in Guild admission tickets for the Saturday
plays, mostly on the serious side. matinee may also be secured at the
"Fresh Fields" gives her an oppor- box office.
tunity to indulge in a delightful
Mrs. Hobson Roberts is in charge
farce.
of the distribution and sales of genThe other lead is played by eral admission tickets to the evenBrenda Stone, senior student and ing performances. These tickets
student instructor at the Bowling may also be procured from memGreen College of Commerce. Well bel'S of the cast or other Guild
cast as the proud aristocrat, she members.
handles a difficult role capably in ,........~_ _ _ _ _--'-_ _ _ _ _- - . l
prOViding a foil for the wit of her
older sister.
Other members of the cast are
Mildred Hoffman, Judith Griffin,
Scott Carr, O. V. Clark Jr., Joseph
P. Leone, Florence Glat1l:! and Clyde
Mankin.
Director of the sophisticated
comedy, Mr. Miller, has directed
such hits as "Life With Father,"
"You Can't Take It With You,"
"Joan of Lorraine," and "The Women."

• • •

A COMMITTEE composed of O.
V. Clark Jr., Joe Covington, Brenda
Stone and. Judith Griffin Is in

charge of special " opening night"
features. The photographic display
for the lobby is from the Johrison-

away from their JODS.

~
~;
~s

Mrs. Hawkes To Be .
Interviewed Over WKCT

Mrs. Muriel Hawkes, who heads
~ _ the cast of the Players Guild .comedy
~ _ "Fresh Fields," will be interviewed
1- at 9:15 o'clock tomorrow morning on
~_ the "Mainly for Women" program
1e over WKCT.
er
The play, under the direction of
Russell H. Miller, opened Friday
the night at the Playsho~ __

SA~E 1~E E
BU~ U.S.
p~ ~ R0

SAMUEL FRENCH
The House of Plays
25 WEST 45th STREET
NEW YORK 19. N. Y.

Mr. Russell Ho Miller
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PLAY PUBLISHERS AND AUTHORS REPRESENTATIVES
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45TH

NEW YORK
CABLE

ADDRESS:

INCORPORATED

1899

STREET

19.

N. Y.

THEATRICAL, NEW YORK

February 2, 1949

Mr. Russell H. Miller

1403 College St.
Bowling Green, Kentucky.

Dear Mr. Miller:
We thank you for your order of
January 28th, and have sent you 10 copies of FRESH
FIELDS.

The usual royalty on this title
is $25. a performance, but if you intend to produce
it in your 100 seat house we can release it to you
at the special rate of $15. a performance.
\ihen you remit the royalty,
which is payable a week in advance of production,
please call our attention to this letter making you
a special rate.
Sincerely yours,
............· .. u .....

L FRENCH

JSB

BROADWAY
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ANGEL
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STREET
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CRIM E

BEDFELLOW S

YANKEE
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HARRIET
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TH E

AND

PUNISHMENT
OKLAHOMA!

WESTERN

WORLD

I, Bowling Green, Kentuck
Players Guild
Slates Meeting
Thursday Night

.-

......

~

Ed Greene
The Bowling Green Players GuHd
will hold a meeting of importance
at 7:30 o'clock Thursday night at the
Playshop.
Tickets for the forthcoming production, "Fresh Fields," will be distributed, a ' nominating committee
appointed to select .officers for the
1949-1950 season and plans will be
drawn up to insure a successful entertainment.
Ed Greene, who Is in charge of
set construction, will draw the curtain for a sneak preview of his partially completed work of art, and
-will select a crew to help him apply
the finishing touches.
Russell H. Miller, producing director of "Fresh Fields," will continue his plans. Members are invited
to remaIn after the business meeting to watch rehearsals of the play.
Members of the cast of "F res h
Fields" include Mildred Hoffman,
Brenda Stone, Clyde Mankin, Florence Gatki, Muriel Hawkes, O. V.
Clark Jr., Scot~ Carr, Judit~ Grif
fin and Dr. Joseph P. Leone.

--

"'"'

.......

.........~

Tenn., four years ago, and was transferred to Nashville a year later.

/IF resh Fields"
Director To Appear
On WKCT Program

Ie

Russell H. Miller. director of
"Fresh Fields," spring production
of the Bowling Green Players GuHd,
will present highligh~s of the play
on the "Mainly for Women" program at 9:15 o'clock tomorrow
morning over radio station WKCT.
The production Is to open Thursday night at the Playshop, 827'Al
state street.

-------
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Guild Playshop Dedicated cP
As t'Fresh Fields" Given E
B y Ja.ne Morningstar

claiming an inheritance based on
With a delightful presentation of such a step, O. V. Clark Jr. added
"Fresh Fields," the Bowlillg Green another successful role to the many
Players Guild Friday night added in which local audiences have had
fresh laurels to its crown of suc- the pleasure of enjoying his acting.
cessful productions.
* * •
PLAYING THE part of Mrs. PidgThe Playshop, the new permanent
home of the guild at 827~~ State eon, an Australian who claims to
street, was formally dedicated with have known Lady Mary's husband
the English play by Ivor Novello. in her native land, Mildred Ho!!The production rivaled ' tlle high man set a lively pace in heT acceptstandard of previous guild offerings ance of Lady Mary's maneuvers to
and set a mark of individuality and grab some of the Pidgeons' newly
distinction for the Playshop's fu- acquired wealth and her handling
of the exasperating antics of her
ture entertainments.
daughter, Una, played by
The excellence of the peTform- awkward
ance was anticipated with Russell Judith Griffin. Miss Gri!!in reH. Miller as director. His reputation ceived acclaim from the audience
for staging plays as little short of for her portrayal of Una.
Scott Carr made his debut locally
perfection as non-professional casts
will allow long has been estab- as Tom Larcomb, a sheep station
keeper and treasurer of the wealth
lished.
• • •
of his sister, Mrs. Pidgeon. His heTHE INTIMACY of the Play- man love-making to Lady L1llian,
shop's quarters and the staging at encouraged by Lady Mary, ' along
audience level were, however, novel with success on the part of Una to
Introductions for local playgoers.
win Tim, brings the play to a happy
Mur~el Hawkes as Lady Mary ending.
Crabbe, a widowed and impoverFlorence Glatki added her talents
ished but mansion-poor member of with the portrayal of Lady staw.
London's fashionable set, ably car- holme, whose retained wealth al·
ried the lead in the endeavors of lowed her the favor of the court and
her ladyship to gain finances for the pleasure to serve her friend,
the family.
Lady. Mary, in presenting Una at
Brenda Stone, as Lady Lillian, a Bucklllgham palace.
stubbornly idealistic sister of Lady
€:lyde Mankin played the part of
Mary, played well the difficult part Miss Swaine, the austere secretary
of maintaining her aloofness and at of her ladyships, and Dr. Joseph P.
the same time writing a newspaper Leone handled the role of Ludlow,
column for the lovelorn for 11 e r the butler, harrassed by failure to
livelihood.
be paid for his services .
As Tim Crabe, Lady Mary's young
son who could ease the financial '
tension by getting married and I
n our 10

I

I
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Opening Of Guild
Play Is Sell Out

-

All reservations for tonight's per]
fomlance of "Fresh Fields" Bo I'
Pa
Green PI ayers Guild production
'
w mg
at o'c
the Playshop' have been taken. Re- Be
served seat tickets are still avaiJable COl
for ~he Saturday afternoon matinee iat
at 2.30. B?tJ;1 reserved seat and gen- cer
eral admISsIon tickets may be secured at the box office at Hartig
If
and Binzel's or at the Playshop on ER
Saturday afternoon.
Ali
A between. acts reception is plan- die
ned for the fIrst night aUdience. Ar- in
rangements are bei.ng made by the cor
house conunittee composed of 0 V at
Clark Jr., Judith Griffin, Bre;ld~ ty.
Stone and Joe Covi.ngton.
Bu:
The cast of "!"resh Fields," the Sm
;vor Novello . farce directed by Rus- Hu
~ell H. MIller, Includes Muriel dal
...: Hawkes, Mildred Hoffman, Brenda Mr
Stone, Scott Carr, Judith Griffin Gr
O. V. Clark Jr., Joseph P . Leone' fie
Florence Glatki and ClYde Mankin:
,

]
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THE CAST

TECHNICAL STAFF

As You Meet Them

Producing Director _______ _____________ _____ ______ ________ _Russell H. Miller

Miss Swaine, a Secretary ___ ______ __ ____ ___________ _______Clyde Mankin

Assistants to Director ____Flor ence Glatki and Clyde Mankin

Lady Lillian Bedworthy _______ _____ __ ___________ ______ _____ Brenda Stone

Scenic Design ana Construction __ __ _____ __ ___ ______________ ___ _____ ____
Ed Greene, Roy Hoyt, Joe Kimbrough
Lighting ___________ ____ ____ _________________ __ __ ____ ______ __ __ _____ _________ J ack Sch!lIz

Lady Mary Crabbe _____ _____ ___ ___________ __________ ____ ______ MurieI Hawkes

l\Iake-up ___ _____ _________ ___ ___ __________ ________ ___ __ __________________C!yde Man:'dn

, Ludlow, a Butler ________________ ____ _______________ _____ ____ Joseph P, Leone

Tim Crabbe ____ ___ ______________________ _________________________ O. V. Clark, Jr.

P r operties ____ ____ _______ _____ ___ ___________ ____ ________ ________ Mrs. Will Thomas

Tom Larcomb __ _____________ _________ _______ _________ ______ ______ ________Scott Carr

House Committee ___ ________________ ____ ____________ _________ ___________________ _
O. V. Clark, Jr., Joe Covington, Dick Spencer, Paul
Clark, Ross Gugel, Joe Kimbrough, Joe McFarla!ld,
Creedmore Fleenor, Roy Hoyt, Jr., Bill Hoyt, Houston
Griffin, Dr. W. O. Carson, Don Schwartz.

Lady Str awholme ___________________________ _________________Florence Glatki

For cooperation in the production of "Fr esh Fields" the
Players' Guild wishes to express its appreciation to-

TIME

CHES JOHNSON for photos from the Studio of Johns:mMalone, Color work by Miss Ruth Sanders, Studio
Artist.

Mrs. Pidgeon ___ __________ ____ ___ ____ ______ __________________ Mildred Hoffman
Una Pidgeon ____ _______ ________ ________ ________ _______ ___ _________ J udith Griffin

Spring, 1949
SCENE
Morning room in the home of Lady Mar y Crabbe in an
aristocratic section of London.
,

Act I.

THE PENNY ROYAL GIFT SHOP OF WARREN
COUNTY HARDWARE CO., for decorations and
properties.
P ARK CITY DAILY NEWS, for cooperation in handling
publicity.
RADIO STATIONS WKCT and WLBJ, f or cooperation in
publicity.

April.

NORMAN'S, for costumes loaned Miss Hoffman.
Act II.

Act III.

S"cene 1:

Early in May.

Scene 2:

Three weeks later .

Late in June.

HARTIG AND BINZEL'S, for China- and Jewel!'y loaned
and Box Office location.
ETHEL DOWNING OF LOIS-GL YN, f or hair styling.
THOMAS-COVINGTON FLORISTS, flowers for set.
INEZ FLOWER SHOP, flowers for opening night.

Ten minute intermission between acts.

HANCOCK'S FURNITURE, for furnishings.

SEASON 1948-1949
OFFICERS
President ............................................................................ ......Muriel Hawkes
Vice-President ................................................................................ Paul Clark
Secretary .................................................................................. Joe Kimbrough
Treasurer ...................................................... ...................... Katherine Bartelt

PATRONS FOR THE SEASON
American National Bank

Mr. and Mrs. J . H. Barnard

• Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Brown
~r.

Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Bettersworth

and Mrs. Melvin Browning

Borders Pure Milk Co.

Mr. ,and Mrs. A. L. Bartelt

Citizens National Bank

Carpenter-Dent-Sublett No.4

Dodson Clothing, Inc.

Mrs. O. V. Clark and O. V. Clark, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Spalding, The Royal Barn
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E . Davenport
Mr. and Mrs. Wade R. Eakin

Galloway Motor Co.
Dr. and Mrs. R. O. C. Green

Dr. and Mrs. G. Y. Graves
Mrs. Malcolm Hawkes

Miss Camilla Gerard
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Howard

Ches Johnson Studio

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Miller

Russell H. Miller

Dr. and Mrs. Fred Mutchler

Mr. and Mrs. Ely Nonnan
Pushin's

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Owen
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Walker

Mr. and Mrs. Joe McFarland

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Russell

- - - 0 - - -The Play Shop will be available for rental during the months of
May, June, July, and August.
----'0>----

These programs are provided through the Courtesy of
the Bowling Green-Warren County Chamber of Commerce.
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Miss Stone Has
;I Ro/e In Comedy
,

Th

J

Miss Stone Has
Role In Comedy

Smiths Grove Woman's Club
PRESENTS

Players' Guild
Bowling Green, Kentucky
IN

"Fresh Fields"

I

8:00 P. M.

MAY 17, 1949

DIRECTED BY

Russell H. Miller
THE CAST

Miss Stone

"Fre~ Fields," an E~lish comedy,

Iwill be presented at 8 o'cl~k Tues-

day rtight at North Warren High
school auditorium by the Bowling
Green Players Guild for the benef1t
of the Smiths Grove Youth Center.
The play had its premiere here on
April 29 when it was given to officially open the Play House, 'the new
home of the Players Guild.
Miss Brenda' Stone, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. stone, of Columbus, Ohio, formerly of Smiths
Grove, will play a lead in the play.
Miss Stone is a graduate of North
Warren High school.
The production will' be sponsored
by the Smiths Grove Womans' club
to raise funds for the Youth Center
a project of the club. Mrs. J. Bryant
Helm is chairman of the Youth Cen'
ter.
Others in the cast are Muriel
Hawkes, O. V. Clark Jr., Clyde Mankin, Joseph P. Leone, Mildred Hoffman, Judith Griffin, Scott Carr and
Florence Ola ~i. .
Russell H. Miller 13 director with
Mrs. Mankin and Mrs. Glatkl as assistant directors.

As You Meet Them
Miss Swaine, a Secretary ..... . .......... . . . . Clyde Mankin
Ludlow, a Butler .... ... .. ... . . . . . ... ...... Joseph P. Leone
Lady Lillian Bed worthy . .. ....... . ........... Br.e nda Stone
Lady Mary Crabbe . . . .. ......... . .......... Muriel Hawkes
Tim Crabbe .. ........ .. . . .... . . .. ...... . . . O. V. Clark, Jr.
Mrs. Pidgeon . ... . . .. .. ...... . .... . . . .. . . Mildred Hoffman
Una Pidgeon .. .. .. ... .. ... . . .... .. . . ...... . . Judith Griffin
Tom Larcomb . .. ... ..... . ...... .... .... .. . . .... . Scott Carr
Lady Strawholme . .... . ... . ...... . ... . . . . . . Florence Glatki
TIME
Spring, 1949
SCENE
Morning room in the home of Lady Mary Crabbe in an
aristocratic section of London.
Act I.
Act II.
Act III.

April.
Scene 1: Early in May.
Scene 2: Three weeks later.
Late in June.

Ten minute intermission between acts.

/

"Fresh Fields," an Engllsh comedy,
will be presented at 8 o'clock Tuesday n igh t at North Warren High
school auditorium by the Bowling
Green Players Guild for the benefit
of the Smiths Grove Youth Center.
The play had its premiere here on
April 29 wnen it was given to officially open the Play House, the new
h ome of the Players Guild.
Miss Brenda. Stone, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred B. Stone, of Columbus, Ohio, formerly of Smiths
G~oye, will play a lea.d in the play.
MlSS Stone Is a gradUate of North
Warrell High school.
The production will be sponsored
by the Smiths GroYe,Womans' club
to raise funds for the Youth Center
a project of the club. Mrs. J. Bryant
Helm Is chairman of the Youth Center.
Others in the cast are Muriel
Hawkes, O. V. Clark Jr., Clyde Mankin, Joseph P." Leone, Mildred Hoffman, Judith Griffin, Scott Carr and
Florence Glatki.
Russell H. Miller Is director with
Mrs. Mankll} ..and ),(r8. Glattl as I!.Sslstanf" rectors.
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On the evening or
. 24thj 8 o{lcloe at the play shop,
hope
to have the largest meeting
uul1d h1storyo It w1ll be very
IMPORrANTo There 111 be a vote on
a endmont to the constitution,
for th purpose ot est~bl1sh1ng a ne board of directorso fh1s 1
considered ver,y very 1mportant by all who know about 1t---so pleas be
t here & OffIcers for the 1949...-50 season will be chos no W understand the nom1nating commltt
ha~ a ver.y impressive l1st of names
tor cansld ratione So CQm ~ and help elect your .new leaderso
~
1s going t o be one ot the moat impressive seasons th8
guI1d lll with your suppo rtf) ever had.....--or----??

SPEC ,
If you have anythi g on your mind , let It r17~ GIve th n
officer something to thl nk about., No one w111 be mad a t you for
saying what you think, a s long a it 1s construct!
crlt1cist'lo
~--get your 5&7 in on the evening of the 2 tho

A duplicate bridge tournament, under the sponsorship of
Mrc. and Mrs" Dick Spencer will be held tuesday , May 31st .. For
reservatIons c
· 20450 The guIld needs old carel tables, and will
appreeiate either a gift or a loane. W n ad chaIrs \) to~o

AIm

STAB~

,S11m PH

cannot help but add another comment to the marly a lready mad
(all good) about the recent production, ~resh Fields " Th
production crew i east! and the director report a br1lliant lIght, mad
posslbl by a group 01"
r brIghtest starso
.
It you ould like to eont1nu this paper ael} month, c ll.
Editor 0 Th y m1ght even make you an ed1torw or star rapor 1'0
Vi

Pos

au will be given an oppo ~tun1ty to:ren
sea on Tue s., ~ May 24tlh

Scripts

tor 49-50

your memliorsh1p

·It

onICEIiS!

1949... 50 Season

~1lllp B1nzel~---President
Scott-~DVlce~resldent

. lira.

11.8 lucille

o. V. Clarkl Jr o--..Se~tary
Creedmore F eenor---Treasurer
W. Bo Spencer--Business Manager
Mr. W. G. Thomas- -Audl tor
f)

",

mm

MEETlNG AN,NOqNCEPI

The June Meeting of the Players Guild will be held FrIday,
June 17 at the Play Shop at 8 o Sclock. Irs o B1nzel ha~ requested that
the new ort1cers meet with her at 7130 before the regular meet1nco
lEI OFF:rqlm§

MEWGE ,

Ruci., and the tive other officers are looking forward to a
successful year for the Guild. They have plans tor all to partlcipate
int and wish the membership to know that they welcome any. suggestIons
and help.
PIANO

PURCHASU

The Gul1d Is now the proud owner ot a piano. It cost $500l
and $17. has been paid by the simple plan of pa1nt1ng the piano wh te t
and printing the names ot members at $1000 eacho Ed Greene will do
the paintinl and print1ng (we hope)o Ten dollars ($10.) was paid as
a down pafDlent from rent received f"rom Mrs a GlazIer for her Pla-Skool
graduatIon. Total paId on Piano $27.00.
QUIZ

DQGRAM

Lucille Scott, !l1riel Rawles and Clyde JSnkln composed a teaa
competing with a team represent1nc the B. O. HIgh P. To A. on June 14
at 7130 over W. L. B. J. The winning group received $100

cmmn rAIR
There will be an English County FAir June 24 starting at .
3100 P.U.
It 1s being . given by the EpIscopal Church at the Po C. Deemer
home! 864 Fairview Ave. Dick Spencer 1s gueral Chairman. Tlarce Spencer
18 eYing two performances, one at 4130 ~ another at 8,00 of the play
-Our Nell and the City Slicker"" She 1s giving this with the JunIor Guild
members for the casto JIlrlel Hawkes and Clyde ,lankin are to tell
fortunes 0
The Public 1s invitedo

ABout US
Lola Pflughoett has purchased a new home on Nutwood A.vec extended o
The Kimbrough tamily 1s driving a new car--so contact Joe for a ride out
to see Lola. Dorls Daniels, Fto Meade, 1,{do 1s visit1ng lier parent!..
Mr. and Mrso Eo Daniels, Lansdale Ave Q lIr o and Urso Joe Howard, 42,jt--l3thG
Street lett last week for No Y. Cltyo Mro Howard 1s en rolled a~ Columbiao
Russell Miller 1s visIting h1s . mo~her in AIlorY g Mi ss o ~ and will leave the
last ot Jure for N4I YCI to attend the summer term a t Columbia o The Guild
regrets that Brenda Stone has moved from Bowline Green to Columbia , Ohio
where she will teacho We are also losing Vi rg i n i a Earll and Emmons Pearsone
Emmons has accepted a job w1th the Ford r~tor CO c at Dearborn , fAch. We
wouli like to remind you that the program over W. K ~ Co To "InvItation to
Reading- by Dro and MrsQ Earl Moore 1s now being given at 5:30 0 Please
turn 1n names and addresses of GullA members who have moved away, so they
can be mailed this Sheetc
Guests and prospective members are welcome
Friday nlghto
THATS ALto
. "
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WESTERN

KENTUCKY

STATE

COLLEGE

Department of English
pres ents
The 1949 Ogden

Orato~ical

Contest
March 28, 1949

Van Meter Auditorium

Laverne Van Cleave, Presiding
Speakers
1. Ben T. Sanders •••••••••••• "1\. Rendezvous With Destiny"
2. Arthur Edwards ...... ~ ....... "The Key To Liberty"

3 .. Kermit Binkley ....... '1 . . . . . "Cesspools of Crime"

4.

Henry P. Smith ••••••••••• ~"The

'I'

in Freedom"

5.. Ralph Allen .......... " ..... "A "Nay To Freedom lf
6. Guy Gordon ••••• , •••• , ••••• IfThe Barren Life "
Decision of the Judges

... Final Session
Chapel
OGDEN

DAY

PROGRi~M

10:00 a. m.

March 30, 1949
Van Neter Auditorium

le-

er.

w

~:n ~?a~!~stco:te~t B~h!!~~~es~t?:~ohh~? ~~_

wbJch .. open to junior and senio~
men, only!' will be held during chapel
assembly, on March 30, which is
:e celebra ted as Ogden Day. .
r,
All en tries for th is contest must
le be made with Mr. R ussell H.Miller,
a of the English d.epartment; before
.Mar ch 12.

ready regi<;tered for en try are Ben
Sanders, Henry P . Smith , Arthur
Edwar ds, R alph Allen, GUY Gordon,
,and K ermit Binkley.
Fin als of , the Robinson Declamation , cont'c st will be held dm'l'ng
chapel a.ssemoly on April 27.

.....

~

chI.
be
I

':~!

WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE
presents
Ogden Day

Program

Van Meter .Audi t orium

March 30,

1 94~

10: 00 A. M.
J o Tilden Orendorf, Presiding
Ogden Or ator i cal Cont est Fi nals
Sp'ea kers
I i Ben Sander s ••••••••• ~ ......... fill. Rendezvous With Destiny"

2. Ker mit Bi!lkley ........ ~ •••••••••••••• "C esspools Of Crime"

Ogd f1 Gntest

3. Ral ph Al l en •••••••••••••••••••••••••• "The Vlay To Freedom"

Date Announced
Finals of t.he Robinson declama tion cont est h a ve been se t for February 16, and April 27 is the schedt:led dat e for th e Ogden Oratorical
contest according to an announcement by Mr. Russell H . Miller, speech
and dramat ics teacher in the E nglish departmen t.
Along with phySical equipment of
th e Ogden found a tion, Western inh erited a number of traditions of
th is distinguished school for boys.
traditions is the
Among these
awarding of medals to outstanding
speakers.
The speech contest is divided into
two forms ; firs t, t h e Robinson Declamation, which is open to fresh men and soph omores. Second of th e
contests is the Ogden Oratorical
contest which is open to juniors and
seniors.
P rior to its consolidation wi t h
West ern, Ogden college conferred
annually on a member of its student body the Robinson medal for
the best declamation given by a
student in secondary department,
and the Ogden Medal for the best
!original oration given by a student
in th e college department. The con tests for the Robinson and Ogden
medals are open to men only a n d
are conducted by t h e speech department. The medals are awarded
by th e board of regents of 0 g de n
•
college.
Last year's Ogden Oratorical con test winner was Nick Diachenko,
using as his subject "Our Heritage."
The 1948 winner of the Robinson
Declamation contest was Bill Workman of Madison ville.

I

•

A hno Uhc oment~

Decision of t he J udges

I

I

- 0-0"'0-
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Opening Session
Of Ogden Contest
Slated Monday
Six speakers will compete at the
annual Ogden oratorical cont est at 4
o'clock tomorrow afternoon in Van
Meter auditorium on the Western
S tate college campus.
The contest Is conducted th rough
the speech classes of the college
English department for the selection
of the outstanding speaker of th e
year. Nick Diachenko, G ary, W. Va.,
won top h onors in the 1948 contest.
Three finalists will be selected following the opening round Monday
afternoon to compete at 10 o'clock
Wednesday morning at the ch apel
progl'am comemmorating Ogden
Day. J. T. Orendorf, Ogden alumnus
and local attolney, will preside as
chairman.
Wednesday's winner, who will r eceive the 1949 Ogden
Oratorical
award, will be named by a committee of judges. The award will be
presented by a member of the Ogden
board of directol"s at the commencement exercises in June. Arrangements for the ' contest were made by
Russell Miller, English fayulty member at Western.
Competing tomorrow afternoon
will be Ralph Allen, "The Way to
F reedom ;" Arthur Edward, "The
K ey of Liberty;" K ermit Binkley,
"Cesspools of Crime;" Ben S anders,
"Rendezvous with Destiny;" Henry
P . Smith, "The '1' in F reedom;" and
Guy Gordon, "The Barren Life."
' LaVerne Van Cleave was chosen
fror.\ the advanced speech group to
presicle a t the opening session.
A _ I~

~

__ .. ~ : - -, -

•
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:lERALD

Sanders Wins Ogden Contest
Ben Sanders, a
junior from
Marion, was named the winner of
.he annual Ogden Oratorical con. 'test, held in chapel March 30.
~
Mr. Sanders, whose original oration was eJ1titled "Rendezvous With
Destiny ," is a son of a Methodist
minister and is sports editor of
the HERALD.
t
Two other speakers competing in
. Lhe contest were Kermit Binkley,
who &poke on "Cesspools of Crime,"
s and R alph Allen, whose subject was
e "The Way to Freedom."
The three finalists were selected
0. from a field of six which opened
o the annual contest March 28.
The contest, a traditional commencement week event at old
Ogden college, has been continued
each year at Western since the
merger of the two institutions in
'his year, the program was

"

presented in connection wtlh the
annual Ogden day ob.servance celebrated annually near April 1 in
memory of Robert W. Ogden, who
established the school.
The Ogden college regent Cooper Smith, and a number of Ogden
alumni were in attendap..::e at the
program. Serving as judges in the
contest were the Reverend James
A. Lollis, W. L. Matthews Sr., and
Alvis Temple.
Dr. Anna Maria Conforta, young
Italian physiciSt no!" at Washington
university, st. Louis, 'on an American
Association' of University Women
study grant, addressed three groups
here recently on the subjects of education in Italy and her research in
cosmic rays at Washington.
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PRODUCTION STAFF OFFICIALS

Due to the pre-holiday seasonal complications, and the necessity of
printing these programs far in advance of the playing date, it is
impossible to give credit here to the many faithful members and
friends who will give freely of their time and energy to complete the
technical arrangements in each department. Therefore, listed below
are the Chiefs of Staff, without whose untiring and continued cooperation, the Guild could not function.

THE CHARACTERS

Mama Au;Immp ______ _
Jake Aukamp _________ _
State Trooper Brell!

Properties __________________________Mrs. Will Thomas, Mrs. Roy Gott

Emma Aukamp ______

Lighting ____ ____________________ __________ ________________________________ Jack Schulz

Mrs. Yoder _____________

Make-up _____________________________________. ____________________________ Irene Wilson

Papa ________________________

Publicity ____ ____________ . _________ Joe Kimbrough, Katherine Bartelt
Ushers ______________________________ Under direction of O. V. Clark, Jr.

The entire action W
farmhouse, north (
Pennsylvania Dutcll
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lVlake-up ____________________________________________________ .
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Ushers -----------__________ _______ __ Under directio
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Box Office ____________________________________ _____________

Set Construction -------.--------Russell Mille
SPEcm APPEAL FOR YOUR COOPERATION:

Scene 1.

Six o'clo

The Players' Guild, a homeless orphan for fifteen years, has taken
over the second story at 825 State Street, formerly home of Sam
Nahm Produce Co. The premises are being remodeled to contain a
little theatre, seating capacity of 120 persons. This property will be
available for rental to small groups for recitals, meetings, & c. Meanwhile, we need many things. Have you any furniture which you
have discarded, and which you will present to the Guild? Chairs,
tables, and benches, are our primary need. We will also appreciate
old draperies, however faded and worn. Get in touch with us before
you throwaway ANYTHING! All contributions gratefully accepted.

Scene 2.

Daybrea

Antiques ioaned through courtesy of Tl

SPECIAL APPEAL FOR YOUR COOPERAT

One week later.

The Players' GUild, a homeless orphan for fii
over the second story at 825 State Street f
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Due to the pre-holiday seasonal complications, and the necessity of
printing these programs far in advance of the playing date, it is
impossible to give credit here to the many faithful members and
friends who will give freely of their time and energy to complete the
technical arrangements in each department. Therefore, listed below
are the Chiefs of Staff, without whose untiring and continued cooperation, the Guild could not function.

THE CHARACTERS
As You Meet Them
Mama Aukamp ...................................................... Lucille Scott
Jake Aukamp ........................................: ........... J oe Kimbrough
State Trooper Brendle ...................................... J oe Covington

Properties .......................... Mrs. Will Thomas, Mrs. Roy Gott

Emma Aukamp .................................... Martha Helen Jenkins

Lighting ..................................._:............................ J ack Schulz

Mrs. Yoder .......................................................... Clyde Mankin

Make-up .................................................................. Irene Wilson

Papa ............................................................................Ed Green

Publicity .......................... J oe Kimbrough, Katherine Bartelt

The entire action takes place in the kitchen of the Aukamp
farmhouse, north of Lancaster, Pa., in the heart of the
Pennsylvania Dutch Country.

Ushers ..............................Under direction of O. V. Clark, Jr.

THE SCENES

Box Office ........................................................ Mrs. P. L. Dent

Act I
Set Construction ................ Russell Miller,- Vernon Lightfoot
An evening of May, 1941.
INTERMISSION

Antiques loaned through courtesy of THE ROYAL BARN.

Act II
SPECIAL APPEAL FOR YOUR COOPERATION:

Scene 1.

Six o'clock the next afternoon.

The Players' Guild, a homeless orphan for fifteen years, has taken
over the second story at 825 State Street, formerly home of Sam
Nahm Produce CO. The premises are being remodeled to contain a
little theatre, seating capacity of 120 persons. This property will be
available for rental to small groups for recitals, meetings, & c. Meanwhile, we need many things. Have you any furniture which you
have discarded, and which you will present to the Guild? Chairs,
tables, and benches, are our primary need. We will also appreciate
old draperies, however faded and worn. Get in touch with us before
you throwaway ANYTHING! All contributions gratefully accepted.

Scene 2.

Daybreak the next morning.
INTERMISSION

Act III
One week later.

SEASON 1948-1949

OFFICERS
>

. . .-

President __________ __ _____ _____ _____________ __ __ ________________ ___ ___ _____ _____________ ___ Muriel Hawkes
Vice-President ___ ___ ___________ ____________ ____ _________ ___ ______ ____________ __ ______ ______ __ _Paul Clarl{
Secretary __:__ _______ ______ _____ _______ ___ ___ ___ _______ ____ _____ __ ________ ____ __ __ __ __ ___ Joe Kimbrough
Treasurer -_:_______________________________________________ _______ ___ ____ ____ __ _______ Katherine Bartelt

PATRONS FOR THE SEASON
American National Bank

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Barnard

Mr_ and Mrs. Marvin Brown

Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Bettersworth

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Browning
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bartelt

Borders Pure Milk Co.
Citizens National Bank

Garpenter-Dent-Sublett No.4

Dodson Clothing, Inc.

Mrs. O. V. Clark and O. V. Clark, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Davenport
Mr. and Mrs. Wade R. Eakin

Galloway Motor Go.
Dr. and Mrs. R. O. C. Green

Dr. and Mrs. G. Y . Graves

Miss Camilla Gerard

Mrs. Malcolm Hawkes

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Howard

Ches Johnson Studio

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Miller

Russell H. Miller

Dr. and Mrs. Fred Mutchler

Mr. and Mrs. Ely Norman

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Owen

Pushin's

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Walker

Mr. and Mrs. Joe McFarland

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Russell

SAVE!! !
The evening of JANUARY 20, 1949, to see "THE CONTRAST".
Presented by WESTERN PLAYERS with RUSSELL MILLER directing. VanMeter Hall.

WESTERN KENTUCKY STATE Cor,LEGE
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pr esents
Robinson

Declamati on Contest
April 27, 1949

Van Meter Auditor i um
10 :00 A. M.

Chair man

Dr. War d Sumpter
/

Final competition speakers
1 . Kyl e Thurman ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " Stat e~ Ri ght s "

2. Geor ge Simpson ••••••••••••••••••••••• '••• t'Idol ~ and IdPJals "
\

3. Douglas Hensgen ••••.•••••••.••••• "The College Man ' s Cr eed u
Other contestants: John Paul Fox and Ver non Stone
Announcements

l Robinson Declamation
Contest .Io-Qp~n.
Tuesday Afternoon

--i

necision of the J udE8S

The opening session <?f the animal Robinson DeclamatlOn contest
is scheduled for 4 o'clock Tues.day
afternoon in Van Meter auditorium
the campus of Western state
~~llege Russell
Miller, college
speech' instructor, aml0u~lced satm~~

- 0- 0- 0I

Speakers who will deliver memorized orations TUesday afternoon
are '
d
George Simpson,
'.'Idois an
Ideals ' " Vernon -s tone, "The Se,
f ' fe'" Lee Troutman,
·quence 0 J-_ ,
"
J h
"Unto the Least of 'TIlese; . 0 .r;,
P I Fox "Lee, the Amencan,
au Ias ' Hongsen
"The College
Doug
v
,
Man's Creed;" and Kyle Thurman,
"Stat e's Rights."
.
From the six entries three fma~
ists will be chosen to pre~ent their
orations at chapel exerclses
on
Wednesday morning. The w~nner
of the 1949 Robinson award wlll .be .
s~le cted on that occasion to receive
the medal at commencement exer. cises in June.
contest is the
'TIle RobinsOl,
junior competition inherited by
western ' through
the
ogde~l
Foundation. It is open to membels
f the freshman and sophomore
~Iasses. Last year's con~es~ was won
by Bill workman!_~.Y!lle fresh~ ,
man.
t
Plans and arrangemen 5 are
being handled by Mr. Miller. The \
public is invited to attend bo t h
sessions.
------,,.--;;;--

,.
I

I

..

e Pork City DO'i ly >.Jews

Douglas Hensgen
Is Winner Of
Robinson Contest
Douglas Hensgen, Bowling Green,
was declared the winner of the
1949 Robinson Declamation contest held th~ morning in Van
Meter auditorium on the Western
state college campus,
The We,s teln sophomore spoke on
"The ~ollege Man's Creed:' Others
participating in the final round of
the oratorical contest were George
Simpson, "Idols al)d Ideals," and
Thurman, "state's Rights:'
This trio advanced to the final
round yesterday. afternoon in the
preliminary contest held at Van
Metet auditorium, Also participating in the opening session wer~
Vernon stone, "The Sequence of
Life ;" Lee Troutman, "Unto the
Least oJ These ;" and Paul Fox:,
"Le€, the American."
Jvdges for the final ' round of
the contest open to freshmen and
sophomores were Paul R . Huddleston, H. J. Guttman and A. J. Winkenhofer Jr. Directing the speech
contest was Russell H . ..'Miller,
speech instructor at Western.
Mr. Hensgen will receive' the -1949
Hobinson award at graduation ex:ercises in June.
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R-omnson -C<;mtest
Winner Selected

Douglas Hensgen, Bowling Green,
was decl:i.!·,-d th e ',':i:1~cr,of the" 11)49
Robinson Declamation' contest Jleld
in Van Meter auditoriul}1, April 27.
The sophomore spoke on "The CoI, lege Man's Creed." Others participating in , the final round of the
oratorical contest were George Simpson, "Idols and Ideals," and Kyle
Thurman, "State's Rights."
This trie advanced to the final
round on April 26 in the preliminary
I contest held at Van Meter auditorium. Also participating in the opening session were Vernon Stone, "The
Sequence of Life;" Lee Trqutman,
"Unto the Least of These;" and
Paul Fox, "Lee, the American."
Judges for the' final round of the
contest open to freshmen and sophomores were Paul R. Huddleston, H.
J. Guttman, and A, J. Winkenhofer
Jr. Directing the speech contest was
Russell H. Miller, speech instructor
at Western .
Mr. Hensgen will- receive the ~949
RobiIl.liQJl award at sraduation exerci~s ~~,~,,-'..:.'==-_ _ _ _-.J

PRODUCTION STAFF OFFICIALS

Due to the pre-holiday seasonal complications, and the necessity of
printing these programs far in advance of the playing date, it is
impossible to give credit here to the many faithful members and
friends who will give freely of their time and energy to complete the
technical arrangements in each department. Therefore, listed below
are the Chiefs of Staff, without whose untiring and continued cooperation, the Guild could not function.
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SPECIAL APPEAL FOR YOUR COOPERATION:

Scene 1.

The Players' Guild, a homeless orphan for fifteen years, has taken
over the second story at 825 State Street, formerly home of Sam
Nahm Produce Co. The premises are being remodeled to contain a
little theatre, seating capacity of 120 persons. This property will be
available for rental to small groups for recitals, meetings, & c. Meanwhile, we need many things. Have you any furniture which you
have discarded, and which you will present to the Guild? Chairs,
tables, and benches, are our primary need. We will also appreciate
old draperies, however faded and worn. Get in touch with us before
you throwaway ANYTHING! All contributions gratefully accepted.

Scene 2.

Box Office ________________________________ ________________ ________ Mrs. I
Set Construction ________________ Russell Miller, Vernon

Antiques loaned through courtesy of THE ROY A
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THE SCENES

Box Office ________________________________________________________ Mrs. P. L. Dent

Act I
Set Construction _______ . ________ Russell Miller, Vernon Lightfoot
An evening of May, 1941.
INTERMISSION

Antiques loaned through courtesy of THE ROYAL BARN.

Act II
SPECIAL APPEAL FOR YOUR COOPERATION:

Scene 1.

Six o'clock the next afternoon.

The Players' Guild, a homeless orphan for fifteen years, has taken
over the second story at 825 State Street, formerly home of Sam
Nahm Produce Co. The premises are being remodeled to contain a
little theatre, seating capacity of 120 persons. This property will be
avai~able for rental to small groups for recitals, meetings, & c. Meanwhile, we need many things. Have you any furniture which you
have discarded, and which you will present to the Guild? Chairs,
tables, and benches, are our primary need. We will also appreciate
old draperies, however faded and worn. Get- in touch with us before
you throwaway ANYTHING! All contributions· gratefully accepted.

Scene 2.

Daybreak the next morning.
INTERMISSION

Act III
One week later.

S~ASON 1948-1949

OFFICERS
President ................................................................................... Muriel Hawkes
Vice-President ................................................................................Paul Clark
Secretary .................................................................................Joe Kimbrough
Treasurer ............................................................................ Katherine Bartelt

PATRONS FOR THE SEASON
American National Bank

Mr. and Mrs. .J. H. Barnard

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Brown

Mr. and Mrs . .Jewel Bettersworth

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Browning
Mr. and Mrs. A. L . Bartelt

Borders Pure Milk Co.
Citizens National Bank

Carpenter-Dent-Sublett No.4

Dodson Clothing, Inc.

Mrs. O. V. Clark and O. V. Clark, .Jr.
Mr. and Mrs . .Joseph E. Davenport
Mr. and Mrs. Wade R. Eakin

Galloway Motor Co.
Dr. and Mrs. R. O. C. Green

Dr. and Mrs. G. Y. Graves

Miss Camilla Gerard

Mrs. Malcolm Hawkes

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Howard

Ches .Johnson Studio

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Miller

Russell H. Miller

Dr. and Mrs. Fred Mutchler

Mr. and Mrs. Ely Norman

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Owen

Pushin's

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Walker

Mr. and Mrs. .Joe McFarland

Mr. and Mrs. .Jack Russell
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SAVE!! !
The evening of JANUARY 20, 1949, to .see "THE CONTRAST".
Presented by WESTERN PLAYERS with RUSSELL MILLER directing. VanMeter Hall.
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American Institute of Filing

,

Own ed and managed by Library Bureau
Div ision of R emington Rand

Remington Rand Building
315 Fourth Avenue

New York 10, New York
March 31, 1949
N. Ma e Sa wyer
Director

Mr . Russell H. Miller
Western Kent ucky State Tea cher ' s Coll ege
Bowli ng Gr een, Kentucky
Dear Mr . Miller :
Thank you ve ry much fo r sending me- the pos t ca r d announci ng
t he opening of the all-american comedy hit, "Life With Father",
which you a r e di r e cting.
I wish i t mi ght be pos si bl e f or me to attend this comedy hit
and share with you your pr i de i n the di r ecting of it. I know
it will be a huge success .
Congr atulations and my best wishe s .
Cordi al l y yours ,

M1AERICAN I NSTITUTE OF FILING

N. Mae Sawye r
Dir ecto r
NMS:mp

11-30
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TEACHERS COLLEGE
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

,

NEW YORK

27,

N. Y.

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
DEPARTMENT OF THE TEACHING OF
SPEECH AND DRAMATICS

l ay

26, 1949

Russell • Miller
\entucky 'tate olle ee
Bowling r een, entucky

~ ~r .

~lestern

Dear Rus s 11 :
am very much obli ed to you for sending
the pro am of your work t is nast ye ar . yo certainly
have oresented an ambitious nr o ram and I ha e
f ollowed it with keen interest.
As if you did not have enough to do at t he
ollege, I see you directed "Fresh Fields' f o the
ooeni ng f the new Guild heatre . !ore p . er to ou 1
ou won ' t reco ni ze the theatre the next
t irrB you see it . .he seats are in, -the walls pai nted,
nd a new looby b ilt, and at present the sh ps and
ma. e-u rooms ar e bein completed.
Dr o. in the next time you are i n New

Yo rs sincerely,

EAB

ork .

TEACHERS

COLL E GE

COL U M BIA UNIVERSITY
NE W YORK

27,

N. Y.

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
DEPARTMENT OF THE TEACHING OF
SPEECH AND DRAMATICS

February 3, 1949

Russell H. Miller
¥estern Kentucky State College
Bowling Green, Kentucky

Ml. '.

Dear Hr. Miller:
It was a pleasure to r eceive
the program f or the "The Contrast"
which you directed for the T{estern
Players. Both Dr . Kozelka and I enjoyed
seeing the program.
You are to be congratulated
on the fine dramatic program which you
have organi zed at Western Kentucky
sta·t,e College.
Yours sincerely,

ramer
f the Department
EAB
'.,..

Miss N. Mae Sawyer

F;iday. March 25. 1949
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~ Spiller To Hea.d

I

~ Western Players
~ Next Season
BILL_RUSSELL AND TOMMY WHITE

I

Robert E . Spiller, Broomall, P a.,
has been elected president of the
Western Players for the 1949-50 season, the organization announced
Saturday.
An active member since the club
was re-organized in 1947, he served
as treasurer last season and appeared in t he productions "Dear Ruth ,"
"The Contrast" and "Life With F a ther."
Other oficers named were Martha
Crady, Louisville, viCe-president;
Carolyn Carr, H erndon , secretary,
and Bob Rogers, Dawson Springs,
treasurer.
The Western Players completed
their season Thursday night with
the radio workshop production "She
stoops To ConquE'r."
~
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By june Baxter
JOAN OF LORRAINE, the tapTo th ink of Tommy White without dancing, wisecracking showman in
Bill Russell is a bout as hard as to IDIOT'S DELIGHT, t h e simple balthink a bout ham without eggs, Ab- lad-maker in MISSOURI LEGEND,
bott withQut<-Costello, Burns without and assistant director of THE CONAllen, Mutt ~ithout J eff, Amos with- TRAST. He will be Clarence D ay,
out Andy, or Lum without Abner. '
Bill is usually straight man in t he Jr., in LIFE WITH FATHE,R.
act giving Tommy his cues, but freBill's histronic contributions conquently getting in his own punch sist of spea~ing a two-line part in
lines.
DEAR RUTH, and being the man
For the benefit of the few be- behind the scenes in most of the
nigh ted and unbewildered indivi- others. The beautiful poplar t rees
duals who have not met Bill and in THE CONTRAST-exhibited some
Tommy, the couple in question are of his latest work.
both seniors on t he Hill and both
Bill likes fishing and interior decfrom approximately the same place orating as his hobbies. Tommy adds
near the outer rim of the BluegraSs.
In fact, getting their definite place
of abode is a little difficult to determine as Tommy - lives at Hillsboro;
near Willisburg, went to school at
Mackville, gets his mail at Springfield, and spends most of. his time in
Lebanon. The attraction at Lebanon
seem s to be the a ssistant cashier
of the Marion county bank, the
sight of whom sets the sound of
wedding belli tinkling in Tommy's
ears.
Bill is from Rose Hill which he declares is not a cemetery, and he
gets his mail at M;ackville.
He seems to like red hair and is
constan tly irritated by Potter hall's
ofice girl's saying " I'm sorry, you
have the wrong number. This .is
Potter hall not Cherry hall."
They were friends all during high
school, gradua ted togeth er, and then
were separated for four years while
Tommy went to H awaii with t he
Army Signal Corps and Bill , took a
32-month tour with the Navy Amphibs. The first time he had ever
been beyond the Kentucky state line
he went to Canada, Ireland, England,
France, Belgium, Holland, Germany,
and Norway. While in England h e
III ~ t Lady Astor and Lady Cavendish
who are two of the most interestin g
people he has ever met.
• After returning from the service,
Bill decided to come to college. One
quarter of staying at home while
Bill came to college was a ll 'tom my
could stand, so he packed up and
came WO. For the past three years
they have roomed together and have
taken all classes together if possible.
Tomm y is an English major, minoring in art and history, while Bill is
a geography major with minors in
art and English.
Their extra curricular activities
on the Hill run to dramatics. Tommy
was the other soldier in
DEAR SF'
RUTH, the groom with t he lost collarbutton in A WEDDING HAS
BEEN ARRANGED, a broth er of ,
Joe.n and the stage manager in ;

g

HEIGHTS

that Bill plans the decorations, and
he just. p aints ",berc and what Bin
says paint.
Tommy's interests run to fishing,
swimming, boating, telIDis, and especially horseback riding, as he has
the typical Bluegrass man 's love of
horses. Bill says he rides Tommy's
h orses, but Tommy j.umps t he fences and he climbs down and opens '
the gates.
"
Both boys like to wander around
together and see funny things. Tommy's current trick is t h e imitating of
neon signs that they see in t h eir
walks down town. Tommy's ambition
is to -become able to imitate t h e
G reyhound Bus sign but he can't
tell whet her the front legs of the
greyhound go between the back ones,
or the back ones go between t he
fron tones.
They also like to cook. At present
Bill gets breakfast, t he landlady
cooks lunch, and Tommy cooks supper. Bill is an expert at chili. and
Tonuay is pround of his vegetable
salad.
Both boys intend to get Master's
degrees after finishing here and
both plan to teach.
Though not at first glance con-I
sidered the studious type, bQth boys
m ade t h e honor roll last semester
and seem to feel hopeful for next
time.
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June

,Personals
Mrs. Florence Glatki, Miss Mildred Hoffman and Russell H. Miller
attended the production of Victor
Herbert's "Sweethearts" by the
Nashville Players Guild Friday
night. 'TI1e offering was t he final
one of the season by the Nash ville
group.

Russell H. Miller left yesterday
for Amory, Miss., to spend two ,
weeks with his mother, Mrs. R ussell
H. Miller, an d sister, Miss Allee
Miller. Mr. Miller, who is a member of the Englisn department faculty at Western , will lea,(e the
last week in June for New York
where he will st udy at Columbia
university and do special work with .
th teachers' college work shop in
play ' pr oduct_io_n_._ _ __ __ ~
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BOB SPILLER

I

()'-amatized by tivlUard Lindsa)' and

~ussel

Cr()use
II

...

D irected by Russell H Miller with cast of . . .
MARTHA CRADY

BOB SPILLER
GEORGE ANNE LOWE
JOE KIMBROUGH
GOLDIE WILSON
JACK McCARTY, J r .
CAROLYN CARR
DAVID MEFFORD
ROBERT ROGERS
BETTY RAY

MARTHA CRADY
THOMAS W. WHITE
DELPHINE CUNNINGHAM
BILL DOLAN
MILDRED BURNS
GARY ROBERTS
GEORGIA HOWARD
OWEN McPEEK
KERMIT BINKLEY

V4~ MlTl~ 4U[)ITf)~IUM

Thul-sday, Api-il 1- - S:lli (). M.
JACK M cCARTY, Jr.

JOE KIMBROUGH

Reserved Seats On Sale Bursar's Office, WKSC, April 4-7 .... $1.00
General Admission . . . . 50c

DELPHINE CUNNI NGHAM

BILL DOL AN

.

GEOR GE ANNE L OWE

THOMAS W. W HITE

